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Abstract
Dostoevsky is renowned throughout the world as a great 
psychological writer. His deep understanding of human behavior 
enabled him to create within his oeuvre some of the most 
memorable, credible characters — many of them female — in 
world literature. Unfortunately, Dostoevsky scholarship has 
tended to forget the women enlivening his myriad works, leaving 
them largely unobserved. The present study was undertaken in 
an effort to provide a unified examination of all of these women, 
with special regard to their similarities and their differences. 
Despite the prevailing opinion, which holds that they can be fit 
into tidy categories, Dostoevsky’s women never cease to defy 
typology and stray from their assigned slots. Their allure for the 
reader is not part of some adherence to a predictable persona. 
Rather, it is their all-too-human irrational disobedience and 
unforeseeable autonomy which enlivens them and the books 
they inhabit. For it is in their breathing individuality that the 
reader finds the power and the reality of Dostoevsky's female 
characters; in their diverse forms and nuances shines the magic 
ore of Dostoevsky's genius, his “fantastic realism.”
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Preface
Even at its inception, this study proposed to concentrate on the female 
literary creations of Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoevsky. The rather scant 
notice received by most of these characters has become even more 
evident during the two-year period of postgraduate research, providing 
further conviction that a void exists within Dostoevsky scholarship. To 
begin to address this problem, the present study is offered.
That Dostoevsky’s female figures have gone largely ignored is partly 
the result of a lack of attention to Dostoevsky’s fictional characters in 
general. Naturally there are a few exceptions (for instance Raskol’nikov, or 
the Underground Man), but these exceptions often typify the trend toward 
overlooking the persona, in that they usually focus almost exclusively on 
the philosophical, political, or religious aspects of the characters under 
study. Often characters are treated as ciphers for a powerful Dostoevskian 
agenda rather than as wilful individuals occasionally independent of their 
master — this despite the universally acknowledged description of 
Dostoevsky as “the great psychologist.” This neglectful approach greatly 
impoverishes the credible human personalities Dostoevsky successfully 
molded. Obviously the philospphical realms of the characters cannot be 
ignored, given the importance Dostoevsky himself attached to them; 
likewise, however, one should not surgically remove the ideological tenets 
from the flesh in which they were intentionally embodied. To do so splits 
the characters (who so often already are split) and tears them from their 
roots, a painful phenomenon which Dostoevsky observed in his own time 
and sought to portray negatively in many of his characters.
Obviously this tendency toward fission is not all-powerful; some critics 
have ventured beyond this restrictive prevailing modus operandi. But even
among this small group, few have deemed it necessary to devote exclusive 
concentration to the female characters Dostoevsky created. So far as I 
have been able to determine, no one has attempted a treatment of all of 
these women. That is the purpose of the present study. To understand 
Dostoevsky’s works better, one must better understand his characters. Not 
only would an all-inclusive study of these fictitious women deepen 
interpretations of Dostoevsky’s repertoire, but perhaps additionally it would 
broaden the study of the female components of Russian literature as a 
whole.
Regarding the present examination, the most valuable of the extant 
works on the subject are varied. The Russian scholar-poet Vyacheslav 
Ivanov is one of the most notable to have examined Dostoevsky. 
Published in German translation in 1932 and in English translation in 
1952, his masterful Freedom and the Tragic Life contains some of the most 
poetically insightful, if brief, treatments of Dostoevsky’s major women 
figures. Including discussions of a “feminine principle” and the “universal 
Mother,” Ivanov spends a limited amount of time on certain individual 
females, as well as on the concept of the Earth as Mother. Much of what he 
says is without parallel, both in terms of purity of prose and depth of 
understanding.
Following Ivanov, Konstantin Mochulsky’s great critical biography of 
1947 includes intermittent observations about various female characters, 
as well as biographical information concerning the real-life loves of 
Dostoevsky. Close on Mochulsky’s heels came LA. Zander, Frank Thiess, 
and Romano Guardini, all continuing Ivanov’s deep and mystical 
exploration of the feminine principle.
Two of the most prolific and influential Dostoevsky scholars in the second 
half of the twentieth century are mentioned frequently in the present study:
Victor Terras and Joseph Frank. Victor Terras’ book The Young 
Dostoevsky (1846-49). A Critical Study ' contains a rare extended 
treatment of the female characters, albeit at times dismissive and harsh.^ 
However, even his thorough study evaluates only the early (i.e., pre- 
Siberian) Dostoevsky. Potentially, Joseph Frank’s serial biography of 
Dostoevsky could begin to address the latter portion of the writer’s creative 
life. The present three volumes, encompassing Dostoevsky’s life and 
works up to and including 1865, conclude with his brief liaison with Marfa 
Braun and the failure of Epokha', there still remains the period in which he 
wrote the great novels of his life, when he remarried, had a family, and 
eventually began to enjoy some degree of peaceful prosperity. The 
characters created in this latter period are the most involved and complex, 
thus warranting the most extensive study. Within the completed three 
volumes are respectable observations concerning both the women 
Dostoevsky created and those he became acquainted with in this time 
period; but often these critiques are too limited and brief to enrich deeply 
the scholarship of this area.
Individual characters have been dealt with by many authors, often 
brilliantly,  ^ but almost without exception they focus on only one character 
in the context of one work, isolating the figure from her literary ancestry. It 
is extremely valuable, of course, to examine each character in her turn, but 
once again it underscores a need for some sort of cumulative, integrative 
study, in which the flow between works and characters may be evinced. A 
study of this kind would serve to delineate the strengths and weaknesses 
of the great writer, the psychological motifs, the thematic links, and the
’ Victor Terras, The Young Dostoevsky (1846-49). A Critical Study. The Hague: 
Mouton & Co., 1969.
T o r a more specific discussion of the shortcomings of Terras’ book, please refer to 
Chapter 1, which discusses the early female heroines of Dostoevsky’s works.
T o r a complete citations list, please refer to the Bibliography.
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stunning reality of all his creations, both male and female. The current 
study hopefully will prove useful in this respect, although for obvious 
reasons of space limitations it cannot aspire to examine all the characters 
in the depth and breadth possible in a lengthier dissertation; perhaps a 
broader treatment will be attempted in the future. Likewise, a more 
qualitative assessment, evaluating the whole of Dostoevsky’s female 
characters, feminine images, as well as the women of his own life and 
analyzing them as part of a greater whole, is beyond the restricted scope 
permitted within the boundaries here. In this work the female characters 
Dostoevsky created in his fiction have been studied in and of themselves, 
within their own novelistic contexts, with a view to understanding how the 
author himself wished them to be seen. No deliberate attempt has been 
made to assign them other values or to criticize them from an external, 
modern mindset. For such an examination an interested reader may refer 
to a work such as Barbara Heldt’s impressive document. Terrible 
Perfection.
CHRONOLOGY
1821 — 30 October: Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoevsky born.
1837— Death of mother, Mar'ya Fyodorovna Nechaeva.
1839— Death of father, Mikhail Andreevich Dostoevsky.
1845— Finishes Eedhue Awdu.
1846— 15 January, EednueAJodu published.
1846— fJeoÜHUK published.
1847— Xo3SiÛKa.
1848— EeAbie hohu .
1849— Hemoma Heaeamea
1849— Composes MoAeHbKuü zepoû in prison (published 1857). 
1854— In Siberia in the Army he meets Marya Dmitrievna Isaeva. 
1857— Marries Marya Dmitrievna in February.
1859— JOlsidioiuKUH coH and Ccao CmenamuKoeo u ezo 
oôumameAU.
1QQQ—3anucKU us Mëpmeozo doMa.
— Flirtation with Aleksandra Schubert, wife of Yanovskii.
1861 — VHUDfceHHue u ocKopÔAeHuue.
1861-5— Friendship, correspondence and travels with Apollinariya 
Suslova.
1863— First trip abroad with her.
1864— Death of Marya Dmitrievna, of Mikhail, and of G rigor'ev.
—  SanucKu U3 nodnoAbM.
1864—65— Acquaintance with Marfa Braun (Panina).
1865— Second and final trip abroad with Suslova. The affair is formally 
ended.
1866— UpecmynACHue u uaKasanue.
— MzpoK.
— Meets Anna Grigor’evna Snitkina.
1867— Marries Anna Grigor’evna; they go abroad.
1868— Mduom.
— Their first child, Sofya, is born; she dies three months later.
1869— Birth of Lyubov’.
1871-72— Eccbi.
— Birth of Fyodor.
1875— nodpocmoK.
— Birth of Aleksei.
1876— JJuesHUK nucameAsi, \oc\u6\ng KpomKasi.
1877— JJueenuK nucameAsi
1878— Death of Aleksei. Trip to Optina Pustyn’.
1879—80— EpambH KapaMasoeu.
1880— Pushkin speech.
1881— Dies of lung hemorrhage, 28 January. Buried 1 February, in 
Tikhvin Cemetery of Aleksandr Nevskii Monastery.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction to the female characters: the works of 1845-49
For the most part, Dostoevsky’s female characters are far too varied 
and individualized to encourage any imposition upon them of demeaning 
categories. This section will treat the characters and works of Dostoevsky’s 
earliest literary period, from 1845 to 1849, including Bednye lyudi, 
Khozyaika, Belye nochi, Netochka Nezvanova, and Malen’kii geroi. This 
preliminary discussion is intended to introduce the developing themes 
which recur throughout Dostoevsky’s works in the female characters. Even 
within these often ignored, early works, a reader cannot help but be struck 
by the obvious relation of some of the characters to later creations. This 
chapter will proceed as follows: the female personae in each of the afore­
mentioned works will be discussed individually, analyzed in and of herself. 
This accomplished, certain ideas or themes which become evident will be 
treated, with special regard to their interrelation among the women and 
among the novels themselves. Before beginning, however, one fact should 
be stressed. Although at times this work will divide Dostoevsky’s repertoire 
both into segments of time and into overall thematic discussions, this is 
only for convenience and clarity of discussion. The notion that there exists 
a dichotomy within Dostoevsky’s creative lifetime (chopping off his pre- 
Siberian years from his post-Siberian decades) suggests a sort of 
schizophrenia which woefully denigrates the master. As this study intends 
to demonstrate, there exist unifying themes linking the two time periods in­
extricably, and these themes are especially plentiful in his feminine cre­
ations. Additionally, this work should not be seen as an attempt to catego­
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rize or type-cast the actresses In his imaginary troupe; to do this weakens 
the psychological reality of each individual character and reduces them to 
a Potemkin village of women. There are prevalent and recurring images 
throughout Dostoevsky’s works, but in no way do they constitute a tenuous­
ly rigid typology.
VAREN’KA
Although Varvara Alekseevna Dobroselova is the main female charac­
ter in Dostoevsky’s first novel, she is hardly his most interesting creation. 
Varen’ka may be of much less importance in the writer’s mind than is her 
impoverished, elderly and tragi-comic “benefactor," Devushkin, but she 
nevertheless holds the status of a main protagonist. The letters written by 
Varen’ka and Devushkin comprise the novel and provide its structure; all 
action is seen either through their eyes or is reported by them from another 
source. Thus, despite her far from intriguing personality, she warrants 
some study, especially as Dostoevsky’s first heroine.
To begin, there is a young woman named Varvara Alekseevna 
Dobroselova. Her surname is a Dostoevskian invention, integrating the 
Russian words dobryi, “good," and se/o, “village, country town.” By this 
method, Dostoevsky imparts an image of provincial wholesomeness, a girl 
who grew like a flower in pastoral sunshine, far from the immorality of cities 
like St. Petersburg. Her name colors her like a maidenly blush, enhancing 
a picture of a girl full of naive sensibilities, believing devoutly in the 
Orthodox Christian tradition.
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From the diaries written early in her youth, the reader learns of her trag­
ic family life along with Devushkin. Raised in a romantic country setting 
where her father tended an estate, she was educated in accordance with 
the standards of her day. Early on in her adolescence, however, Varen'ka’s 
father died. His death forced the now destitute family to move to the city, to 
stay with Anna Fyodorovna, a nebulously distant relative. In Petersburg, 
Varen'ka experiences the romantic love of her life with Pyotr Zakharovich 
Pokrovskii, the young tutor who shares their lodgings. Though it is a 
chaste, platonic love, Varen'ka is nevertheless broken and miserable when 
the young man unexpectedly dies. Her grief is doubled when her mother 
passes on, leaving Varen'ka alone with the predatory Anna Fyodorovna. 
Varen'ka becomes the target of a sinister plot; Anna Fyodorovna apparent­
ly plans to sell her young ward to a lecherous older squire, Bykov, for which 
purpose she has presumably been keeping Varen'ka fed, housed, and ed­
ucated. After Bykov “insults” her, presumably in some sort of seduction, 
she frees herself from the evil designs of Anna Fyodorovna and moves in 
with Fedora, a generous and kind old woman. From this point the letters 
between Makar Devushkin and Varen’ka begin; and, as the letters com­
prise the work, so does the novel begin.
Despite its importance as Dostoevsky’s first work, Bednye lyudi and its 
main female character have gone largely ignored by Dostoevsky scholar­
ship. Beyond the scant paragraph or two mentioning Varen’ka, only a few 
works distinguish themselves by examining her extensively. Victor 
Terras’ The Young Dostoevsky with its chapter “The Young Dostoevsky 
and the Very Young Female,” particularly stands out. However, this thor­
ough treatment is unfortunately a negative one, and in its unremitting 
harshness it attains a rather unbalanced stance. A much more acceptably
13
integrated approach is undertaken by Gary Rosenshield in his article 
“Varen’ka Dobroselova: An Experiment in the Desentimentalization of the 
Sentimental Heroine in Dostoevski is Poor Folk.”'^
Terras asserts that Varen'ka lives in a Madame Bovary-1 ike romantic 
world of self-delusion which is merely a pleasant facade for the real truth: 
she is actually pragmatically selfish and self-centered, willingly accepting 
sacrifices from others while she herself offers nothing in the bargain. 
Terras waxes cynically poetic on faTbala, basically reducing the
Varen'ka of the letters (as opposed to the earlier diary) to a materialistic 
clothes-horse concerned with beads and baubles, fluffs and flounces, her 
head filled with nothing more than her wedding finery and shopping, as 
though she were some credit card-bearing, mall-devouring teen.
While his cynicism is certainly entertaining to read, it is not always ac­
curately analytical. Terras employs Varen’ka’s occupation with faTbala to 
dismiss her as a character; but, as Rosenshield argues, these details make 
her all the more realistic, providing psychological motivation. For Terras, 
Varen’ka’s realistic personality traits and natural flaws attract scornful dep­
recation, and they become personal failings; he is perhaps too immured in 
his scathing bombast to notice that these failings enliven Varen’ka. An 
overall sense of personal scorn disfigures the trustworthiness of the tone 
and derides the verity of Terras’ more valid points.
With Terras firmly entrenched on the red end of the spectrum, Joseph 
Frank, in the first volume in his series of biographies of Dostoevsky, The 
Seeds of Revolt, 1821-1849, ® dallies in the violet area. Assuming the op­
posite opinion of Varen’ka, Frank prefers to see her in a far less harsh
Gary Rosenshield, “Varen’ka Dobroselova: An Experiment in the Desentimentaliz­
ation of the Sentimental Heroine in Dostoevskii’s Poor Folk" Slavic Review, Vol. 45, 
no. 3, Fall 1986, pp. 525-33.
® Joseph Frank, Dostoevsky: The Seeds of Revolt, 1821-1849. Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1976.
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light, finding her to be an innocent maiden, exemplary of Dostoevskian re­
alism. Frank attributes her insensitivity to her natural absorption in her up­
coming wedding, though she admittedly does not love her husband-to-be; 
but for “any normal young bride”® [sic], her interest in the pretty things of 
which she has been relatively deprived is understandable. While Frank’s 
main argument is acceptable, it is far too brief and limited to resolve the 
problems left behind by Terras’ assault. The reparations are made by 
Rosenshield.
“Dostoevsky undermines the stereotype not by going to the opposite 
extreme, but by amending it, by engaging it in a dialogue”,^  Rosenshield 
asserts in his essay. He points out what Terras failed to discern: that 
“Dostoevsky more effectively desentimentalizes Varen’ka by first establish­
ing her as a sentimental heroine”.® The arcadian setting of her childhood, 
her father’s dramatic loss of position and his death,the family’s forced 
migration to the corrosive city, the brief budding of young, innocent ro­
mance which ends all too quickly and tragically, her mother’s death, 
Varen’ka’s seduction by Bykov — all these are the tired and true hallmarks 
of the sentimental heroine. Dostoevsky employs their legacy indirectly, to 
establish the flavor of Varen’ka’s life, but he does not rely on them for the 
composition of her character. Rather, he allows her to be a normal, realistic 
adolescent girl of her time , not overly melancholy despite her past. 
She can be silly, she can be giddy, she can take pleasure in trifles and 
pretty things, especially because the life she leads is so devoid of joy and 
hope. Certainly it is selfish and self-centered to accept gifts from someone 
who obviously cannot afford them; but although we might not accept such 
offerings, is it right to fault Varen’ka for her indulgences, especially when
® Frank, ibid, p. 141.
 ^Rosenshield, p. 527.
' Ibid, p. 527.
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Dostoevsky is not particularly opprobrious? The very fact that she acts in 
such a realistic, understandable way denotes the power of Dostoevsky’s 
realism in her portraiture. She is in an unenviable situation and she does 
what little she can to improve it. When Bykov shows up with his unexpect­
ed offer of marriage, a chance to regain her reputation and better her cir­
cumstances, it is only natural — although perhaps morally and ethically 
questionable — for Varen’ka to accept, even though she does not love him.
The ultimate test of Dostoevskii’s injection of realistic elements 
into the most stock of sentimental types is his treatment of 
Varen’ka’s attitude toward Bykov, her seducer and later husband. 
[...] Though not a practical girl, she knows that she must make 
the best of an intolerable situation. [...] Towards the end of the 
novel, Varen’ka realizes that she will never be able to rely on 
Devushkin for support and protection and that she cannot survive 
on sewing alone, so when Bykov out of the blue proposes, mar­
riage to her she immediately accepts. ®
Varen’ka’s shortcomings are human and realistic; they serve to make 
her a more believable character. As faults certainly they should not be 
mimicked or encouraged, but recognized for their importance in creating a 
credible literary portrait. As Rosenshield indicates, this more balanced crit­
ical view of Varen’ka takes a fuller account of Dostoevsky’s range and tal­
ent. evident even in his very first work. To decide that Varen’ka is “a device, 
essential only to the characterization of the hero, no more lifelike than the 
two-dimensional manikins of Gogol ... [...] is to underestimate both the tal­
Rosenshleld, p. 530.
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ent and the achievement of the young Dostoevsky, for it implies that, 
though Dostoevsky was a talented writer, he not only lacked knowledge of 
women, but also was uninterested in them and was satisfied to limit himself 
to the female stereotypes of the day.”^ °
Varen’ka’s situation was the stock in which nineteenth-century female 
characters in general boiled. As such it is not remarkable in and of itself. It 
may appear that this is echoed in the later situations of many a 
Dostoevskian feminine creation, but this is probably as much a result of the 
reality and the literary fashion of the times as of any particular penchant of 
Dostoevsky’s for the “girl in trouble.” The situation is in itself dramatic, and 
yields many of the things which Dostoevsky so highly valued: reader inter­
est, suspense, debauchery, the moral triumph of victim over victimizer. 
Rather than seek connections for their own sake, it would be more useful to 
examine the context of the characters. Women like Varen’ka (and Dunya in 
Prestuplenie i nakazanie ) endured certain circumstances. Living perhaps 
without parental protection, indubitably poor and unable to make enviable 
matches, obliged to earn a living however possible in that day and age — 
these circumstances create a definite reality for women. That reality often 
involves the unwanted sexual advances of an employer, to whom a woman 
must yield or else lose her post, or else an involuntary form of prostitution, 
in which the young woman is basically sold off for marriage, if she is fortu­
nate. Varen’ka lives this life, the day-to-day details of which a reader 
should recall. She is unprotected economically, socially, and to a degree 
even legally; without a husband to shield her (and to lord over her), she is 
helpless, an easy target, especially as she is young and attractive. Even 
money cannot always insulate a woman from these ravages: Nastas’ya 
Filippovna is in much the same position, though it is her legal guardian and
Rosenshield, p. 527.
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her financial supporter who victimizes her; Katerina Ivanovna of Brat’ya 
Karamazovy is a member of the local gentry, but her father is such a profli­
gate that his crimes require her to sell herself to pay his debts. Apart from 
the context of their time and chromosomal arrangement, these char­
acters have little in common with one another; to assume that Varen’ka is 
the meagre seed from which sprang the whole garden of Dostoevsky’s 
feminine characters is to belittle the gardener and to ignore the brilliant, 
blooming diversity of his cultivations.
KHOZYAIKA
After his initial success with Bednye iyudi, Dostoevsky wrote and pub­
lished a series of stories: Dvoinik, Gospodin Prokharchin, Khozyaika, and 
Belye nochi, all during 1845-1848. The former two stories contain no fe­
males worth mentioning, but the latter pair present two young women de­
serving attention.
Khozyaika (The Landlady evolved over a fourteen month period, 
from October 1846. The central female figure is Katerina, the first to whom 
Dostoevsky bequeathed this name. She is a young woman of surpassing 
beauty, and the sorrowful expression controlling her countenance immedi­
ately ensnares the prototypical young dreamer, Ordynov. Ordynov wan­
ders into a church at sunset: “JTynn saxo^^antero connita nmpoKoio
' All quotations from Dostoevsky in Russianraretkken from Polnoe sobranie 
sochinenii (in future, PSS ); Khozyaika is in PSS, 1, 1972, pp. 264-320.
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CTpyëK) HHjTMCb C B cpxy CKB03b y sK o c  OKHO K y n o jia " /^  and he seems 
to lose consciousness, falling into some sort of religious stupor. He sud­
denly opens his eyes and he sees a mysterious couple: the old man Murin 
leading Katerina into the church. Katerina falls prostrate at the base of the
icon of the Mother of God and loses herself in prayer.
M M H y x b i HepC 3 jtBC ^ccH iitM H a n o flH fln a  ro n o B y , m o n a x b  
ap K M Îi cB cx jia M n a ^ b i 0 3 apM ji n p e n e c x n o e  eë. OpAbiHOB  
B3 A p o rH y ji M c xyn p in  m a r  B nepëfl. O n a  y x e  n o ^ a n a  p y x y  
cxapM K y, M o 6 a xm xo n o m jiM  H3 itepKBw. C n ë 3 bi K H nejiM  b eë  
x ë M H b ix  CM HM X x n a 3 a x ,  o n y m e H H b ix  ^ n w H H b iM M ,  
CBCpKaiontM MM Ha M jieH H O M  6 eJiH3 He j iH ita  p e c H w ita M M , m 
KaxHJiHCb n o  HoôJieAHeBm M M n të x a M . Ha r y ô a x  eë M e jib x a jra  
y jib iÔ K a ; n o  b j in p e  3 a M e x H b i ô b u in  c n e /tb i K a x o r o -x o  
A e x c x o ro  c x p a x a  m x a n n c x B e H H o ro  y x a c a .'^
Inside the mystical, suggestive atmosphere of the church Ordynov first 
glimpses his lady-fair. Surrounded by the gentle glow of candles, incense 
smoke, and chanted hymns, Katerina’s face strikes Ordynov’s heart. The 
heady effect which, according to legend, first enticed the Russian Tsars into 
Orthodox Christianity, now conspires to mesmerize Ordynov. For a young 
man whose head constantly clouds with fantastic dreams and contempla-
PSS, 1, 1972, p. 267. It is interesting to note this recurring image, in English: "Rays 
from the setting sun were flooding down from above in a broad stream through the 
narrow window of the cupola...” (trans. David Me Duff, Penguin Books, 1989, p.137). 
The image of the setting sun is often associated with the maternal feminine or 
suffering Sophian archetype. See Chapters 2 and 3 for a fuller discussion.
Ibid, p. 268.
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tion of canon law, this luminously beautiful woman weeping before the icon 
could well take form as an incarnation of the Mother of God.
Katerina haunts his thoughts, even appearing in his mind's eye when 
she is physically absent. When he leaves the church, he returns to his tiny 
room and lights a candle, the light of which re-conjures the beautiful wom­
an’s image, the heartbreakingly lovely face he has memorized. Making a 
particular impression on him was the mysterious sorrow woven into the pu­
rity of her features. He dreams of her, and the next day he unconsciously 
returns to the church, where Katerina again is praying.
As the story proceeds, however, the spiritual element is overcome by a 
more profane eroticism. Ordynov infiltrates Murin’s home, falling passion­
ately in love with his landlady and sinking into a feverish illness, the two 
nearly indistinguishable. Dostoevsky spends an unusual amount of time 
giving rapturous descriptions of Katerina’s hypnotic beauty.
When Ordynov falls ill, Katerina ministers to him, and he looks at her
“K ax  Ha c o H H ite " /'*  Eventually Katerina tells her story, such as it is, in a 
trembling, tearful voice, with the words of folklore and the style of supersti­
tion. An incestual theme dominates much of her tale, presaging the role in 
Dostoevsky’s later works to be played by the exploitation and sexual con­
quest of young girls or women by much older men, especially obvious in 
Idiot and Brat’ya Karamazovy. Katerina believes Murin to be her mother’s 
former lover and her own natural father; nevertheless, Katerina does not 
resist his seductive (and undeniably sexual) power. Her mother dies, her 
father is murdered (by Murin), and their estate destroyed by arson (also 
courtesy of Murin). In the aftermath she flees with this demoniacal predator, 
who stops along the way to kill Katerina’s fiancd for good measure. With
'ibid, p. 276.
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this she links herself to him, for all intents eternally, believing that her “par­
ticipation” in the rampage of evil dooms her to suffer for her guilt. Murin 
seizes on this, ensuring her obedience and company by encouraging her 
guilty conscience, reading to her from the books of the schismatic 
raskol’niki, deepening her sense of sinfulness and torturing her. As many 
critics have pointed out, it is impossible to tell if Katerina’s guilt is real or 
purely imagined. “It is never clear whether Katerina is really mad and suf­
fering from hallucinations herself, or whether the frenzied tale she narrates 
so poetically is true.”^® Murin cannily exploits Katerina’s “weak heart,” using 
it to convince her of her guilt and thereby to tie her to him the more firmly.
What concerns the present study, however, is Katerina herself, and the 
fact that, regardless of the questionable reality of her sins, she believes in 
them. This young woman probably is not guilty of the crimes she narrates. 
The name “Katerina” comes from the Greek, Ka0apoa, meaning “pure.”
She is seen as too pure a victim, too weak to have participated actively in 
the hun-like destruction and death which seem to have occurred. Even if 
she did watch passively as Murin committed these flagitious deeds, she 
cannot truly be blamed for them.
Katerina was a beautiful, no doubt imaginative, young girl, and the man 
who visited her mother infrequently seems to have caught her childish eye 
and entered her fantasy world. His other-worldly wildness, his dark, fright­
ening eyes, the fear he always provoked in her mother — all this would 
have made a great impression on such a girl, especially at that stage of in­
cipient rebellion from parental control, when the adolescent child begins to 
hunger for adventure and newness. She fell into his trance and allowed
^Trank, The Seeds of Revolt, p. 337.
^®Charles E. Passage, Character Names in Dostoevsky's Fiction. Ann Arbor: Ardis 
Publishers, 1982, p. 122.
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him to carry her away, even after recognizing that he, in all probability, had 
just murdered her father. She helps him escape even as her family’s es­
tate smolders. The seductiveness of a powerful older man enthralled her, 
lured her in.
What won Katerina was Murin’s superb self-assurance that she 
could not fail to obey his wishes, and his pledge to release her if 
she so desired it — “but stir only your sable eyebrows, turn your 
black [sic] eye, stir only your little finger and I will give you back 
your love with golden freedom” (I; 298).'"
Even in her later rendition of the story, Katerina’s language is unmistak­
ably erotic, making it plain that the relationship between them bore a pal­
pably carnal aspect.^® This idea, too, finds its serpentine way into 
Dostoevsky’s later works, especially evident in Idiot and Nastas’ya 
Filippovna’s initial attraction to and later her carnal hatred of Totskii. Even 
when she was a child, Katerina tells Ordynov, Murin had frightened her, 
and no doubt this fear played an influential role in her attraction to the old 
man and his arcane allure, her awe of his power. As mentioned earlier, it is 
vaguely hinted that Katerina is herself Murin’s daughter. It is this sin with 
which Murin later reproaches her, reading to her the curses allotted such a 
profligate by the gloomy books of the raskoTniki. Believing that she is 
doomed, that Murin himself will come for her soul after his death, that she 
will never be free of him or her own sins, Katerina falls ever more irretriev-
Frank, pp. 337-8. 
'“Terras, p. 88.
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ably into Murin’s facinorous clutches. Murin consciously manipulates and 
encourages her feelings of guilt until they fester and begin to infect her 
sanity. Even more than this, Katerina herself has begun to love her own 
sinfulness, to contemplate her own wicked deeds with the pleasure of self­
laceration. Her endless enraptured prostrations before the icons, her bliss­
ful moments of consciousness lost in ardent prayer — all this affords her a 
sickly sweet pleasure. Echoes of Katerina’s dolorific enjoyment of the 
guilty pangs of conscience can be seen through many of Dostoevsky’s 
works, most obviously in the Underground Man, Nastas’ya Filippovna, 
Grushen’ka, and many of the Katerina Ivanovna characters. This un­
healthy revelry in opprobrium and shame represents one of the sole plea­
sures left to Katerina. Driven almost beyond her reason by Murin’s con­
stant threats of damnation, exiled practically beyond human contact, 
Katerina is forced to retreat into frenzy and prayer. Until Ordynov comes, 
that is. Now she can unleash her pent-up emotions in a flood of imagina­
tive ravings, a torrent of passion, with all the force of a youthful heart impris­
oned. She comes to include Ordynov in her fantasies, casting him in the 
active role of savior. Such vigorous endeavors, however, fall beyond the 
inert dream-world in which Ordynov exists, and he can only fail her expec­
tations, leaving her mired in unhappy disillusionment and approaching 
madness, and leaving him saddened but nonetheless still drifting apart 
from reality.
Katerina’s perverse symbiosis with Murin exhibits the Dostoevskian 
struggle of the weak heart against the strong, the pusillanimous character 
subjugated, as seen earlier in figures like Devushkin and Golyadkin, and 
as remains to be seen in Vasya Shumkov, to a degree in Netochka 
Nezvanova, and many other, greater characters. She is a weak heart
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struggling with her own nature. Katerina had all but given up — and then 
the handsome (we suppose) young Ordynov arrives. On him she may 
focus her longing for escape from Murin, to him she hopes to transfer her 
submission. For there is never any question that Katerina wants her own 
free will. As Murin himself observes later on, in a speech that has been 
recognized for its anticipation of Ivan Karamazov’s Grand Inquisitor:
— ...Cno3Haii, ôapMH: cnaôoMy HenoBCKy o^HOMy He 
c^epxaTbCfl! Tojibxo ^aM cMy Bce, oh caM x e  npn^ex, Bce 
Ha3a^ OTflacT, ,qan CMy nojiitapcTBa BCMHoro b oôna^anHe, 
HOHpoôyM —  Tbi ^yMaeuib hto? O h xeôe xyx x e  b ôaniMax 
TOTHac CHpflHeTCH, THK yMaHMTCH. flaM CMy BonioniKy, 
cjiaôoMy HcnoBCKy, —  caM eë c b h x c t , naaafl npMHecëT. 
PnynoMy cep^ity m bohh hc anpox!*^
When Ordynov enters her life, Katerina sees a convenient new hero. 
Unfortunately for her, Ordynov is far too weak and inert even to rescue him­
self, let alone anyone else. Thus, faced with the ineluctable truth of 
Ordynov’s lack of heroic action, Katerina detaches her hopes from him and 
returns to her paroxysms of prayerful abandon, side by side with the keep­
er of her cage.
This voluntary submission and yielding of will presents Katerina as 
Dostoevsky’s first truly masochistic figure, resolutely acceptant. The unmiti­
gated pleasure she draws from her shame, her absolute insistence on her
Ibid, p. 317.
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deep guilt — these move Katerina to the head of the long procession of 
self-lacerating characters, male and female. As Joseph Frank capably as­
serts:
It is only in The Landlady that Dostoevsky begins to grasp the 
implications of this psychology [of masochistic enjoyment of self­
punishment] and to exploit it seriously. His artistic focus thus shifts 
from the inner conflict within the individual caused by socially 
conditioned attitudes to the struggle of the individual with his own 
character. Katerina is still a victim of Murin and all the dark forces 
that he represents; but she is also a victim of her inability to con­
quer the "enjoyment" that she derives from her enslavement and 
degradation. A new dimension is thus added to Dostoevsky’s 
portrayal of personality, which now moves in the direction of 
transferring to the individual some of the moral responsibility for 
his own plight.:*
Thus do Katerina and her story evince new rudiments of a great 
Dostoevskian concern, to be marked in most of his later works. In 
Katerina’s refusal to resume command of her own free will, in her stubborn 
refusal to accept the reality of, and responsibility for, her sins, and thus ex­
piate and atone for them, Dostoevsky embeds the first glimmers of what 
would later become a dazzling jewel of his creation.
Katerina and the tale she comes from presage many other important 
thematic structures and characteristics to be fully embodied in his later 
works. One of these details is elucidated particularly well by Joseph Frank.
Frank, pp. 341-2.
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Dostoevsky never again tried to write so extensively in an epic- 
ballad style; but a similar haunting note of folk-poetry occasional­
ly appears, most notably in the lyrical accents of the crippled 
Marya Lebyadkina in The Devils. And there is, indeed, a certain 
similarity in situation between Katerina and Marya that explains 
the stylistic echo. Katerina hopes that Ordynov has come to res­
cue her, just as Marya waits for Stavrogin and imagines him to be 
her “deliverer;” but in neither case is the Russian folk-maiden de­
livered from the enchantment of evil by her “false” swain from the 
intelligentsia
With her fabled beauty and captured soul, Katerina represents one of 
Dostoevsky's earliest attempts to depict the eternal feminine world-soul, in 
expectation of her saving “bridegroom.” This theme has so many reverber­
ations throughout Dostoevsky's works that it would be impossible to list 
them fully here; but apart from Mar'ya Lebyadkina, a prime example is evi­
dent in Nastas ya Filippovna, who at first believes she has found in 
Myshkin the saving Expected One. Here again, however, despite whatever 
pretensions to goodness he may have, the male character is unable to 
enact the salvation of the suffering feminine soul. In Idiot the feminine 
world-soul is left to endure a fate worse than Katerina's continued exis­
tence with Murin and her perpetual self-punishment and abandonment in 
prayer.
Unfortunately, despite all its value as a source and incubator, 
Khozyaika does not live up to the expectations Dostoevsky has encour­
aged in us. The style is largely imitative, as has been shown by many crit-
Ibid.
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ics,  ^ and it is far too undeveloped and contrived to be considered one of 
Dostoevsky’s most worthy achievements. Despite its prominent shortcom­
ings, however, Khozyaika is valuable, because scattered within the story 
are so many productive seeds. Later, as Dostoevsky develops as a writer 
and moves into the lengthier works which allow him his full range, these 
seeds will give rise to a plethora of treasured offspring.
NASTEN’KA
The analysis of Belye nochi to follow here evolved mainly as a re­
sponse to Victor Terras’ treatment (or mistreatment) of Nasten’ka to be 
found on pages 94-101 in his book The Young Dostoevsky (1846-49). A 
Critical Study!^ My arguments were molded by the charientisms with which 
Terras accompanies his often deep insights; too many of his assertions and 
conclusions deserve addressing, and redressing.
Belye nochi is one of Dostoevsky’s most simple, honest, delightful sto­
ries, and Nasten’ka is certainly one of his most straightforward and enjoy­
able heroines. Perhaps the brevity of the tale lent itself to this purity of form 
and thought. Out of the presumably Romantic story emerges one of 
Dostoevsky’s least sentimental, least riven, least troubled characters, 
Nasten’ka.
The plot lies open. A Dreamer straight out of one of Dostoevsky’s 
Petersburg portraits walks through Petersburg in the white nights, engulfed
See Terras, especially pp. 88-91.
For a full citation of the objectionable passage, please refer to Appendix 1. Despite 
the general acumen of many of his analyses, his unmitigated derision at the expense 
of these female characters and, usually, women in general, is entirely objectionable.
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in fantasy as usual. Suddenly the young man comes upon a young 
woman leaning on the rail overlooking a canal, quietly crying. He yearns 
to speak to her, but is unexpectedly interrupted by the girl herself, who real­
izes she is no longer alone and walks on. The Dreamer follows, and is 
presented with an opportunity both to rescue her and to speak to her. From 
this humble beginning the story continues. The two meet one another at 
night thereafter, telling one another their “story,” sitting beneath the never- 
ending daylight. Nasten’ka, we learn, is anxiously anticipating the return of 
her beloved, a young man of presumably good character who had left her 
to secure his fortune, promising to return in a year’s time and marry her. 
She expects him any day, and as time wears on she worries; the Dreamer 
offers to help find him, but they do not succeed in contacting the young 
man. Finally, when it seems that too much time has passed for any hope to 
remain, the betrothed arrives and claims his bride, leaving the Dreamer 
alone to continue his reveries.
This pretty young brunette possesses a radiant vigor and an irresistible 
personality. Nasten’ka is always, above all, honest, practical, realistic. In 
her head float a few romantic fantasies, dreams of Chinese princes, but 
never does she forget to leave that world and inhabit the real one. Her 
common sense, still unmarred by adult experience and disillusionment, en­
ables her to recognize immediately the Dreamer for what he is; from the 
first encounter she understands him intimately, though perhaps she could 
not explicitly formulate her evaluation or how she came by it. She has had 
some education, has read a little, but has been brought up with an under­
standing of her own station and her own worth as a human being. Her self- 
confidence and pride are natural and youthful, never overbearing or “infer­
nal.” She is not vindictive or deliberately cruel, and she tells the Dreamer
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from the very beginning that she loves another, that he should not fall in 
love with her — for she knows he will. Even when she believes that her 
lover has actually abandoned her she shows only a moment of spite, and 
indeed, how believable would she be without this? Rather, she shows a 
brief moment of pride, feeling ashamed that she allowed herself to get so 
carried away and be spurned, when she begins to question her absent 
lover’s motives— but only briefly. She does not allow herself to collapse in 
a rage of spiteful tears; she is only genuinely sad, sad for the presumed 
loss of a love which she sincerely felt. She grieves, not for the loss of face 
she has suffered, nor in despair for the loss of the future she had planned 
on, nor for any other such petty concerns. But even in her grief she is cog­
nizant of reality, reluctantly beginning to admit to herself that he isn’t com­
ing and that she must begin to consider alternatives. Like her grandmoth­
er, she is practical; the old woman knows, as does Nasten’ka, that it is time 
for her to marry. There is no other choice. Nasten’ka realizes that she must 
face the possibility, now apparently distinct, that she will have to look else­
where for a husband. Beside her stands a young man whose heart she 
knows beyond doubt, who loves her and who has all but made her an offer. 
Her innate practicality influences her decision, as does the unspoken fact 
that she could do much worse, though she is still hesitant — obviously her 
heart is not so callous that she may refocus her affections immediately. But 
Nasten’ka also knows that this would make her friend happy, that the 
Dreamer loves her, and this is at least some consolation to her. A prospec­
tive marriage based on friendship and mutual enjoyment is far preferable 
to a loveless match. She sees no harm in this ostensible arrangement, be­
cause she is a kind, simple-hearted girl, and because she does value him 
and love him as a friend. Opportunism should not be counted among
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Nasten’ka’s faults.
But Victor Terras feels otherwise. Each reading of his chapter “The 
Young Dostoevsky and the Very Young Female” only provides further evi­
dence of its unbalance. These passages were not only written by a literary 
critic: they were penned by a man who has chosen this forum to give vent 
to some strongly misogynistic feelings, on the pretext of criticizing imagi­
nary women. Terras unleashes cruelly vehement denunciations of, and a 
scathing condescension to, the female characters he is discussing, almost 
always unwarranted and personal. He interprets every action, every word 
by these heroines as vindictive, insincere, shallow, petty, self-serving, ma­
nipulative, illogical, exploitative, poorly reasoned, at worst stupid — and all 
of these traits he boils down to one all-encompassing word: feminine. At 
times this catch-all may be extended to include such allegedly positive 
characteristics as sweetness, naïveté, charm, but all attributed in the most 
patronizing manner possible.
Terras begins his assault from the inside, appearing at first indulgent of 
Nasten’ka’s whimsical cuteness, though within the second paragraph he 
already mentions her “feminine w e a k n e s s e s . H i s  description of her and 
her situation seems straightforward enough, and perhaps the reader will 
allow to slip by what seems vaguely deprecating, his remark that she is 
“concerned with her own personal happiness, and little else.”^  ^ After all, 
most human beings are, and readers can easily overlook the criticism, es­
pecially when it could be redirected at themselves.
A few paragraphs later, however, a disturbing statement is made, one 
which cannot be ignored. After claiming that “Nastenka is not very strong 
in logic” (and of course, how could she be, poor girl), Terras attributes to
Terras, p. 95.
Ibid.
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her the ever-popular, mythical feminine intuition. “...Nastenka knows in­
stinctively that it does not matter what a woman tells a man so long as there 
is genuine warmth and sympathy in her w o r d s . I t  is difficult to decide how 
to begin deconstructing this blatantly offensive sentence. Are we to under­
stand that Nasten’ka can know something only instinctively, given that she 
is so obviously incapable of rational rumination? Perhaps Terras believes 
that this ability is one passed on through generations from mother to 
daughter, an archetypally conspiratorial callousness, that women, in their 
animal-canniness, recognize that men are helpless and less than analyti­
cal when an estrogen-enriched voice coos to them, that women count on 
this and maneuver consciously around it? After all, what would it matter 
what she said, since no woman could possibly say anything worth close 
attention. Terras’ paragraph seems to have been catapulted — expelled, 
no doubt — by some archaic monk, rather than composed by a well-re­
spected critic in 1969.
Terras continues, criticizing Nasten’ka’s apparent abandonment of her 
fiancé when she believes he is not coming. “Nastenka loves her fiancé not 
humbly and unselfishly, as a Varenka [sic] or a Netochka Nezvanova 
would, but as the independent, proud, and rather egoistic girl she is.”^  ^ It is 
difficult to believe that Terras could hold up Varen’ka, the girl he has just 
harangued, as a paradigm of womanly love and loyalty. But more impor­
tantly, when he does use Varen’ka or Netochka as exemplary lovers. Terras 
also neglects to see that Nasten’ka’s love has not been extinguished. He 
pretends that “she quickly enough collects herself,” as though she shuts off 
one emotional valve when it becomes inconvenient, opening another spig­
ot in its stead. How could she be called selfish, the girl who went to the
Ibid, p.97.
Ibid.
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man she loved unbidden, throwing herself on his mercy, trusting that he 
was a good enough soul to value her and not to take advantage of her, the 
girl who has waited patiently while her love is away, for a year holding only 
his assurances as a promise? No, this is not a completely selfish girl.
Continuing in the same vein. Terras accuses Nastenka of taking “com­
mand” of the Dreamer. She does. The point here should not be that 
Nasten’ka is therefore a conniving dominatrix, but rather that the Dreamer 
by his very nature requires someone to take charge of him. Obviously he 
is incapable of driving himself — he is a Dreamer. It is not insignificant that 
the last two pages of the story demonstrate the hopelessly inert future 
which lies before him, as he envisions himself sitting in exactly the same 
chair, his servant Matryona still near, with only the configuration of cobwebs 
altered. Now, is Nasten’ka to blame for this? She is responsible neither for 
his nature nor for his inactivity. If anything, this encounter with such a lively 
young girl should have imparted to the Dreamer some life-force, some im­
petus to act. Nasten’ka should not be faulted for what happens to the 
Dreamer after she is reunited with her love; he himself is wholly culpable. 
This is not to say that she is completely irreproachable in her behavior after 
her fiancé returns; certainly she could have been a bit more considerate. 
But, realistically speaking, what should she have done? Would it have 
been less painful for the Dreamer to continue to see her after her marriage, 
to encounter her at home, in her presumed wedded bliss, than for her to 
suggest indirectly and diplomatically that they probably should not extend 
their friendship, thus allowing the Dreamer to save face? Or should she 
perhaps have thrown over her lover in favor of the Dreamer, regardless of 
her true feelings? Surely Terras would not expect such false behavior in 
so genuine a girl? The situation, a love triangle, is designed so that in­
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evitably someone is hurt.
Soon enough Terras resumes his nebulous semantic assignments, cre­
ating something he calls Nasten’ka’s “peculiar ‘feminine’ logic.”^® It is diffi­
cult to imagine exactly what he means by this, even if one generously at­
tributes to him gentle motives. The implication, however, in what follows, is 
less than acceptable, for soon he adds that “thinking is not Nastenka’s 
forte.” This grating remark is unfounded. Dostoevsky did not create a 
stupid character in Nasten’ka. On closer inspection, Nasten’ka’s sponta­
neous and genuine exclamations are portrayed as much more human, 
much more real, and much healthier than the convoluted, interminable 
philosophical ramblings embarked on by the Dreamer. This is not to say 
that she doesn’t think, but rather that she doesn’t think too much. The dis­
tinction is an important one, especially given Dostoevsky’s estimation of 
those who do think too much. Terras himself recognizes this a few para­
graphs later, commenting (and conveniently ignoring his own self-contra­
diction) that Nasten’ka says “what is to be said; anything further would be 
idle philosophizing.”^®
Actually, this idea of “ ‘feminine’ traits” is a pet of Terras’. One of the 
components of this gender distinction is simple speech; no great shock that 
it should be so, since women themselves are no great thinkers. It would be 
illogical to expect them to express themselves otherwise. Not the least of 
these traits is Nastenka’s frequent use of the word “perhaps,” Terras tells 
us.^ In fact, this phrase comprises a hallmark of her femininity. With it, “she 
still insists that it is not a promise” when she agrees tentatively to do some­
thing. With a condescension as yet unparalleled. Terras continues. “How 
important that little word ‘perhaps’ can be! It gives a woman indepen­
Ibid, p.98.
Ibid. p. 99.
Ibid.
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dence, dignity — and power. Nastenka certainly makes liberal use of \V’  ^
As well she should! In actuality, what real power do these women possess, 
that they are even begrudged semantic distancing? Independence is a 
valuable commodity, and considering how little access to it these female 
characters enjoyed, we should not be surprised to see them desperately 
clinging to any minor expression of freedom they find.
Altogether, Terras seems to expect complete emotional maturity from 
these young women, from Varen’ka to Nasten’ka, an adult understanding 
and level of experience which he does not presume in their male counter­
parts. His asymmetrical treatment of all of Dostoevsky’s early female char­
acters (who are, of course, imperfect, both artistically and in themselves) is 
disturbing for its combativeness and disproportionate harshness. This ele­
ment of personal derision, as opposed to a reasonably detached critical 
assessment, itself invites criticism in an attempt to redress some of the 
more serious imperfections of Terras’ chapter.
Netochka Nezvanova
Netochka Nezvanova (“Nameless Little Nobody”) begins her fictional 
life in unenviable, lonely conditions and savagely bitten by the rodent 
called poverty in Dostoevsky’s first attempt at writing a novel. The first, fin­
ished part of the book, published at the end of 1849, was apparently in­
tended only as a prelude, a description of the girl’s childhood. 
Unfortunately the larger plans for the work were never to be completed, for
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shortly after the publication of this fragment Dostoevsky was arrested and 
sent to prison, never to finish this story which he had planned as a “confes­
sion.” But despite the lack of development and closure in the work, it is 
deeply valuable for the study of Dostoevsky.
The purpose of the novel is subject to conjecture. Joseph Frank is 
probably accurate in his speculation about Dostoevsky's motives.
...the work was designed as a Bildungsroman, depicting the life 
history of Netochka written in maturity or old age and reflecting the 
experiences that have formed her character and shaped her life. [...] 
The subtitle of the book — The History of a Woman — also sug­
gests that Dostoevsky intended to emphasize similar motifs involv­
ing the status of women as the work proceeded ... Born of humble 
parents and living her earliest years in abject misery, Netochka's 
success in becoming a great artist would reveal all the wealth of ne­
glected talent hidden in the socially outcast and despised as well as 
in her supposedly inferior sex. [...] In all these ways, Dostoevsky 
was endeavoring to tap some of the lively interest in “the woman 
question” then so prominent on the Russian literary scene. [...] 
Dostoevsky’s aim, unprecedented in the Russian novel of his time, 
was to depict a talented and strong-willed woman who refuses to 
allow herself to be crushed — who becomes, in short, the main 
positive heroine of a major novel.®^
The novel Netochka Nezvanova provides abundant female characters. 
There are four female characters worth discussion here: Netochka herself, 
her mother, Princess Katya, and Aleksandra Mikhailovna. Each of these 
characters is important to the story, and although it is incomplete, the novel
Frank, The Seeds of Revolt, pp. 349-53.
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nevertheless displays in the early Dostoevsky the tendencies and concepts 
which later come to typify his longer, greater endeavors.
The reader is first introduced to the young girl Netochka in dreadful en­
virons: her tiny, abnormal “family” desperately clings to each kopeck, each 
day shared with privation. Netochka does not attend school and she is 
often left completely alone, with no outside stimulation, no playmates or 
friends, no attention, and certainly no affection. This little girl is confronted 
with the harshly real needs facing her suffering, ill mother, whom she fears. 
Netochka is burdened with tasks unsuitable for a small child, tasks which 
deepen her fear of her mother: she must do the limited shopping which 
they can afford without losing the change, without being cheated by the 
purveyor of the goods. She learns to dread the reactions of her mother — 
which themselves are wholly understandable, considering the straightened 
means they endure — upon learning of any losses. The picayune and 
thankless life of the pitiful mother leaves the woman no time, energy, or in­
spiration for the expression of tenderness to her small child, who needs it 
so terribly. In this bleak, monstrous existence, Netochka escapes through 
the only route open to her: imagination. This window in her mind opens 
with the window through which she stares, out onto the dreams and beauty 
which are so brutally lacking in her dreary world. Her fantasies revolve 
around wealth and lavish riches, all the sumptuous beauty money can buy. 
Almost consciously playing on the dreams of his deprived little stepdaugh­
ter is Efimov, the tortured and torturing “artist.” His dreams fit with 
Netochka's, his fantasies afford her a supposedly real path by which to 
reach her illusory paradise. An impressionable and emotionally starved 
child will eagerly clutch at the merest drop of the blood of love, and 
Netochka becomes devoted to her “father’s” inventive stories. So hungry
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is she for the smallest slice of beauty in her horrifying existence that she is 
persuaded by her step-father's assertions that her mother is all that stands 
in the way of attaining a good life; she takes her father's side, and so full of 
need is she that she even begins to resent and hate her mother as such an 
immovable and cruel barrier to happiness. The combination of fear of her 
mother and the vivid portrait Efimov paints of her mother's obstruction pro­
vides an ineluctable animosity which Efimov actively seeks to engender in 
Netochka. Yet even while pining for that life of splendor and love apparent­
ly just beyond her grasp Netochka cannot totally hate her mother. She re­
mains tortured by guilt; her tiny, pure heart cannot completely annihilate the 
bonds between child and mother. Even years later, after her rescue and in­
clusion in family life, Netochka reminisces about the injustice she did to her 
mother when she allied herself with Efimov, her mother's torturer; still af­
fected by her past, she attempts to right the wrong she did her mother as 
she unhesitatingly stands with and protects her adoptive mother, 
Aleksandra Mikhailovna.
But before Netochka can stand with confidence and righteousness, she 
must endure and triumph in the fight to win the love of the young and vio­
lently proud Princess Katya. After her mother's death and her step-father’s 
abandonment, Netochka is found and rescued by the kindly Prince Kh., 
who takes her into his home and treats her as his own. It is in this alien at­
mosphere of familial affection that Netochka meets Princess Katya, a girl 
her own age with whom she immediately falls in love. So starved for affec­
tion is Netochka, still so tortured by the legacy of her years of emotional 
malnutrition, that she falls deeply in love with the little princess. Katya is 
herself the fulfilled manifestation of the world of beauty and riches of which 
Netochka dreamt in her attic prison. In Katya she sees the pinnacle of her
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fantasies. It naturally becomes Netochka’s tortuous goal to have her love 
reciprocated by Katya, for without this she will never be able to heal the 
shatteringly tragic past which haunts her so. Towards this goal she knows 
not how to proceed; inexperienced as she is in loving relationships, 
Netochka has no guide to hint how to achieve it. As a child steeped in her­
self and uncannily attuned to the unconscious motivations of others, she 
gropes her way along in the dark towards the solution of her unrequited 
adoration. She senses that the only way to jolt Katya out of her self-ab­
sorption and sadistic torturing is a gesture of which Katya herself is inca­
pable: self-sacrifice. Only when she sees Netochka take the blame for a 
deed she herself had committed does Katya's pride vanish like a mist, 
clearing the way for her heart to express the passionate affection she feels 
for Netochka. Only by taking on herself the punishment that should rightful­
ly fall to Katya does Netochka become an empowered person whom Katya 
can now see as worthy of love.
That love itself is worthy of discussion. The relationship between Katya 
and Netochka becomes overtly homoerotic, albeit immaturely so, as soon 
as Katya admits her love; but even before, as Netochka dreams of Katya, 
the diction is distinctly that of a love affair, of longed-for physical expres­
sions of love. When Netochka first sees Katya, she falls in love with her.
Bhobb oTKpMB rna3a, a yBM^ena cKnoHMBmeeca Ha#o mhok) 
jiimo peôëHKa, j^eBoaKM oahmx jic t co mhok), m nepBtiM 
flBHxeHMCM MOMM ôbijio npoTflHyTB K HCM pyKM. C nepBoro 
B3rjifl^a Ha nee,—  KaKMM-xo cqacTBCM, 6y#xo cjia#K%M 
npe#HyBCTBMeM HanojiHMnacb Bca qyma moh. npeAcxaBbxe 
ce6e MfleanbHo npejrecTHoe jimhmko, nopaxaiontyio,
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CBepKaiomyio Kpacoxy, o^ny m3 xaKMX, nepe# KoxopbiMw 
Bqpyr ocxaHaBJiMBaenibca xax npoH3ëHHbiîi, b cna^ocxHOM 
CMymcHMM, B3#poxHyB OX Bocxopra, M KoxopoM 0Jiaro,qapeH 3a 
xo, Hxo ona ecxb, sa xo, hxo Ha nee ynan Bam bsxhha, sa xo, 
Hxo ona npomjia Bosne Bac. 3xo 6biJia aghb khhsh, Kaxa, 
Koxopaa xonbKo hxo BopoxMjiacb ms M o c k b h . Ona 
yjibiônyjiacb MOCMy ABM:*;eHMK), m cjiaôbie nepBbi mom 
saHbijiM ox cjia^ocxHoro Bocxopra.^
There is a plethora of phrases of physical desire at the beginning of 
their acquaintance: “m h c  x a x  x o x e j io c b  n o q e n o B a x b  e e l” ( 1 9 7 ); 
T Io aB jieH M e  eë B c e r^ a  5 o n e e  m 6 o jie e  npMBo^tMjio m ch h  b B o c x o p r. M  
He c n y c K a jia  c n e ë  r n a 3 ...”(1 9 7 ); “B jieH C H M e k  hcm 6 b u io  x a x  c n n b H o , 
a  m n a  n n e p ë #  b h o b o m  n yB cxB c  M o ëM  x a x  r o p a n o . . . . a  He  
B b ^ e p v x a jia , ô p o cM n acb  eM n a  m e m  m n a n a n a  e ë  ite n o B a x b ” ( 1 9 9 ). 
Finally she states it unequivocally.
K o p o a e  —  m n y c x b  n p o c x a x  m hc M o e  cn o B o  —  a  6 b in a  
B jn o ô n e n a  b m ok) K a x m . H a ,  3x o  6 b in a  jim ô o B b , n a c x o a n ta a  
j iK )5 oB b, jim ô o B b  CO c n e s a M M  m p a ^ o c x a M M , jim ô o B b  
c x p a c x H a a . M x o  B jie x n o  M e n a  k  hcm? o x a e r o  p o ^ M jia c b  
x a x a a  jiio ô o B b ?  O n a  H a n a jia c b  c n e p B o ro  B s rn a ^ a  n a  n eë ,
PSS, 2 ,  1972, pp. 196-7.
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K o r^ a  Bce ayBCXBa mom ô h jim  c n a ^ K o  n o p a x c e n w  bm^om  
n p e n e c x H o r o  x a x  a n r e j i  p e ô ë H K a . B c ë  b hcm ô b in o  
n p e K p a c H o ... . [ . . . ]  O n a  po^M Jiacb n a  cnacxM e, o n a  ^ o n x n a  
ô b ij ia  p o # M X b c a  A Jia c a a c x M a  —  b o x  ô b ijio  n e p B o e  
B neM axneH M e npM  B c x p e a e  c H em . M o x e x  6 bixb , bo M He  
nepB b iM  p a 3 n o p a i^ e n o  6 b in o  s c x e x M a e c K o e  a y B c x B o , 
H y B c x B o  M s a n tH o r o ,  n ep B b iM  p a s  C K a s a n o c b  o h o ,  
H p o ô y x A ë H H o e  K p a c o x o M , m —  b o x  B ca npM H M H a  
sap o xA C H M a jimÔBM MoeM.^"^
Later, after Katya relents and admits her love, having seen Netochka's 
full ardor, the homoeroticism becomes even more explicit as the little girls 
give vent to their passionate love for one another.
Ho MMXOM o n a  BCKOHMna c M ecxa  m, Bca pacKpacHeBniM Cb, 
Bca B c n e s a x , ôpocM Jiacb  m h c  n a  m e m . LHëKM eë ôbinM
B n a x H b i,  ryÔ K M  e c n y x A U ,  k ü k  e u m e n K U ,  j i o k o h h  
p a c c b m a jiM C b  b ô e s n o p a A x e . O n a  A e n o B a jia  M e n a  x a x  
ô e s y M H a a , A en o B an a  M H e hm ao, rn a s a , ry ô b i, m e m , p y x a ;  o n a  
p b iA an a  x a x  b M cxepM xe; a  K p e n x o  HpM^Kajiacb k  neM, m m h  
cn aA K o , p a A o c x H o  oÔ HajiM Cb, x a x  A p y s b a , x a x  nm ôoBHM KM , 
K o x o p b ie  CBMAenMCb n o c n e  a o h fo m  p a s jiy x M . C epA A e K a x M  
ÔMJiocb xaK  CMHbHo, H xo  a  c jib im a n a  xaxcAbiM yAap. (italics mine)^
Ibid, p. 207.
Ibid, p. 217.
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Later that night, Katya pulls Netochka into her bed, and they continue to 
hug and kiss. “M mm  AenoBajiM Cb, n jiaK aJiM , x o x o T a n w ; y  nac ry ô b i
p a c n y x jiM  o x  n o A en ycB ” (2 2 0 ).
This blatant sexuality between two little girls is remarkable enough con­
sidering the time and society in which it occurs and was invented— 
by a male writer. More noticeable still is the lack of judgment or moralizing 
by the author, as well as the almost complete dearth of self-censure on the 
part of Netochka herself, unconscious or otherwise.® While the fantastical­
ly sexual symbols and vocabulary may be disturbing, it becomes almost ir­
relevant that the relationship between these two girls takes on an explicitly 
erotic thrill; for Netochka, a girl so deprived of any truly loving attachments, 
it is perhaps to be expected that she would throw herself headlong into 
love at the first opportunity. However, one must again lament the fact that 
we were never to read of their encounter several years later, in young 
adulthood, with both girls in the flower of womanhood. It is intriguing to 
speculate as to whether the homoeroticism would have continued its domi­
nance later in the novel; intriguing, yes, but not very productive. [It is also 
worth noting the future reverberations of Dostoevsky’s apparent fixation 
with describing the cruelty of adult male sex with girl children, in which he 
uses many of the same erotic symbols and hallmarks employed here to de­
pict Katya.]
Unfortunately, however, for young Netochka, this new-found saving 
object of jubilation leaves her all too quickly. Katya goes with her family to 
Moscow, and Netochka is sent to live with Katya's older half-sister.
'The closest the little girls come to any explicit manifestation of their awareness of the 
censored nature of their love is this, pointed out by Victor Terras (p. 107, The Young 
Dostoevsky ); “ ‘Ah, what shameless hussies we are!’ Katja exclaims, which suggests 
that the girls (as well, of course, as the narratress) are fully aware of the forbidden, 
erotic nature of these goings-on.” In a footnote Terras explains, “The Russian 
besstydnica, shameless woman’, is a rather strong expression.”
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Aleksandra Mikhailovna. This woman warmly brings Netochka into her 
home and affection, truly accepting her as her own daughter. Although un­
able to assuage the pain Netochka feels upon losing Katya, Aleksandra 
Mikhailovna nevertheless supplies Netochka with a semblance of familial 
stability and unequivocal acceptance, despite her own “secret sorrow" and 
her own need for love which her husband, Pyotr Aleksandrovich, is unwill­
ing to provide as she deserves. Aleksandra Mikhailovna sets about 
Netochka's education with an enthusiastic animation which infects the 
needy girl, whose adoration for her adopted mother knows no bounds. But 
Netochka is not blinded by her own happiness, and she sees the evident 
ache plaguing Aleksandra Mikhailovna. Her understanding and percep­
tion of this unspoken sorrow affect her, and she internalizes and shares her 
friend's pain. Netochka even notices the masked animosity of Pyotr 
Aleksandrovich, and although unaware of the rudiments of his hostility, she 
comes to resent him for his obvious mistreatment of his worshipful wife. 
“Once again [Netochka] is confronted with the trauma inflicted in her child­
hood by Yefimov's relation to her mother; but now she aligns herself un­
hesitatingly with the victim against the persecutor and the oppressor.”®^ 
This time around, Netochka exhibits her moral strength and actively oppos­
es the tyrant, Pyotr Aleksandrovich, for the sake of her new mother, 
Aleksandra Mikhailovna. “...Netochka willingly takes on herself the onus 
of a secret correspondence with a presumptive lover",®® rather than allow 
Pyotr Aleksandrovich to torment his wife with what Netochka discovers to 
be a past love affair of Aleksandra Mikhailovna's, with which he has by al­
lusion driven her to grief over the years. Netochka exerts a morality higher 
than the exploitative diagrams of hell and sin drawn by the sadistic hand of
Frank, The Seeds of Revolt, p. 363.
Ibid.
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Pyotr Aleksandrovich to bind his pusillanimous wife to him. As a human 
being, Netochka is unable to stand by and allow another to suffer when 
she can intervene. She bravely and unflinchingly absorbs the blows which 
Pyotr Aleksandrovich launches against her, for she knows that if the truth 
were told, the violence would be redirected against her beloved 
Aleksandra Mikhailovna; Netochka is percipient that her adopted mother 
lacks the strength to withstand such brutality.
... Netochka hands the letter over privately to Pyotr Alexandrovich 
and bitterly denounces his moral tyranny over his long-suffering 
wife. ‘“You wanted to maintain a superiority over her, and you did 
so. But why? Because you wanted to triumph over her... in order to 
show her that she had erred and that you were more virtuous 
’”(2:266). With these accusing words, Netochka shows Pyotr 
Alexandrovich that she is made of sterner stuff than his wife and will 
not allow herself to be trampled on.®®
Thus although Dostoevsky was never to complete the novel, we may 
assume that Netochka would continue to act truthfully and justly. Because 
she is, finally and irrevocably, a woman who knows what is right and who 
will unhesitatingly sacrifice herself to save another. In fact, in her acts of 
self-effacement — both for Katya and for Aleksandra Mikhailovna — 
Netochka carries the embryo of Dostoevsky’s philosophy, to be fully devel­
oped and concretely manifested in the later, great novels, that “Salvation 
...would always dépend on the capacity of the prideful ego... to surrender to
Ibid, pp. 363-4.
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the free self-sacrifice of love made on its behalf by Christ.'"'® Thus perhaps 
does Netochka's sacrifice help Katya grow as a human being, although the 
novel's lack of ending precludes definite developmental proof.
Princess Katya warrants analysis in her own right, both as the haughty 
little girl who knowingly taunts Netochka, whose pride prevents her — for a 
time — from returning Netochka's affection, and also as the “...Princess 
Katya...whose fineness of character conquers the temptation of egoistic re­
sentment in a[n] ... active and decisive fashion”. T h e  young sun around 
which the whole universe of Prince Kh.'s household revolves, Katya is 
comfortably unaware of conflict, blissfully happy in her secure fiefdom — 
until Netochka arrives. Even at an early age she knows her ascendancy 
and unconsciously manipulates the people surrounding her to achieve 
whatever evanescent whim dawns across her horizon. When Netochka ar­
rives, however, Katya's world changes, and this does not please her. 
Although Katya knows that her hold over Netochka is potent, she is re­
pulsed by the ease with which she succeeds in gaining her will, as well as 
by the pull she feels Netochka exerting on her, the recognition of shared 
love, and therefore of equality. Joseph Frank explains this with clarity.
It is evident from Dostoevsky's portrayal of Katya, that he was al­
ready a master of the love-hate dialectic.... [...] ...in Katya for the 
first time it becomes completely self-conscious. When asked 
about her past behavior by Netochka, she replies: '“Well, I al­
ways loved you, always! But then, I was not able to bear it; I 
thought. I'll devour her with kisses, or I'll pinch her to death"' 
[2:220]. This is the naive form in which Katya explains her am­
'*lbid, p. 360.
Ibid, p. 358.
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biguous feelings, which stem from the unwillingness of the pride­
ful ego to surrender its own autonomy to the infringement repre­
sented by the temptation of love. In Netochka Nezvanova, this 
conflict is still presented purely in moral-psychological terms; but 
one should never overlook that the self-sacrifice of Netochka, and 
Katya’s response, already contain the emotive-experiential basis 
of Dostoevsky’s Christianity.^
The recognition of mutual love, as well as the feeling of love itself, re­
quire a surrender of ego-control to the beloved. This Katya cannot bear. 
Her youthful pride is obstinate and strong, and only a gesture of strength 
through weakness (martyrdom) from Netochka can force Katya to admit 
the true run of her emotions. Only an act of selflessness can wash from 
Katya’s vision the grime of sovereign pride and vanity. Again Joseph Frank 
provides insight into the novel.
Princess Katya is thus the first of Dostoevsky’s “infernal women,” 
whose wounded pride stands in the way of their acceptance of the 
gift of love and generates, rather, hatred and persecution of the 
lover; but in this early phase, where the drama is played between 
children, the wound is not yet so deep that it can no longer be 
healed.''®
In fact. Princess Katya is the predecessor of the other characters named 
Katerina, beginning probably with Katerina Ivanovna Marmeladova in
":|bid, p. 360.
'*lbid, p. 359.
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Prestuplenie i nakazanie (although we can see echoes of her character in 
Nellie of Unizhennye i oskorblennye ) and finally reaching the ultimate per­
sonification in Katerina Ivanovna of Brat’ya Karamazovy. By observing 
the relations between Netochka and Katya, paying close heed to the way 
in which Netochka at last wins the love of Katya, an attentive reader pos­
sesses an important model for understanding the relations later in Brat’ya 
Karamazovy between Katerina Ivanovna, Dmitrii, Ivan, and Grushen’ka.
The love-hate arena of the relationship between Netochka and Katya 
will send echoes into the future as well, and it will touch and deeply affect 
several other connections. For instance, the link between Raskol’nikov 
and Sonya in Prestuplenie i nakazanie will be clearly marked by this con­
flict. The ambivalence and ephemeral emotions of Raskol’nikov stem from 
his failure to harness his pride and his unwillingness to relinquish self-con­
trol in any degree, to free his love for Sonya, which ties him so strongly to 
her, despite his self-preservation. Katya therefore partly prefigures 
Raskol’nikov, as well as others, and Netochka's act of heroic self-abnega­
tion reverberates in Sonya’s acceptance of Raskol’nikov’s punishment as 
her own, in her decision to follow him to exile in Siberia.
In Katya one also laments the novel’s lack of closure, and the reader 
must ponder ineffectually what changes Katya would have brought to the 
reunion with Netochka. Would she have regained her stubborn ways, forc­
ing Netochka to undergo still more trials? Perhaps, in a way, Dostoevsky 
did develop further Katya’s portrait, though in a different novel; we see 
Katya quite clearly in the vain and self-centered “infernal” Katerina 
Ivanovna of Brat’ya Karamazovy.
Another absorbing problem the work presents is this: why did 
Dostoevsky — a man, and, at the time, unmarried and childless — choose
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to write a book about a young girl? Now, it has been argued that Netochka 
is an extremely efficient narrator, in fact so efficient that she slides into the 
murky background of the events she describes, ceasing to be an active 
player in her own life’s game/" Granted that she is perhaps not the arbiter 
of the action of the novel, and even if she herself is so unimportant that her 
gender is almost irrelevant, it is nevertheless written from her point of view. 
Even more: not only is the narrator female, but the most important charac­
ters (with the exception of Efimov) are also women. Katya and Aleksandra 
Mikhailovna dominate the latter two-thirds of the book.
Dostoevsky had younger sisters, but even during his childhood it 
seems unlikely that he was very close to them. Beyond his female siblings, 
however, his exposure to girls the age of Netochka was extremely limited. 
He was too young for many of his friends to have had children whom he 
could observe closely, and there seems to be no mention of any neighbor 
children or the like whom he could have befriended for long enough to 
compose the portraits of Netochka Nezvanova. Thus we may presume that 
these characters did not spring from any actual people. The original query 
stands. The work could easily have been written with a young boy as nar­
rator; in fact, had this been the case, some of the most disturbing aspects of 
Netochka’s love affair with Katya would have been eliminated. (It is far 
more acceptable for a young boy to fall passionately in love with a beautiful 
young girl, to dream of her red lips, to fall kissing her at every opportunity, 
than for a little girl to feel so strongly and explicitly erotically attracted to an­
other girl.) It would be difficult to say that the work would have been less
' Konstantin Mochulsky, Dostoevsky: His Life and Work Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1967, pp. 107-8. “Netochka is too pale a figure, too much the 
narrator and not the heroine. With discreet modesty she invariably yields the fore­
ground to other individuals and is incapable of focusing the novel’s events on her 
own personality. She relates the story of her life but it is her fate to act as an accessory 
to the lives of people more significant than herself.”
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effective with Ivanushka Nezvanov rather than Netochka as narrator. But 
all this obscures the central fact: Dostoevsky did not write the work with a 
male narrator. In fact, as Victor Terras has pointed out, the changes which 
Dostoevsky made to the novel-fragment upon his return from Siberia 
worked to remove any traces of a male hero, when Dostoevsky expunged 
his character Larya, “who was to be the hero of the novel,” from the text as 
it was modified in 1860."® Even with the Larya character included in the 
novel, Netochka's centrality would not have been usurped. But the fact that 
Dostoevsky did delete the little boy from the novel is nevertheless impor­
tant, as it did serve to sharpen the focus on his heroine.
Joseph Frank indicates at least a partial justification for this choice 
when he points out how unusual it was to depict a woman as the heroine of 
a novel at that time in Russia. “In so doing he hoped once again, as with 
Poor Folk, to reestablish his independent position on the Russian social- 
cultural scene...”"® For whatever reason, though, he must have felt that it 
would be better to use a female narrator in this story, because a craftsman 
such as Dostoevsky did not make choices arbitrarily, or with purely oppor­
tunistic motives. Perhaps he felt a female narrator would be more effective 
in eliciting sympathy from his readers; perhaps he felt it would be more dra­
matic to see a woman battered by fate but who finally stands up for herself 
and others. Another factor influencing Dostoevsky in his choice of a female 
narrator was his abiding admiration for George Sand. Terras believes “that 
Dostoevsky has taken the femininity of his narratress quite seriously and 
has actually produced as George-Sandian a narrative as any Russian writ­
er, male or female, ever has. The emotional pose, the sentimental cliché, 
and the moral phrase practiced by the narratress of Netochka Nezvanova
Terras, The Young Dostoevsky, p. 48.
‘‘® Frank, The Seeds of Revolt p.353, and see above for other relevant citations.
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are an exact replica of George Sand’s mode of diction in the 1830’s and 
1840’s....”"^  He goes on to posit “that [Dostoevsky] has consciously fol­
lowed the example of George Sand, imitated her stylistic mannerisms, 
even adopted some of her patterns of thought, in order to create the image 
of a genuinely feminine narratress.”"® If the weightily sexist atmosphere of 
this analysis is overlooked, « it does at least hint at a partial influence in 
Dostoevsky’s election of a female narrator, if, indeed, he did set out to pas­
tiche George Sand. Apparently, in order to siphon some of the curiosity of 
the “woman question,” Dostoevsky deemed it worthwhile to imitate Sand’s 
follies in order to achieve verisimilitude.
For whatever reason, though, Netochka Nezvanova gave her name 
and her story to Dostoevsky’s arcade, leaving behind her a legacy of char­
acters and ideas which would be inherited by the entire family tree of 
Dostoevsky’s literary creations.
Malen’kii geroi
As he endured the passage of the spring of 1849®° within his cell.
Terras, The Young Dostoevsky, p. 101.
Ibid, p. 102.
See Appendix 2 for Terras, pp. 101-3. Terras asserts that women writers write differ­
ently from and not as well as male writers, who in their genius can even imitate the 
form of their inferiors, as in the case of Dostoevsky deliberately using his talents to 
lower his style to match that of a mere woman. Also objectionable is Terras’ inventive 
new narratress, the justification for which usage is incomprehensible, unless of 
course female narrators are as inferior as female writers. Narrator has been and is 
sufficient to denote a human storyteller, not requiring any of the gender distinctions 
which tend, as in this case, to lead to value judgments.
Although Dostoevsky completed the story before his departure to Siberia in 
December of 1849, A Little Hero was not published until 1857, when the author 
slowly regained his rights. In Russian the full title is Malen'kii geroi. Iz neizvestnykh 
memuarov
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Dostoevsky wrote one of his most cheerful stories: Malen’kii geroi. The 
narrator of this tale reminisces about a significant time in his childhood, at 
age eleven. The setting is pastoral, full of summer country air and warmth 
and light, all of which elements are usually lacking in Dostoevskian narra­
tive. Perhaps because he himself lived without all the more enjoyable as­
pects of life, Dostoevsky entertained himself with substitutes in reverie.
The young boy, never named, spends the summer holidays with a 
wealthy relative outside Moscow. There he observes the fine, easy lifestyle 
of the Russian gentry, of which he is himself a member. He watches the 
lush feasts, the glittering guests, the frivolity of the leisured classes, remark­
ing at times on the apparent wastefulness of the idle amusements. But on 
the whole his attention is distracted from this precocious social commen­
tary by the female guests of his benefactor, in particular two: “the blonde," 
and Madame M.
Although she possesses no proper name, the former has many sobri­
quets. The narrator refers to her alternately as the blonde (ônoHfliiHKa), 
the beauty (KpacaBMi^a), tormentor (roHMTenbHima), Amazon (aMaaoHKa), 
and tyrant (xMpaHKa), occasionally adding adjectives like “perfidious”
(KOBapHaa). Obviously these appellations describe her more precisely 
than even the most symbolic Christian name. However, if she were named 
in the conventional sense, clearly she, too, would be Katya. This woman 
is the quintessential Katerina, pared down and simplified, perhaps, but 
nevertheless she is an amalgamation of all the other Katyas, both before
her and yet to come. She is blonde, as the Katerinas usually are, “c 
n b in iH H M M , rycTeM niM M M  B onocaM M ,”^^ and, again as usual, she is the
PSS, 2 ,1972, p. 269.
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sort of beauty who transfixes the onlooker, as Netochka Nezvanova de­
scribed the effect of Katya’s lovely face.
Ona 5bma qy#Ho xopoma, n h to -to ôbijio b eë Kpacoxe, qxo 
xaK M Mcxanocb b rjiasa b nepBoro Bsrnaqa. M, y x  kohc^h g , 
ona H en oxoxa ôbijia Ha xex ManenbKHx, cxbi^jiHBCHbKHX 
GnoH^HHOHCK, ôencHbKHx, KaK nym oK, m H cxH b ix , Kax 
ôenbie m b ih ik m  mhm  nacxopcKMe a o h k m . Pocxom  ona 6buia 
HCBbicoKa M HeMHoro nonna, ho  c nexHbiM M , x o h k m m m  
nwHMflMM HMi^a, OHapOBaxenbHo HapMCOBaHHbiMM. Mxo-xo xax
MOJIHHH CBepKaiGH^ee ÔbUIO B 3XGM Jlime, fla M BCfl GHa ---- KaK
GXGHb, ]KHBaH, ôbicxpaH, nëxKaH. M3 eë ôojibniHx oxKpbixbix 
rjiaa 6y%xo ncKpw cbinajiMCb; ghm  CBCpKajiM, xax ajiMasbi, m 
HMKor^a a He npoMenaiG xaxMx ronyôwx MCKpoMexHbix rna3 
HM Ha KaKMe nepHbie, 6y#b ghm  nepnee caMoro HëpHoxG 
aH#any3CKGrG B3rjia^a, ^a m ônoH^MHKa m gh, HpaBo, cxonna 
XGM 3HaMeHMXGM ÔpiGHeXKM, KGXGpyiG BGCHeJT GflMH 
M3BeCXHbIM M HpeKpaCHbIM HG3X M KGXOpblM eH^ë B 
raKi/iy HpeBGCXG^Hbix cxMxax noKnanca Bcen KacxMjiMeM, h x g  
XGXGB HepejiGMaxb ce6e kgcxm , ecnn h g 3 b g jih x  eMy x g jtb k g  
KGHHMKGM HaJIbl^a HpMKGCHyXbCfl K M&HXMHbe eXG KpacaBMI^bl.
npMÔaBb K xGMy, HXG MOH KpacBBMita ôbijia caMaa Becënaa m3 
Bcex KpacaBMHi b MMpe, caMaa B36anMGmHaa xoxoxynba, 
pe3Baa xax peôënoK, necMoxpa na xg hxg nex naxb kslk 6buia 
y x e  3aMyxeM. Cmgx ne cxgamji c eë ry6 , cBexMx, xax cBexa  
yxpennaa p03a, xghbko hxg ycneBniaa pacKpbixb, c nepBbiM 
JiyHGM CGHHH#, CBGK) ajiyiG, apOM^THyP HGHKy, Ha KGXGpOM
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ente ne oôcoxnw xono^Hbie Kpynnbie xannu pocbi/
This young woman is not only beautiful, as are all the other young 
Katyas, she is also a tormentor. The narrator believes she had sworn 
never to leave him in peace, and indeed, she does appear to be keen on 
her work. She is infernal, to be sure, with her eternal torture and gay tricks; 
but once she sees what a serious boy he is and how genuine his feelings 
are, the blonde immediately ceases her jesting hostilities and goes into 
his service, completely won over by his self-sacrifice and heroism with the 
untamable stallion.
Truly, she is beautiful, and she charms all who see her, but her beauty 
has not the depth, imprinted by suffering, of a Madame M. In this aspect 
she prefigures Aglaya Ivanovna Epanchina, and the role the latter plays in 
one of the love triangles of Idiot. The echoes are notable: Myshkin ad­
mires Aglaya, feels her beauty, but hers is not the powerful beauty of 
Nastas'ya Filippovna, whose suffering is evident in her lovely features; sim­
ilarly the boy admires the blonde, appreciates her ravishing qualities, but 
actually loves only Madame M., with her pure face displaying her sadness. 
As Joseph Frank notes in relation to this story, “physical beauty alone will 
rarely attract a Dostoevsky protagonist, who is usually drawn to those who 
suffer” apparently even an eleven-year-old boy is subject to this gravita­
tional influence. Even Aglaya’s later trick with the hedgehog seems to be a 
caprice which the blonde might have perpetrated.
Ibid, pp. 269-70.
Joseph Frank, Dostoevsky: The Years of Ordeal, 1850-1859. Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1990, p. 29.
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The blonde, then, has obvious bonds tying her with the Princess Katya 
of Netochka Nezvanova, with her “dazzling” beauty and selfish, naughty, 
schoolgirlish ways. In her turn, the blonde contributes her characteristics to 
the inheritance of later Katerinas and some other “infernal women.” As 
mentioned above, she resurfaces subtly in Aglaya and similarly in Liza 
Tushina in Besy, undeniably, however, the tendencies present in the 
blonde are most fully expressed, with the deepest psychological insight, in 
Katerina Ivanovna in Brat’ya Karamazovy.
Madame M. is the beloved of the “little hero.” She is also very lovely, al­
though the narrator does not assert whether she is more beautiful than the 
blonde. Within the beauty of his paramour, the boy sees more than is evi­
dent in the glittering, almost inhuman beauty of his tyrant.
M-me M ôbiJia xoxe ohchb xopoma coôoM, ho b Kpacoxe eë 
6bino Hxo-xo ocoôeHHoe, pesKo ox^enaBmee eë ox xonnw 
xopomeHbKMx xeHntMH; ôbiJio hxo-xo b nwite eë, hxo xoxnac 
x e  HeoxpaawMo BjieKno k ce6e Bce cwMnaxMM, wnw, nynme 
CKaaaxb, hxo npoôyx^ano ônaropo^nyio, B03BbinieHHyio 
cMMnaxMK) B xoM, Kxo BcxpeHBH eë. Ecxb xaKMe CHacxjiMBbie 
HMita. Bo3Jie neë BCHKOMy cxanoBMnocb kbk-xo nynme, kbk- 
xo CBoôoAHee, kbk-xo xenjiee, w, oflnaKo-x, eë rpycxHbie 
ôojibmne ma3a, nonnbie orna m CMJibi, CMOxpenM poÔKo % 
ôecnoKOMHO, ôy^xo no^ exeMWHyxHbiM cxpaxoM aero-xo 
BpavKf^eÔHoro m rpo3Horo, m 3xa cxpannaa poôocxb xaKWM 
ynbiHMeM noKpbiBana no#aac eë XHXwe, KpoxKMe aepxbi, 
HanoMMHaBmMe CBexjibie jiMi^a MxanbancKHX Ma^oHH, axo,
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CMOxpa Ha neë, caMOMy cxaHOBMnocb CKOpo xaK x e  rpycxHO, 
KaK 3a coôcxBCHHyio, KaK 3a po^nyio neaanb. 3 xo ôncAHoe, 
noxyACBniee h m a o , b KoxopoM cKB03b 6e3yKopM3HeHHyio 
Kpacoxy aMcxbix, npaBMjibHbix nMHMM m ynbinyio cypoBocxb 
rnyxoM, 3axaeHH0M xockm en^ë xaK aacxo npocBeaMBan 
nepBOHaaajTbHbiM acxckm acHbm oôjimk,—  o6pa3 en^ë 
HCAaBHMX AOBepawBbix nex m, MOvKex 6 bixb, naHBHoro 
caacxbfl; 3xa xHxaa, ho necMenaa, KoneSanmaaca yjibiÔKa —  
Bcë 3X0 nopaxano xaKMM 6e30xaexHbiM yaacxneM k 3xom 
xeHH^MHe, axo b cepAAe K ax^oro neBonbHO 3apoxAanacb 
cnaAKaa, ropaaaa 3a6oxa, Koxopaa rpoMKo roBopMJia 3a neë 
emë M3AanM m en^ë Bayxe poAHMna c neio/'
This description is remarkably similar to that of Aleksandra Mikhailovna 
in Netochka Nezvanova, although perhaps the beauty of Madame M. is 
more emphasized. The two characters are remarkably similar in their situ­
ations as well, and in their perceivable kindness toward others. Madame 
M. is perhaps more concentrated and therefore perhaps less subtle, and 
she is more explicitly linked with the image of the Madonna than 
Aleksandra Mikhailovna was. With this overt tie Madame M. becomes a 
reference point to consult when examining similar characters in 
Dostoevsky’s later works. Specifically, Madame M. (like Aleksandra 
Mikhailovna before her) is a faint, early ancestor of the later Sophian char­
acters, such as Sonya Marmeladova and Sonya Dolgorukaya-Versilova 
(of Podrostok ). The features of her character as well as the features of her 
face provide the link between these women. The suffering which they en-
PSS, 2. 1972, p. 273.
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dure is plainly legible on their faces, although their suffering differs. This 
idea of visible pain is often found in Dostoevsky’s women. As mentioned 
earlier, it echoes even in Idiot, in a character as divergent as Nastas ya 
Filippovna; it is the suffering draped across the striking loveliness of her 
features which irrevocably draws Prince Myshkin, rather than the innocent 
and unsullied Aglaya. The pain Raskol nikov sees on Sonya’s face re­
minds him of the meekness of his deceased fiancée and is part of what 
brings him close to her. Versilov meditates aloud about the meekness and 
submission to pain he sees in his “wife” Sonya, and again, that pain ties 
him to her, despite his attraction to other women. Resonating throughout 
his career,® Dostoevsky’s deep esteem for the suffering, loving women is 
most explicitly manifested in Malen’kii geroi.
It should be evident, then, that the early works of Dostoevsky are inte­
grally related to his later works, and that certain ideas exist which link the 
pre-Siberian creations with the post-exile works, that the two periods are 
not mutually exclusive, artistically speaking. Some of the best sources for 
evidence of this unity are Dostoevsky’s female characters, who obviously 
share a sisterhood reaching beyond time brackets. Rather than presenting 
a schizophrenic division, Dostoevsky’s pre- and post-Siberian writing pre­
sent the unity of the artist’s vision, altering only in the usual maturation pro­
cess which the passage of years entail.
The discussion of Dostoevsky’s Ideas of feminine beauty, in both the specifically 
physical aspect and the more universal, thematic qualities, follows this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
Three unifying archetypes: beauty, sexuality, pride
As the foregoing chapter began to demonstrate, even in his earliest 
creative years Dostoevsky already had a few, perhaps unconscious no­
tions about the nature of women, which he expressed in his fictional cre­
ations. As early as his pre-Siberian works an identifiably thematic quality 
appears which, although unifying the whole of his oeuvre, does not consti­
tute a cement categorization by which to distinguish the heroines of 
Dostoevsky’s creation. These themes simply link the female characters to 
one another and reveal some of Dostoevsky’s ideas about women. An ex­
amination of this unity at once requires and supplies a deep understanding 
of these figures. To avoid the typecasting which is so popular now, the idea 
of the archetype is particularly useful. This concept is a perceptive ar­
rangement which can help to distinguish various trends or themes visible 
in the female characters Dostoevsky produced. According to The Oxford 
Encyclopedic English Dictionary, an archetype is “a recurrent symbol or 
motif in literature, art, etc.”® This definition, rather than the one found in 
Jungian psychology, is to be employed here. The psychoanalytic term pos­
tulates a collective unconscious for all humankind; the archetypes under 
observation here are peculiar to Dostoevsky and, though many of their as­
pects may stem from a collective Russian cultural heritage, they are 
unique. This examination of Dostoevsky’s female characters in part uses 
archetype as a convenient term with which to represent the themes recur­
ring throughout his works.
In this context, then, several plainly visible themes or archetypes are
The Oxford Encyclopedic English Dictionary, ed. Joyce M. Hawkins and Robert Allen. 
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991, p. 69.
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recognizable. This chapter will examine three of these: Dostoevsky’s 
archetypal concepts of beauty, sexuality, and pride. The discussion of the 
first of these three will dominate the chapter, while the other two, for rea­
sons of space, will receive only limited examination.
The idea of beauty, as well as its particular manifestation in woman, 
assumes a deeply archetypal form for Dostoevsky. Or, rather, two archety­
pal forms. As observed in the preliminary discussion of Dostoevsky’s works 
of the 1845-49 period, two readily distinguishable variants of beauty exist 
for him. This section will discuss the spectrum of Dostoevsky’s thoughts 
and expressions about beauty, both in the obvious, physically descriptive 
sense and in the spiritual significance he attached to beauty and its earthly 
expressions in woman.
Although Bednye iyudi contains little or no mention of Dostoevskian 
ideals of beauty, his next few works (those with feminine characters worth 
mentioning) evince the rudiments of Dostoevsky’s expressions of his most 
cherished meditations on beauty. As discussed earlier, Khozyaika, 
Netochka Nezvanova, and Malen’kii geroi each exhibit to some extent 
their author’s views of beauty just beginning to attain the forms of their ex­
pression — immature and incomplete but startlingly clear.
In each of these early works there are two marked motifs: beauty as a 
hypnotic power, and a beautiful face wearing an expression of suffering. At 
first, in Khozyaika, these two appear as one within the single heroine, 
Katerina. She is at once a brightly beautiful mesmerizer, transfixing 
Ordynov as though he were blinded by the sun, and yet sorrowful, her love­
ly face evincing the image of the suffering Mother of God, before whose 
icon she bows. This apparent fusion of the two kinds of beauty is a mark of 
Dostoevsky’s immaturity, evidence that he had yet to formulate artistically
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his thoughts on beauty. Through the creative process, probably uncon­
sciously and without deliberation, Dostoevsky rapidly evolved a belief in 
the forms of the manifestation of beauty. From Katerina, mingling aspects 
of both the earthly, carnal guise of beauty and the more ethereal, dreamlike 
links to the suffering of the Mother of God, Dostoevsky moved to a more 
banal expression of womanly beauty in Nasten’ka. Although she is repre­
sented as an extremely pretty seventeen-year-old, there is in Nasten’ka 
and Belye nochi none of the meditation on the meaning of beauty begun 
in Katerina and her story. It is Dostoevsky’s apparent treatment of the 
“woman question,”  ^ Netochka Nezvanova, that once again presents 
Dostoevsky’s thoughts on the matter, now clearly assuming the rudiments 
of their later form. In Netochka Dostoevsky delineates basic models of the 
two kinds of beauty, now divided: there is the beauty that “transfixes” 
(Katya) and the beauty of suffering (Aleksandra Mikhailovna). Whereas 
earlier these two were intermingled (in Katerina), now they find embodi­
ment in separate characters, part of and influencing two different personali­
ties.
Chapter 1 in this work examined the young Princess Katya, with her 
wily tricks and hubris, as an early “infernal” beauty. Netochka narrates the 
effects this beauty has both on herself and on the entire household which 
Katya in effect controls. There is no evidence of any kind of pain on 
Katya’s radiant little face as she flits through life subjecting others to her 
will and avoiding responsibility for any of her own actions. Although the 
reader witnesses her admission of love for Netochka and the watershed 
change in her personality which it apparently effects, the continuation of 
this change, the development in Katya of a responsible, caring fiber is 
never seen — obviously in part because the novel was never finished. But
See pp. 35-6 in Chapter 1 for the full citation of Frank (pp. 349-53).
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it is clear that, had the novel been completed, uninterrupted, Dostoevsky 
would have shown a grown-up Katya very similar to the child. Her wanton 
ways and prideful fits formed an integral part of her personality, making a 
complete change impossible without the essential destruction of her char­
acter. Katya’s beauty is part and parcel of her personality, one affecting the 
other in an endless uroboros, indicating the future for other characters like 
her.
To balance Katya there is Aleksandra Mikhailovna, accepting a partial 
inheritance from the Landlady and wearing her suffering visibly on her at­
tractive face. Netochka knows from their first meeting that her new 
guardian is unhappy, though she is always kind and giving. Netochka’s 
new friend is not as developed in her own sort of beauty as Katya is in 
hers, but the contrast is immediately apparent. Aleksandra Mikhailovna 
suffers in silence, never burdening another by revealing her secret, though 
she does not hesitate to carry the painful baggage of others. The prelimi­
nary expressions here of this duality of beauty are simple, but they enabled 
Dostoevsky to delineate further his formulation of the beauty dichotomy in 
his next work, Malen’kii geroi
Having left Netochka Nezvanova unfinished, perhaps Dostoevsky ti­
died up what he had begun to express in his novel-fragment as he sat in 
prison working on A Little Hero, in terms of the manifestation of beauty and 
its effects on the personality. In Malen’kii geroi a much more identifiable 
bifurcation of beauty is visible. The blonde and Madame M. are cousins, 
an important if seemingly casual detail. Though different, they are rela­
tives, linked by blood and by a deeper understanding which is in fact 
based on their divergent personalities.
As demonstrated earlier, the blonde is directly reminiscent of Princess 
Katya, both in appearance and nature. She is playful and naughty, selfish
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and proud, enjoying the torment of others. But she can finally be won over 
by the little hero’s self-sacrifice, albeit a prideful display; his heroism en­
ables her to see the depth of his feeling for his beloved. In a similar way 
Katya relents in her torture of Netochka when she sees Netochka’s active 
love.
Obviously these beautiful women (or girls) are not hard-hearted 
enough to ignore such valiant selflessness. But though they are affected 
and won over by such acts, they remain in essence unchanged, their basic 
persona not reaching any new identification with suffering. In the later nov­
els this remains apparent; the first of the infernaTnye zhenshchiny are 
viewed basically as permanently selfish, however beautiful.
Madame M. advances the image of suffering beauty far beyond where 
Aleksandra Mikhailovna had left it. With this portrait, Dostoevsky explicitly 
states what would become the motto of this kind of beauty, later to achieve 
such sublime expression in characters like Sonya Marmeladova and 
Sof ya Dolgorukaya-Versilova. Madame M., moving past the initial mani­
festations in Katerina and Aleksandra Mikhailovna, wears the same visible 
pain and sorrow that they do; but with this portrayal Dostoevsky elevated 
and defined the essence of this beauty in descriptive statements which at 
times seem out of place in the narrative. Although much of the story pro­
ceeds in a style consistent with that of a man looking back on his boyhood 
and telling his experiences, in one or two places the mature narrator overt­
ly intrudes for commentary. Once, this occurs to denigrate the husband of 
Madame M., but before this the narrator makes his presence known to give 
forth on the nature of women like Madame M. This is the passage on the 
women who are “sisters of mercy.” This lauding interlude presents these 
women as earthly representatives of Christ, bearing their own burdens 
silently while seeking to take on the pain of others, to alleviate their neigh­
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bor’s suffering. These merciful angels are distinctly identified as female, 
and indeed, throughout Dostoevsky’s works, the true Christ-figures are 
women, with the exception of Alyosha and Father Zosima, although even 
they are not on the same plane as these silent female sufferers.
This beauty of suffering is directly and specifically joined with the beau­
ty and the presumably inseparable suffering of the Madonna, especially in 
Malen’kii geroi.
The adolescent hero of “A Little Hero” ... notes something special 
in the beauty of Madame M. which sets her apart from the crowd 
of beautiful women. He speaks of her “quiet, gentle features, re­
calling the luminous faces of the Italian Madonnas... the irre­
proachable beauty of pure, regular lines”; this was a pale, thin 
face stamped with the “somber severity of an obscure, concealed 
anguish,” through which, nonetheless, shined “a primordial, child­
like, clear face — the image of still recent years of confidence 
and, perhaps, naive happiness.”®®
It is well known that Dostoevsky adored the Sistine Madonna, prizing 
the print of it which hung above his sleeping couch in his study. His admi­
ration for this work of genius resurfaces throughout his works: in 
Prestuplenie i nakazanie, Svidrigailov, although by no means the author’s 
faithful spokesperson, “may be expressing Dostoevsky’s view when he re­
marks that the Sistine Madonna has ‘a fantastic face, the face of a sorrow­
ful God-afflicted woman.’”® In Besy it may be to a portrait of the Madonna
®® Robert Louis Jackson. Dostoevsky’s Quest for Form. New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1966, p. 215.
®"lbid, p. 214.
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that Stepan Verkhovenskii refers when he asks his audience at the literary 
event which is more valuable, Raphael or petroleum. It seems that for 
Dostoevsky the chief virtue of any rendering of the Madonna was its por­
trayal of suffering; “Myshkin in The Idiot admires Aleksandra Ivanovna’s 
‘beautiful’ and ‘sweet’ face but discovers in it a secret sadness.’ ‘You have 
a kind of special touch in your face such as in Holbein’s Madonna in 
Dresden.’”®" Also in Idiot Myshkin describes Nastas ya Filippovna’s beau­
ty in terms of the great, visible suffering on her face. Thus, from his earliest 
expressions of beauty, a reader may witness Dostoevsky’s devotion to the 
idea that the most sublime beauty to be found in a woman stems not mere­
ly from her physical traits but rather from some mysterious suffering within 
her soul, which achieves expression on her features. Even his most physi­
cally beautiful women, like Nastas ya Filippovna or Grushen’ka, have upon 
their countenances and their hearts a deep pain, which, it seems, renders 
them all the more irresistible. The grave, suffering, beautiful perfection of 
Nastas ya Filippovna wins and retains the heart of Myshkin, despite the 
presence of the apparently equally but differently beautiful Aglaya, whose 
lovely features betray her painless existence. But the most pure represen­
tations of this beautiful, Madonna-like ideal are those who match her most 
exactly in nature, the Sophian characters, to be discussed later. Their visi­
ble suffering provides the unbreakable link between them and the men in 
their lives, no matter how the latter contest it.
Another important aspect concerning beauty in Malen’kii geroi should 
be mentioned. At the very beginning of the story, juxtaposed between the 
descriptions of the two heroines, there is what at first appears to be merely 
a transitional statement. Dostoevsky’s narrator, in turning his attention from 
the blonde, uses the occasion to comment on the relationship between the
Ibid, p. 215.
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two women. This paragraph is extremely valuable, especially in terms of 
the future ramifications of this story.
Ho M3 Bcex noA pyr cbomx, ona [the blonde] Bcex 6oni>me 
jiioÔMjia M OTJiMMajia o^ny MOJiOAyio AaMy, cbok) AaJibHioK) 
poACTBeHHMAy, KOTOpaa xenepb x o x e  6bina b nam eM  
oôntecxB e. M e x ^ y  hmmm ô t i j ia  K a x a a -x o  HeiacHaa, 
y x o n aeH H aa  CBa3b, o ^ n a  M3 x ex  CBa3eM, Koxopbie  
3apoxA aioxca MHor^a npM Bcxpeae AByx xapaxxepoB, aacxo  
coBepm eHHo n p o xM B o n o n o xH b ix  A p y r f lp y ry , ho M3 
Koxopbix OAMH M c x p o x e , M r j iy ô x e ,  m ann^e A p yroro , 
xoxAâ KaK A p yroM , c bhcokm m  CMMpeHMeM m c 
Ô JiaropoA H biM  ayn cxB O M  caM ooA eH K M , h io Ô o b h o  
noAHMHaexca eM y, noayBcxBOBaB Bce npeBOcxoAcxBo ero  
HaA C060K), M, KaK caacxbe, aaKjiioaaex b cepAAC cbocm ero  
Apy^KÔy. ToFAa-xo naannaexca oxa n e x n a a  m ônaropoAHaa 
yxonaeHHocxb b oxHonieHMax xaKMX xapaKxepoB: jiioôoBb m 
CHMCXOXACHMe AO KOHHia, C OAHOM CXOpOHbl, HIOÔOBb M 
yBaxeHM e —  c ApyroM, y B a x e n a e , AoxoAan^ee ao KaKoro- 
xo cxpaxa, ao  6 o a3HM 3a ce6a b r jia 3ax xo ro , kom xaK 
BbicoKO AOpoxMfflb, M AO peBHMBOFO, xaAHOFO xenaHMM c 
KaxAbiM  m aroM  b x m 3hm Bcë ô n a x e  m b n a x e  hoaxoamxb k  
ero  cepAAy.
The relationship is characterized by a worshipful and jealous awe on 
the one hand and indulgent care on the other. It is significant that at this
PSS, 2 , 1972, pp. 272-3.
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early stage, as In Netochka Nezvanova, the relationship is still a positive 
one, especially when the two natures are so carefully separated. Netochka 
herself can be considered one of the suffering women. Later, however, the 
two do not coexist so peacefully, although the woman representing the 
Madonna-like beauty never actually enters the furor; the more secular 
beauty often becomes yet another cross for her to bear. This situation can 
be seen in Podrostok, wherein Katerina Nikolaevna’s beauty and indepen­
dent nature interfere with Versilov’s love for the more spiritual Sofya.
From the first period of Dostoevsky’s creative life there emerge two at 
times opposing and at times concordant visions of womanly beauty: the 
first a beauty wrought of suffering, a visible pain alloyed to beautiful fea­
tures, symbolized by the masterpiece of the Sistine Madonna and the sor­
rowful expression she wears; the second a beauty of the earth, often em­
bodied in a carnally attractive form, bearing a power to entrance its behold­
er. The former is found most purely in the later, spiritually perfected 
Sophian figures, the Sonyas, although traces exist within other, less pure 
characters. The latter beauty is often an integral part of the infernal person­
ality, though which precedes the other is impossible to know. This beauty, 
while possessing the power to sway a man’s thoughts, nevertheless ulti­
mately loses when vying for a man’s heart against a woman whose face 
shows her pain.
A complete study of Dostoevsky’s aesthetic ideals of womanly beauty is 
outside the sphere of this limited work.® However, a cursory look at his 
physical descriptions, where appropriate, is relevant at this stage.
Thus far in Dostoevsky’s works of 1845-1849, there have been some 
very beautiful women, many of whose features reappear on the counte-
For an interesting partial treatment of this study see Jackson, Quest for Form, 
especially pp. 214-17.
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nances of later heroines. From these early works enough of a sample can 
be taken to see that there is no single physical feature which Dostoevsky 
always particularly singles out for admiration (though he does have a few 
recurring favorites). There are blondes and brunettes, women with eyes as 
blue as the sea and women with eyes like glittering coals. Often he does 
not even mention specific details of a woman’s appearance, just as he ha­
bitually omits conventional environmental description. For instance, the 
reader does not know the color of Madame M.’s eyes or of her hair. For 
Dostoevsky, it is much more important to state that she has “mild eyes”
(tmxmc B3mflAbi)®® and a sad look despite her gentle smile.
Of particular importance, seemingly, is a woman’s voice. At least, it is 
important when the woman is young and beautiful. For example, the voice
of Mme. M is described with loving attention; “«...BcnymaJiCH b xaxAyio
BMÔpaAMio rycToro, cepeôpMcxoro, ho necKOJibKO 3arjiymeHHoro
rojioca....”®’* This will find a future echo in Grushen’ka, whose voice has a
“KaKaa-xo ocoôeHHafl cjiarAaBaa BbiAejixa, ”®® like her body, at least judg­
ing by the way she carries herself. Graceful, proud, or noiseless carriage is 
another noticeable feature shared by many of Dostoevsky’s beautiful 
women. On the whole, Dostoevsky pays particular attention to the body 
politics of his characters, male or female, using movement as an expres­
sion of personality in a subtle and effective way. Proud women display 
their hubris on their faces and in their bearing, and meek women submis­
sively efface themselves physically in regard to others.
A natural companion to the kinetics of a character is her figure. Here 
again the beauty dichotomy expresses itself. The Sophian, meek women
“ PSS. 2, 1972. p. 274. 
®Mbid.
’PSS, 14, 1976, p. 136.
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are usually thin and quiet, as expressed in Malen’kii geroi.
M - mc M *  6bma BbicoKa pocTOM, rnÔKa m cxpoMna, ho 
HecKOjibKo xoHKa. Bce ABHxenHfl eë ôbinM Kax-xo nepoBHbi, 
XG MeAneHHbi, nnaBHbi m ^axe  Kax-xo naxHW, xo AexcxH 
cKopbi, a BMecxe c xeM m xaxoe-xo poôxoe cMMpeHwe 
npornHAMBano b eë xecxe, hxo-xo xax ôy^xo xpenen^yn^ee m 
Heaan^MH^ëHHoe, ho hmkoxo ne npocMBmee m ne MonnBmee o 
3anj(Mxe.®®
This will be found again later, in Sonya Marmeladova and Sofya 
Dolgorukaya-Versilova. The first time Raskol nikov sees her, Sonya enters
her family's room to find her father dying, moving “HecjibiniHo m poôxo";
she is “xyAeHbxaa, ho aobojibho xopomeHbxaa ônoHAMHxa, c
3aMeqaxejibHbiMM ronyôbiMw rjia3aMM.”®^ Later, when Sonya first comes 
to visit him, he is immediately struck by her child-like appearance and man­
ner, as well as her horrified embarrassment. She provokes in Raskol nikov
a deep pity; he feels as if “b HëM hxo-xo nepeBepHyjiocb.”®®
M e x A y  pa3roBopoM PacxojibHMKOB npMcxajibHO eë 
pa3rnflAi>iBajT. 3xo 6buio xyACHbxoe, cobccm xyACHbxoe m 
ÔJicAHoe jiMHMKo, AOBOJibHo HcnpaBHjibHoe, xaxoe-xo
“ PSS, 2, 1972, p. 273.
®'PSS, 6, 1973, p. 143.
“  Ibid, p. 182.
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B O C TpeH bK O e, c BOCTpCHbKMM M ajIC H b K M M  HOCOM M
noAÔopOAKOM. Eë Aaxe nenbsfl 6bino Ha3Baxb m 
xoponicHbKOK), HO 3HX0 xojiyôbie xjia3a eë ôbinM xaKwe 
flCHbie, M, KOFAa oxMBnflnMCb ohm, BbipaxenMe JiMAa eë 
cxaHOBMJiocb xaKoe Aoôpoe m npocxoAyniHoe, hxo neBOJibHO 
npMBjieKajio k nen. B hmac eë, Aa m bo BceM eë 4)MFype, 
ôbijia CBepx xoFo OAHa ocoôeHHaa xapaKxepnaa nepxa: 
HecMoxpfl Ha CBOM BoceMHaAAaxb nex, ona Ka3anacb hohxm 
en^ë ACBOHKOM, xopa3AO Monoxe cbomx nex, coBceM hohxm 
peôëHKOM, M 3X0 MHOFAa Aa:Ke CMeniHo npoHBnnnocb b 
HeKoxopbix eë ABMxeHMHX.®®
It is important here to note the comparison of Sonya with a child. 
Perhaps a cynical critic would remark on its apparent implications concern­
ing Dostoevsky’s much-maligned interest in children. But such an idea 
would have no relation to the truth. For Dostoevsky, children were the most 
holy beings on earth, and any link between Sonya and children could only 
be positive. There is no hint of anything sexual, especially when 
Dostoevsky himself points out how comical she seems; he takes trouble to 
show how absurd Sonya is in the guise of a prostitute, how out of place 
she is, as though it were completely inconceivable to insult such a child 
with carnal intentions. Indeed, this is his commentary on those who do in­
sult child-women in such a way, especially one like Sonya. An example of 
Dostoevsky’s reproval of such men is the scene in which Raskol’nikov 
chases"Svidrigailov^’away from the drunken, defiled, nameless young pros­
titute.
Ibid, p. 183.
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Sonya’s clear blue eyes do not mask anything from Raskol nikov’s 
gaze, and the pallor and thinness of her face mark her suffering. Many 
other Dostoevskian heroines are thin in the face, and pale as well. Even
Nastas’ya Filippovna, who is “AeîicTBMTenbHO HeoôbiKHOBeHHafl,” or, in 
Myshkin’s exclaimed words, “yAMBMTenbHo xopoma!”^ ", is thin. Nastas’ya 
Filippovna’s mingled role is marked here by her beauty, which is at once 
dazzling and suffering.
3x0 HeoôbiKHOBeHHoe no cbocm Kpacoxe m Gmjé no ncMy-xo 
jiMAo cMjibnee emë nopaanjio ero xenepb. Kax ôy^xo 
Heoôxflxnafl ropAOCXb m npespenne, nonxn nenaBMCxb, 6bmn b 
3X0M HMAe, M B xo 3ce caMoe BpeMfl nxo-xo AOBepnnBoe, nxo- 
xo yAMBMxejibHo npocxoAyniHoe; 3xn Asa xonxpacxa 
B03ÔyÆ:AajiM xax ôyAxo Aa^e xaxoe-xo cocxpaAanne npn 
B3rjiflAe na 3xn nepxbi. 3xa ocnennjuomafl xpacoxa 6bina 
Aaxe neBbiHocMMa, xpacoxa ôucahoxo jiwAa, qyxb ne Bnanwx 
mëx M ropcBniMX rjia3; cxpannan xpacoxa!71
Nastas’ya Filippovna is osleplyayushchaya and, as Myshkin muses 
later, her face is full of stradaniya. Her special status, which has inspired 
an entire chapter devoted to her alone, will be discussed in Chapter 8.
As Robert Louis Jackson has noted, Dostoevsky’s figurai ideals of 
womanly beauty are distinctly Classical. "Of Grushenka, also, Dostoevsky 
writes significantly: ‘Her body, perhaps, suggested the form of the Venus of
PSS. 8, 1973, p. 30.
Ibid, p. 68.
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Of course, much of Dostoevsky’s aesthetic was formed according 
to the standards of his society and period, and it ought not to surprise 
a modern reader accustomed to anorexic models that he values “plump­
ness” in women, seeing thinness as a sign of weakness. Grushen’ka is 
one of the best remembered women in Dostoevsky’s fiction, both by her fic­
tional compatriots and by readers. As the woman who drove much of the 
plot of Brat’ya Karamazovy, inciting internecine violence, she obviously 
demands recognition. Her name alone is highly suggestive: “juicy little 
pear,” or some such approximation, which conjures up all sorts of erotically 
charged images. Grushen’ka is described as beautiful, but in a strange, re­
verse psychology Dostoevsky’s narrator repeatedly tells the reader how or­
dinary she is, how quickly her beauty will fade; but almost as soon as the 
storyteller has done this, Grushen’ka gets the better of him and he begins 
to undermine his own assertions with his portrayal of her as very extraordi­
nary indeed. The whole first description of her — the first time both 
Alyosha and the reader have seen this legendary woman — gives the im­
pression of someone almost hypnotically beautiful, a sorceress. Indeed, 
she is called a beast and a creature, and her whole presentation closely 
resembles that of a cat. From her unsuspected hiding place she emerges, 
slinking into the room with a powerful quietude as though sneaking up on 
her prey (which, in fact, she is doing), waiting for her adversary to commit 
herself and reveal a weakness, the better to pounce mercilessly. Even her 
hair, her brows, her eyes, are suggestive of some feline subtlety, an insidi­
ously affecting attraction. The manner in which she seats herself at her 
meeting with Katerina Ivanovna recalls a supple cat selecting the most 
comfortable chair in which to nap in the sun, slowly sidling up to it, circling 
before finally settling, making sure every limb is properly arranged, per-
Jackson, Quest for Form, p. 217.
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haps preening a bit, smoothing silky fur. “M arK o onycTMjiacL ona b 
Kpecno, MflrKO npomyMCB cb o h m  nwmHbiM qepHbiM mejiKOBbiM 
njiaxbCM M M3HexeHHo Kyxaa cb o k ) 6enyio k b k  KMnenb nonnyio meio
M niMpoKMc luieqji b floporyK) qepHyio mepcxanyio majib.”^  Only sen­
tences later, Alyosha is struck by something he cannot quite understand, 
the narrator claims. “BbiJio m emë qxo-xo b hcm, o  qëM o h  ne m o f mum 
He cyMeji 6bi ^axb oxqëx, h o  h x o , M oxex ôbixb, m eMy cKa3ajiocb 
6ecco3HaxenbHo, MMenno onaxb-xaKM 3xa MaxKocxb, nexHocxb
ABMxeHMM xejia, 3xa Komaqba Hecjibimnocxb 3Xm x ABMxeHMM.”^  ^
Presumably Alyosha’s moral purity partially clouds his Karamazovian ap­
preciation of this woman, who seems to entrance everyone, especially his 
family. The narrator himself appears to need a bit of this moral immunity. 
Perhaps with this need for distance in mind, immediately after allowing 
himself to indulge in a contemplation of Grushen’ka’s fruits, the narrator 
feels it necessary to assume a more stoic stance, as though trying to con­
vince himself and the reader that, well, she is not that beautiful. Even if 
she is, he insists, it will pass; she will wither and shrivel like an apple, turn­
ing ruddy and wrinkled, her youthful figure sagging, a fate he asserts is 
particularly foreseeable for a Russian woman. But for all his protestations, 
the narrator does not convince, especially when he himself sabotages the 
bystander’s resistance to Grushen’ka’s charms with such lasciviously de­
scriptive lapses.
Also in this scene (“Obe vmeste" ), a very interesting echo of the homo­
eroticism of Netochka Nezvanova can be heard. Katerina Ivanovna and 
Grushen’ka are playing at the same game Katya and Netochka indulged in
^PSS, 14. 1976, p. 136. 
Ibid, p. 137.
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as little girls. Katerina Ivanovna looks as though she’s in love with 
Grushen’ka, calls her obayatel’nitsa and volshebnitsa, kissing her time 
and again, bringing a blush to the inexperienced young cheek of Alyosha.
Even the detail of the swollen lips recurs, as Katerina Ivanovna says, “Box
a HMXHioK) ry Ô K y  Bamy emë pa3 noAejiyio. Ona y Bac x g h h o
npMnyxjia, xax b o x  qxo6 ona emë ôojitme npMnyxjia, m emë, emë...” 
Believing herself completely in control of the situation and of “the other 
woman,” this impetuous fool cannot restrain herself from kissing every part 
of Grushen’ka she can. Alyosha is disturbed by her “rapturous” behavior, 
embarrassed by her zeal. But in this scene Dostoevsky turns the tables on 
the prideful young woman, changing from the days of Princess Katya. 
Whereas Katya and Netochka are mutually affectionate, Katerina Ivanovna 
is sadly mistaken in her risky gamble on Grushen’ka’s misleading guise of 
good-natured complacency. She unilaterally lets loose her inhibitions be­
cause she is taken with Grushen’ka and with her own apparent success in 
manipulating this “sorceress.” Her gamble is lost, and Grushen’ka leaves 
the table with all the winnings as well as the deck of cards, which she had 
brought along with her in the first place. The scene is one of the most pow­
erfully dramatic, as well as psychologically illustrative, of the novel. 
Grushen’ka is no mere Netochka, Dostoevsky wants to show, and, al­
though she is of a sufficiently mixed nature to enact her own and Mitya’s 
salvation in the end, she cannot resist the opportunity to stick Katerina 
Ivanovna with her own pins. The scene is similar in attitude to the con­
frontation between Nastas’ya Filippovna and Aglaya Ivanovna, in the mani­
festations of hubris which inevitably cause the downfall of the proud char­
acter.
The beauty of Grushen’ka as transitory deserves attention. The narra­
"®lbid, p. 138.
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tor several times refers to Grushen’ka as a “Russian beauty,” and it is pre­
cisely this quality, this Russianness, which seems to foretell its premature
withering. He speaks of Grushen’ka thus; “IIpaBAa, xopoma ona ÔLina 
oqcHb, oqcHb Aaxe,—  pyccxaa xpacoxa, xax mhoxmmm  a o  cxpacxw 
jiioÔMMafl.”^® But soon after, a grim pronouncement is made, on the au­
thority of “3HaxoxM pyccxoM xcHcxoM xpacoxbi,” that this now youthful 
flower will not weather the years gracefully, the narrator enhancing his pre­
diction with some rather macabre concrete details of exactly what will hap­
pen to which feature. Apparently this inescapable outcome is immediately 
legible on Grushen’ka’s face despite its present unspoiled state, although 
most of the male characters in the novel either do not notice or are unper­
turbed by this knowledge. This observation concerning Russian beauty 
and how quickly it fades is an echo of a speech by Versilov in Podrostok, in 
which he tells his son the sad truth about “Russian women.”
“ P y c c x M e  x e H iA M H b i A y p n e io x  ô b ic x p o , x p a c o x a  mx x o n b x o  
M C J ib X H ë x , M, n p a B o , 3 x o  H e  o x  o a h m x  x o j ib x o  
3X H o rp a(})M q ecxM x ocoôcH HO cxeM  x n n a , a  m o x x o ro  e m ë , h x g  
OHM yjsieiox jiioÔM Xb 6e33aB exH o. P y c c x a a  x e n m w H a  Bcë p a 3 0 M  
o x A a ë x , x o j ib  h o h ïo ô m x , —  m M X H O B enbe, m c y A b ô y , m 
H a c x o a m e e , m ô y A y m e e : oxoH O M H M qaxb n e  y M e io x , H p o  san ac  
He H p a q y x , m x p a c o x a  mx ô b icxpo  yxoA M X b x o ro , x o r o  J iioô flx . 
3 x m  B n a jib ie  m ë x M  —  3x 0 x o x e  b m ch h  y m c A m a a  x p a c o x a , b  
MOK) x o p o x c H b x y x ) n o x e x y .”^^
Ibid. p. 136.
PSS, 13. 1975. p. 370.
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What at first would seem to be nothing more than a devaluation of +Ke 
beauty of a maturing woman, Dostoevsky sees as somewhat tempered by 
Versilov’s declaration of the inability of Russian women to hold back any of 
their love. Through this consuming lack of self-preservation, they sacrifice 
themselves wholly for the man they love, and apparently this self-sacrifice 
reaches even beyond the self-abnegation found so often in Dostoevsky’s 
women. Not only do these women yield their fates to their loved ones, ac­
companying them to Siberia, living in abject poverty, enduring cruel mis­
treatment at times — much more; they physically spend their beauty on 
their lover. This emphasizes the recurring perception of womanly beauty 
as commodity. Obviously this is not a conscious decision on the woman’s 
part, just as she does not ruminate over whether the course before her with 
her man is the right one for her; she simply does, in a selfless love that 
Dostoevsky particularly cherished. It is irrelevant here to discuss the ramifi­
cations of this submissiveness in the present clime of budding liberation. 
Though from a modern reader’s perspective this view in essence 
means that woman and womanly beauty, like wine or gourmet feasts, were 
created for the pleasure and consumption of men, what is important is that 
Dostoevsky placed this self-effacing love among the most valuable human 
assets, the most Christlike. Indeed, his women characters display the most 
admirable behavior in a Christian sense, ^  as will be discussed later. 
Thus, although it is exploitative (which Versilov freely admits), a reader 
should bear in mind the value Dostoevsky placed on it, within his own con­
text. As for any “ethnographical” generalization about “Russian women,” 
this study hopes to avoid any such pronouncement.
Herein I am always, as Frank Friedeberg Seeley has written, “using ‘Christian’ to mean 
as Dostoevsky conceives Christianity ” (p. 300, “Dostoevsky’s Women," The 
Slavonic and East European Review, Vbl. 39, 1960-61, pp.291-312).
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The sexuality of Dostoevsky’s female characters ranges from the asex­
ual, childlike Sophian women, through the virginal young society ladies 
epitomized by Katerina Ivanovna in Brat’ya Karamazovy, to the hypererot­
ic, sensual beings like Grushen’ka or, at times, Nastas ya Filippovna. The 
sexuality predominating in each of these feminine representations will be 
more fully discussed in specific relation to each grouping, but for now it 
seems necessary to examine a charge against Dostoevsky which is specif­
ically linked to the sexuality of women. There is a common misconception 
regarding Dostoevsky and the sexual violation and exploitation of girls and 
young women; this charge is so debasing and ludicrous as nearly to pre­
clude its mention herein, but as it stems partially from a misperception of 
Dostoevsky’s female images, it warrants some remark.
Even in his own day, Dostoevsky was maligned by unfounded charges 
involving the molestation of young girls. The history of this allegation is 
well documented,^® perhaps beginning with Strakhov’s letter to Tolstoy. It 
is said that Dostoevsky was far too fixated with the exploitation of girls, as 
shown by the repeated presence of the young girl prostitute in his works, or 
the motif of a young girl violated by her father/guardian, or in anonymous, 
consciously evil rapes of girl-children such as those to which Svidrigailov 
and Stavrogin confess; this fixation, it is argued, could only be a manifest 
result of Dostoevsky’s own indecent obsession. The all too bitter accusato­
ry tone taken by Strakhov in alleging that Stavrogin’s confession was in 
fact Dostoevsky’s confession, a deed of which he supposedly boasted, is 
simply not credible. For anyone to consider that this man — who wrote so 
tenderly about children, who considered sin against children the one unfor­
givable violation of God’s laws, for whom the undeniable existence of this 
evil constituted a problem of faith, as expressed by both Ivan and Alyosha
See especially Terras, The Young Dostoevsky.
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Karamazov — could commit such an atrocity shows only a sad lack of ob­
servation and a perhaps malicious motivation. Given as evidence against 
Dostoevsky is his own unparalleled psychological realism; it is asserted 
that he could write about such deeds so convincingly only if he himself had 
taken part in them. Other writers of the time period did not see fit to detail 
such unseemliness, so if in fact Dostoevsky was portraying a reality which 
disturbed him, was he alone, the only writer to feel the need to address 
such anathema? These questions are rhetorical. Dostoevsky’s deep un­
derstanding of human psychology allowed him to write truthfully about 
many things which he himself would never actually do, just as his own so­
cial consciousness was not of the sort to be disturbed by depicting the less 
than attractive peripheries of humanity. As Edwin Muir has aptly stated; 
"Dostoevsky wrote of the unconscious as if it were conscious: that is in real­
ity why his characters seem ‘pathological’ while they are only visualized 
more clearly than any other figures in imaginative literature.’’®®
One of the most often repeated words regarding Dostoevskian women 
is gordost’ (ropAOCTb). From Princess Katya through Nastas ya Filippovna 
to Katerina Ivanovna, Dostoevsky’s infernal’naya zhenshchlna always ex­
hibits this pride. While the Russian word is not usually positive, implying 
an un-Christian hubris, it is not entirely pejorative, and often has a strong 
personal motivation.
As clearly evident in Princess Katya, this pride is often in part a re­
sponse, a compensatory mechanism, by which the ego may maintain an il­
lusion of superiority, especially when wounded. Katya’s prideful behavior 
toward Netochka is in part a response to the change Netochka’s presence 
has wrought throughout the household Katya once ruled so comfortably.
See the back cover of the Signet Classic 1962 edition of The Possessed ( trans. 
Andrew R. MacAndrew).
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Katya’s ego is not at all pleased by the new presence in her life, distracting 
the attention that she believes rightfully belongs to her. This conviction of 
her own centrality has nursed Katya from birth, it was the milk on which the 
entire family fed her. Now her accepted reality is altered, and not at her re­
quest; events are no longer exclusively hers to control. Katya’s only 
choice, given her personality, is to respond as she does, pridefully, resent­
ing the usurper of her hegemony. This challenge to her authority ventures 
even further: Netochka wants something more from her, something which 
involves a much deeper and vulnerable commitment and the relinquishing 
of total ego control — love. The act of surrendering oneself to the beloved 
is a dangerous act for an ego like Katya’s, a nature which has never given, 
only taken. It is an adventure into unknown and frightening territory — a 
journey she may not want to undertake. Thus not only is this gordost’ in­
nate within the personality of the infernal’naya zhenshchina', it is elicited as 
a response to some external threat, i.e. love.
This is mirrored in the behavior of the later Katerina Ivanovna, in 
Brat’ya Karamazovy. Everything she does is tempered in her internal fur­
nace of raging pride, and again, much of the action surrounding her is 
caused by retaliatory responses to attacks on her pride. When she first 
goes to Dmitrii for money, it is to save her father and thus herself from pub­
lic shame; but in this act which seeks to avoid shame lie the seeds of a 
greater humiliation. Everything depends on how Dmitrii receives her: he 
could have acted in such a way as to provoke the minimum of compensato­
ry pride in her, had he allowed her to save face in some way. Instead, he 
only compounds the fracture, widening the cracks in her suffering soul. Of 
course, given the magnificent fount of pride that is Katerina Ivanovna’s char­
acter, Dmitrii probably could not have failed to step in a puddle of her self- 
image. As it happens, his decision not to extract some form of payment in
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kind from her probably wounded her vanity almost as much as the humilia­
tion of selling herself to pay her father’s debt; no doubt she felt rejected, as 
though she were not attractive enough to entice Dmitrii into such a de­
bauched exploitation of her position. He is astute enough to see that their 
betrothal reassures Katerina as to her value, (i.e., her attractiveness), and 
he also sees that what she loves is her own virtue, not him. Even while 
recognizing this, however, Dmitrii goes on to worsen the situation by ex­
pressing his own nature and indulging his uncontrollable passion for 
Grushen’ka. This wild abandon Katerina Ivanovna can see only as a per­
sonal insult, confirming the probable doubts she had already had concern­
ing her own allure as a woman. Her pride forces her to compensate, to tor­
ture him as he tortures her, making him wear the weight of her shame 
around his neck like an amulet, a constant reminder of how he has 
wronged her. It suits her to play the role of the wronged young lady, her 
finest sensibilities trod upon by the callow brute she can’t stop loving, thus 
eliciting from others admiration for her own steadfastness in the face of ad­
versity.
In much the same way that Katerina Ivanovna manufactures her own 
humiliations, Nastas ya Filippovna seeks fresh wounds to her ego, though 
for different reasons. Her response is generated not like Katya’s; it is not 
the pride enraged by the challenge of love, or by the wounding of her self- 
image, but rather a pride pouring from the wound made by the violation of 
love, the maiming of trust and defilement of dignity which Totskii had perpe­
trated. The man she had thought of as a second father, whom she clearly 
once cared for and trusted, horribly shattered her youthful illusions, leaving 
her to feel the salty flood of conscience. The psychic tsunamis washed up 
on the shore of her mind the dead shells of her own virtuous self-image, 
her proud self-esteem. These dry, rotting remnants she carries with her as
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totemic reminders of her shame, which she now seeks to enhance. By 
every day deepening her humiliation, she believes that she may perhaps 
punish Totskii, by completing the degradation he began in order to confront 
him with the spectacle of his own sinful monster. But it also comforts her 
pride to believe that she has an active role to play, even if it is in her own 
ignominy.
Proud women, then, manifest their pride differently from proud men. 
Raskol’nikov, partially out of pride, commits murder, as does Rogozhin. 
Pyotr Verkhovenskii’s pride leads him to the destruction of innocent lives, 
while Ivan Karamazov’s intellectual hubris leads to his father’s death and 
his brother’s imprisonment. Pride, for Dostoevsky, is not a positive at­
tribute, certainly; nevertheless it was usually a psychologically motivated 
response to an environment hostile to the ego which, for Dostoevsky, led to 
pain and destruction.
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CHAPTER 3
Sophia as archetype
The first two chapters of this work mentioned the rudiments of one of 
Dostoevsky’s most beloved feminine images, the Sophian archetype. 
Beginning mainly with Netochka Nezvanova and Maien’kii geroi, the early 
expressions of this womanly ideal of spiritual purity and gentleness under­
went observation. Subsequently, the links were observed between this 
personality and one of Dostoevsky’s ideals of beauty: the visible suffering 
of these meek souls, infusing their faces with a loveliness unparalleled by 
more conventional attractions. Firmly in place, this background empowers 
a close study of the continuation of this image in Dostoevsky’s later, and 
greater, works.
These characters may be introduced partly by the name which so many 
of them share. Dostoevsky hardly ever named his characters haphazardly, 
and the frequent recurrence of the name "Sof ya" would alone indicate the 
important emblematic nature of the appellation. Sophia is the Greek word, 
feminine in gender, for "wisdom.”®’ In some ancient, pre-Christian and 
Christian religions, she was the daughter of the original Mother goddess. 
Silence. Sophia in her turn created lesser male deities (like Jehovah) who 
later came into favor with the early patriarchal Christian Church fathers. 
Sophia was spiritual feminine wisdom, dispelling ignorance and giving 
life.®^  Later, after the Catholic Church fathers had successfully eradicated 
such variety of belief in favor of their own versions, the dedication to
Elaine Pagels, The Gnostic Gospels. New York: Penguin Books, 1979, p.75. 
®^See Pagels for a discussion of early Christian sects.
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Sophia lingered, forcing the Church to co-opt and re-invent this powerful 
feminine figure in a way unthreatening to their narrow hegemony: many 
features they attributed to Mary, the Mother of Christ, and, rather uncre- 
atively, they contrived a Saint Sophia, “a minor ‘virgin martyr’... whose 
phony legend lacked even a date.’’® Sophia, in her more gnostic aspects, 
was particularly revered by Eastern Christianity.
Even when the name may not be present, the personal and spiritual as­
pects most intrinsic in this portrait remain. From Aleksandra Mikhailovna 
and Madame M. of the early works, Dostoevsky learned lessons which 
would slowly be developed into the great, officially named Sophian char­
acters of his great works. To a degree the theme is visible in Natasha of 
Se/o Stepanchikovo i ego obitateli, in her quiet submission to fate and her 
supportive, protective love of the Colonel, although neither she nor her 
story is developed or serious enough to supply more than a crude, com­
posite drawing. In 1864, with the publication of Zapiski iz podpol’ya, the 
character emerges more sharply, in the figure of Liza.
Liza is the young prostitute humiliated by the Underground Man out of 
solipsistic spite. Her origins are nebulous, but her apparently indestruc­
tible stores of meekness, kindness, forgiveness are obvious. Her hopeful, 
naive trustfulness in the Underground Man allows him to abuse her trust, 
but even when he has insulted her cruelly, Liza is not bitter. Liza’s situa­
tion, her occupation, and her acquiescence to suffering imposed from with­
out are all to reverberate later in Prestuplenie i nakazanie\ but, on the 
whole, Liza is too marginal a character, too briefly featured, and too delib­
erately sentimentalized to be a fully realized Sophian. It is only in Sonya 
Marmeladova that the image attains its ultimate clarity, to be later only ap­
proached, never fully regained. The next few Sophian characters (in
Barbara G. Walker, The Woman’s Encyclopedia of Myths and Secrets. San Francisco: 
Harper & Row, 1983, p. 952.
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Besy, Podrostok, and Brat’ya Karamazovy ) can be seen as attempts to 
age the essential elements of Sofya Semyonovna.
SONYA
Even before Sofya Semyonovna Marmeladova physically appears to 
Raskol’nikov he is seized by her image and she lingers in his thoughts. He 
first hears word of her beautiful character in conversation with her father, 
the chronic drunkard and buffoon, Semyon Zakharovich Marmeladov. 
Raskol'nikov learns of her deeds through this man as they sit in a tavern, 
surrounded by the putrid residue of Petersburg society. Her image floats 
before him as an icon, despite his “fall” from God and truth; her father re­
lates the entire story of Sonya’s first evening of prostitution, the thirty rou­
bles she brought to her step-mother, how she was forced to take up other 
lodgings because of her “yellow pass,” and finally the unconditional par­
don of her father as he comes to beg for her last kopecks for a drink. 
Raskol nikov listens to all this and is not completely unaffected by it, be­
cause he takes the inebriated orator home. Upon seeing the squalor in 
which the Marmeladovs dwell, he leaves behind what little money he him­
self has. Soon, however, the split opens up within him, and he bitterly de­
rides the generous, human impulses which had just motivated him. He 
chides himself and, to do so, he denigrates Sonya; he laughs callously at 
her self-sacrifice, as though trying to convince himself how futile and amus­
ing it all is, this altruism and desolation. To help distance himself from the 
feelings he has just experienced, he must distance himself from Sonya, as 
the embodiment of those feelings of sacrificial self-denial. He is harsh to
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her as he talks to himself, leaving the house of Marmeladov; this very cruel­
ty is so unjustified as to ring false, as he himself recognizes almost immedi­
ately
As discussed earlier, there was a vast trove to which Dostoevsky 
gained access with his choice of the name "Sofya" for the heroine of 
Prestuplenie i nakazanie.
... [Sonia’s] is the Christian love which deserves to be called 
‘wisdom,’ in Greek: sophia .... [...] ... she embodies that faith from 
which Raskol’nikov is ‘cutoff.’ [...] To Raskol’nikov she propounds 
the Christian Truth of the Gospels, with special regard to Christ’s 
raising of Lazarus from the dead. In so doing she speaks 
prophecy’ for Raskol nikov’s own resurrection from spiritual 
death, so that in her patronymic of ‘Semyonovna ... we see an al­
lusion to Simeon in the temple at Jerusalem prophesying over 
the boy Jesus as future Savior (Luke 2:25-35). It may be that 
Dostoevski gave her the patronymic first and named her father 
Semyon for her
Sonya is doubtlessly the Christ figure of the novel. That Dostoevsky in­
tended her to represent the Savior of the Christian faith in his novel is well- 
substantiated. For Sonya bears within her the image and the suffering of 
Jesus Christ, the love he had for all humanity, the redeeming power of this 
love, and his willingness to suffer for the sins of all.
The sacramental significance, and thus the justification, of suffer-
Passage, Character Names, p.60.
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ing resides in the fact that the victim, without knowing that he does 
so, suffers not only for himself, but also for others; that he not only 
himself experiences salvation through suffering, but also, whether 
he knows it or not, is saving others. [...] She who brings salvation to 
the murderer, the teacher of repentance, the meek-hearted Sonia, 
who becomes a prostitute in order to save her parents, brothers and 
sisters from starvation, is also a victim for the sins of others. [...] ... 
Sonia is at the same time herself a great sinner; for, albeit to save 
others, she deliberately and overweeningly takes upon herself not 
only suffering, but also the curse of another's deed, by making it her 
own. In the sinner who expiates his sin by suffering, there is an 
antinomy of curse and salvation .... “
Sonya is a true martyr, and seldom does she complain; she is never 
seen in doubt about her God, or questioning her situation. She is the em­
bodiment of Christian acceptance, of Christ-like humility, meekness, gentle­
ness. Rather as Ivan Karamazov's Christ silently kisses the Grand 
Inquisitor, so does Sonya humbly bow down to her fate, unhesitatingly 
yielding her own well-being for the sake of others. It is Sonya who unend­
ingly represents what Dostoevsky would later explicitly formulate in the 
words of Father Zosima: active, unconditional love. Rather as Zosima 
bows down to the potential murderer Dmitrii, so does Sonya bow before 
the actual murderer Raskol'nikov. By her unquestioning love she resusci­
tates him, she breathes life into his spirit, which he had all but annihilated 
when he killed the pawn-broker and Lizaveta. At Raskol'nikov's request, 
Sonya reads to him the biblical passage about Christ’s revivification of 
Lazarus. As Christ called Lazarus back from physical death, so does 
Sonya work to resurrect Raskol’nikov from his spiritual decay, his moral en-
Ivanov, Freedom and the Tragic Life, pp. 81-2.
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tombment. She is not afraid of the stench of the putrefaction of his soul; 
she faces even his confession of murder without adjudication, so great is 
her faith. Fearlessly she accepts him and loves him by accepting his deed 
as her own, by taking upon herself his guilt as though she herself had 
swung the axe. She is a genuine Christ figure, much more so than 
Myshkin could ever be. She suffers, she loves: all she does, she does ac­
tively, with a Christian love, not a detached, idealized pity. A dear figure of 
Christ's earthly love, Sonya manifests his sacrifice of suffering and death 
for the reality of humankind's sins. Christ died, says Christian myth, that we 
might be forgiven our sins and forgive those of others; Sonya involvedly 
engenders this forgiving warmth, as she takes on herself the sins of others, 
with genuine concern for the other rather than reproach. She seeks 
Raskol’nikov’s confession not for the sake of any banal legal stipulations, 
but rather for the sake of humanity, for the sake of Raskol nikov’s own split 
soul, because she instinctively knows that until he confesses his sin 
against the world and asks forgiveness, he will not forgive himself and will 
not rejoin the circle of the human family, preferring to fester in his coffin of 
hubris, pain and guilt. Unfettered by false notions of the spirit, of philo­
sophical justifications for crime, of the irrevocably splitting forces of detach­
ment from the living God, Sonya sees Raskol’nikov’s need and its fight for 
recognition: the need for forgiveness, for suffering for his crime, and for the 
love that alone can help to coax him back into the human family. She 
struggles to set him free from his self-deluding philosophical ramblings just 
as relentlessly as he struggles to hold on to them. She wants to free him 
from himself, to heal his inner duality. To do this, she takes on herself the 
responsibility for his crime — indeed, she can do naught else. She is 
human, therefore she shares in the sins of all humanity. His sins are in fact 
hers, and she must suffer with him, especially because her presence is es­
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sential for his regeneration and reintegration into the flawed but warm 
human circle. Frank Friedeberg Seeley expresses this concisely.
Christian love, as Dostoevsky conceives it and represents it in 
the person of a Sonya... comprises three main elements; first, the 
immediacy and humility of its approach to others, which implies 
the absence of egoism...; secondly, a primary intelligence... or in­
sight, ... an immediate intuition of the latent meanings of the 
words and acts of other people; and thirdly compassion in its full 
etymological sense. ... Sonya suffer[s] with the suffering which 
[she] become[s] aware of, and apprehend[s] the negative quali­
ties of [her] fellows not as evil but as reactions to suffering..., and 
hence [she] react[s] not with indignation, but by identifying [her­
self] with the suffering of that heart.®®
This is the cardinal beauty of Sonya, the beauty of which so many crit­
ics write with copious poetry.®^
While few readers of Prestuplenie i nakazanie deny the spiritual as­
pects of Sonya Marmeladova, her intelligence has been seemingly over­
looked. Some critics fail to recognize the irrepressible signs of intelligence 
in Dostoevsky’s portrait. Obviously, she is not as educated as the es­
teemed Rodion Romanovich; in fact, before she is introduced personally, 
her father tells of her limited book-learning, in the scene in the tavern. But 
the question left for the reader to ask is whether this lack of erudition is to
p. 309, Frank Friedeberg Seeley, “Dostoevsky’s Women,” The Slavonic and East 
European Review, Vol. 39, 1960-61, pp. 291-312.
See especially Romano Guardini, Religiose Gestatten in Dostojewskijs Werk (Leipzig: 
Jakob Hegner, 1939): Ivanov (§ee above); and LA. Zander, Dostoevsky (London: 
SCM Press Ltd., 1948, trans. Natalie Duddington).
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be deplored as such, whether Raskol’nikov’s knowledge has helped to 
make him a better person. Without doubt, this is not to say that education is 
inherently corruptive and evil; I am hardly in a position to assert such an 
opinion. But from Dostoevsky’s view, it should not be taken as a sign of 
stupidity that Sonya has had little formal education. The existence of in­
nate intelligence and the experience of formal education do not always co­
incide, especially in Dostoevsky’s time. It was common for a woman to 
have had only a smattering of book-learning, and indeed unusual for her to 
have any knowledge beyond reading and writing and the so-called accept­
ably feminine subjects which would not over-tax the female mind, pre­
sumed by most to be weak and easily damaged by undue exertion. But 
apart from that, Sonya’s family was not able to send their daughter to a 
proper school for young ladies; indeed, clearly, Sonya’s family is in such 
need that she herself must be sacrificed. The fact that she yields herself 
meekly for the sake of her loved ones should likewise not be presumed to 
represent a bovine intellect. For Dostoevsky this act of self-abnegation 
was the zenith of human love in this novel, and certainly not something for 
which to fault Sonya. Sonya is gifted with an intelligence that cuts through 
rhetoric, that sees deeply into people and their motives, knowing what they 
themselves might not even recognize. Hers is an intuitive intelligence 
which cannot be gained from libraries, which can only be enriched by ex­
perience. Similarly, Dostoevsky would not have wanted her blind and un­
questioning faith in her God to be seen as betise. For him, such belief 
spanned beyond human capacity for knowing in a concrete, rational way, 
and can only be submitted to, as Sonya teaches.
Sonya considers herself “a great, great sinner.” By this she does not 
mean, however, that her prostitution is sinful; on the contrary, as has been 
argued elsewhere, Sonya went essentially unsullied by her employment.
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Rather, for Sonya, her sins comprise selfishness and self-preservation.
Yet when Sonya tells him that she is a “great, great sinner” 
(246:48), this is more than the confession of a Magdalene, 
ashamed of what she does. Sonya is also ashamed of what she 
does not do. The reason she “hasn’t been saving for a rainy day” 
(246:1) is that she doesn’t walk the streets every day: “You don’t 
make something every day?”, Raskolnikov probes as mercilessly 
as Porphiry. And Sonya confesses that she doesn’t “with painful ef­
fort” (246:9-12). Sonya’s days off are her crimes of self-perpetua­
tion. They are the prudent pauses by which she forestalls her own 
mortification. [...] Yet her time off is also the duration of Sonya’s bad 
conscience, for it puts the lives of her loved ones in jeopardy. 
Therefore, Sonya experiences her own self-perpetuation as a 
worse evil than prostitution.®®
For Sonya, selfishness is the greatest evil. Painfully cognizant of the 
needs of her family, Sonya knows instinctively that her self-preservation is 
a moral evil, and she punishes herself severely for this trespass. This very 
model of self-sacrifice presents Raskol’nikov with the truth of his own ordi­
nary sinfulness. “[H]e universalizes Sonya into a symbol of unjust suffering 
which will last until the end of human history: Sonyechka, Sonyechka
Marmeladova, the eternal Sonyechka, for as long as the world turns!’ 
(38:15).”®® By witnessing Sonya’s meek submission to the laws of an in­
comprehensible and, to Raskol’nikov (as to Ivan Karamazov), unjust fate or 
God, Raskol’nikov begins slowly to grasp the notion that he has sinned
®® Leslie A. Johnson, The Experience of Time in “Crime and Punishment. ” Columbus: 
Slavica Publishers, Inc., 1984, p. 116.
®® Ibid, p.38.
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against the world, that he owes suffering for his deed, that everyone is in­
deed guilty before humanity, as Zosima would later teach. This relational 
morality is the vortex of Sonya’s spirit; around this pivot turn her world-view 
and her unquestioning acceptance of suffering. It is this force of knowing 
which sends Sonya to Siberia with Raskol’nikov to share his punishment, 
because not only does she herself share the guilt of his crime (as do we all, 
Dostoevsky would assert), but she knows that his spiritual regeneration 
cannot even begin if she is not by his side. His dependence on her is natu­
ral, neither self-abasing nor other-aggrandizing; his need for her is like his 
need for air, for food, for water. For Raskol’nikov, the as yet unrepentant 
sinner against humanity, the fallen son cut off from the love of others, 
Sonya is the food of the spirit. As Christ’s body and blood allegedly be­
comes transubstantiated in the banal bread and wine of the Roman 
Catholic Eucharist, so did Sonya acquire a metaphysical ontology sepa­
rate from but directly related to her earthly reality. For Raskol’nikov to ac­
cept the divine in her, he had first to accept the human, the sinful, the weak: 
all the things he had formerly and vaingloriously striven to rend from his 
own nature by the murder. Sonya’s earthly embodiment is the conduit of 
the spiritual, and for Raskol’nikov she becomes the living Word of God in 
her humility and meekness. Without this presence — at once the presence 
of the divine and the human — Raskol’nikov would forever wallow in ego- 
riven solipsism in the fault lines of his cracked, dualistic soul.
But just as she represents the “Living God," Sonya represents hu­
mankind. Her humanity is undeniable: every day of her life is spent in re­
latedness, in the living of the Word, amongst thé human ties and threads 
which she does not seek to sever or disentangle, even when she herself is 
at risk. Sonya is no mere cipher of Dostoevsky’s Word incarnate; no unmit­
igated saint whose actions know no split or soil; no isolated nun, shut up in
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a convent to contemplate her deity piously while the world groans. She 
lives the Word of God, she lives the life of Christ, she stumbles through life 
bearing her cross, murmuring no more than did her savior, making her mis­
takes, accepting her suffering as just and fair. Within herself she carries 
both the potential for schism and the potential for salvation; at any time she 
could choose the first, and, indeed, she occasionally does, as demonstrat­
ed earlier, when she allows herself respite from her self-sale, or when she 
indulges in a selfish whim. But it is her innate bind to Christ and her own 
inner wisdom that every time bring her back from the shadowy recesses of 
her own dualism, even though sometimes the return is itself a further step 
into what necessarily causes the fissure: her prostitution. Sonya not only 
sacrifices herself in the physical sense, but this sacrifice leads inevitably to 
a psychic sacrifice, the yielding of her own identity, her own freedom, her 
own dignity as a woman. She sells her virginity, which in her time was a 
commodity, absolutely prerequisite if she ever hoped to marry “in to decent 
society.” But more than this, she sells her body, the repository of her soul, 
and no amount of schizophrenic absentia can separate from her heart the 
experience of paid sex, of lying down with a man she does not love, like, or 
even know, the painful loss of dignity involved as she becomes the thing 
for which the man has paid, in essence becoming sex itself in the moment 
of the transaction. The times of living as a commodity effect a flow of the 
tears which eventually wear through her soul, leaving behind them echo­
ing chasms in the rock of her self. But without these moments of loss of 
self, perhaps Sonya would not be able so deeply to understand the sins 
and weaknesses of others, of Raskol’nikov. Probably she always had the 
capacity within her (cf. her step-mother), otherwise these moments of soul- 
rupture would have left behind the bitter brine of hatred rather than the for­
giving salve of love. Without these moments, hovering on the edge of her
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self, Sonya would not have been able to accept the murderer Raskol’nikov 
as a man, as a human being, worthy of love and forgiveness. It is this fun­
damental humanity clinging to the precipice of her soul that makes Sonya 
a true, genuine person, a woman, not a cardboard “Potemkin” character 
conveniently speaking the lines she is fed like an obedient literary slave. 
Likewise, it is her prostitution which in part links her so inextricably with 
humanity; therefore, her prostitution is not itself merely an episemon, as 
has been argued by some critics. Certainly Dostoevsky did not depict her 
directly engaged in carnal acts, but the question must be asked: is that truly 
necessary to prove that Sonya is a prostitute? It is true, as Zander quotes, 
that “...Dostoevsky himself says that ‘all that infamy had only touched her 
mechanically, not one drop of real depravity had penetrated to her heart.’”® 
But Zander goes on to write: “Indeed, one may go further and say that the 
whole situation is a literary device used to emphasize the magnitude of her 
sacrifice: there is not a single word in the novel referring to any facts, feel­
ings or experiences testifying to her being a ‘harlot’. Such description of 
her is merely a dark background serving to bring out more clearly her gen­
tle and tender profile.”®’ No, one may not go further. While it is true that her 
prostitution had not left her depraved, as Dostoevsky himself said, it is un­
forgivable to pass over it as though it were merely plot aid. Sonya’s prosti­
tution had not left her depraved because she did it to save the lives of her 
family, not from selfish motives; indeed, this stimulus could hardly render 
her unsympathetic! Her incentives, so deeply pure, ensured that the prosti­
tution did not sully her. Of course she is not depraved; she is spiritual, 
ever-mindful of her sins. The passages in which she is directly portrayed in 
her working clothes are powerful and do not fail to move either 
Raskol’nikov (though he immediately covers his emotions with scorn) or
®°L.A. Zander, Dostoevsky, p.78.
Ibid.
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the reader. In the funeral scene the diction painstakingly describes Sonya 
in her working garb, a cheap, garish costume, so out of place, and how 
ashamed Sonya feels, dressed in such a way. The fact that Sonya is a 
prostitute does not merely provide a commodious “dark background” 
against which Sonya can shine all the more; rather, it provides Sonya’s 
character with a depth and understanding of sin and pain, one that hardly 
leaves her unscathed. She becomes the more beautiful, the more pre­
cious, because she is all the more human — that much closer to the reader, 
and to Raskol’nikov.
The fact that Sonya was a prostitute also allowed Dostoevsky to link 
her to the Biblical tradition of Mary Magdalene; again, not as a simple plot 
machination, but to point out once more her proximity to Christ and to the 
holy tradition of forgiveness and love.
Mary Magdalene is commonly assumed to be the woman who showed 
“great love” in Luke 7: 37-50. Although this is apparently unsubstantiated, 
it is important that most people identify Mary of Magdala as the sinful 
woman who washed Christ’s feet with her tears. It may also be assumed 
that Dostoevsky shared this associative belief, and believed he had tapped 
into the passage about the sinful woman as well as the specific mentions in 
the Gospels about Mary Magdalene. The description of the “sinful woman” 
in Luke 7 comes just before the first mention of a woman named Mary 
Magdalene. “Soon afterwards [Jesus] went on through cities and villages, 
proclaiming and bringing the good news of the kingdom of God. The 
twelve were with him, as well as some women who had been cured of evil 
spirits and infirmities: Mary, called Magdalene, from whom seven demons 
had gone out....”® The proximity of the two passages is the probable origin
The Holy Bible: New Revised Standard Version with Apocrypha. New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1989, Luke 8:1-2, p.68.
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of the apparently mistaken notion that the “sinful woman” was also Mary of
Magdala. Regardless of the veracity, it is obviously an assumption logically 
be
made. It may ^ assumed that Dostoevsky likewise linked the two women. 
Later mention is made of Mary Magdalene as the first person to see Jesus 
reappear after his crucifixion and burial. This is vital, especially when one 
considers the relation between this and the story of Lazarus.
The links between Mary Magdalene and the fallen women who later 
become saved or the saintly whores, especially from the nineteenth centu­
ry, have been well-studied and well-documented. As Olga Matich states; 
“Mary Magdalene is the archetypal saintly prostitute.”®® Despite her sinful 
past, she is forgiven by Christ and is accepted into his entourage. Sonya, 
despite her prostitution (and, in some ways, mainly by virtue of her 
prostitution), is a saintly figure overtly linked to Christ, and she exhibits 
Christ-like compassion and willingness to suffer for others. In this way 
Sonya becomes a nineteenth-century sister of Mary Magdalene. Not 
shameless in her life as a harlot, Sonya never forgets her God or her faith, 
and actually becomes the more acceptant of her defilement because of her 
religious beliefs. She takes to heart Christ's teaching to “turn the other 
cheek,” and she holds no bitterness against the step-family for which she 
was forfeited. She helps Raskol’nikov along his slow, lancinating return to 
humanity. Rather as Mary Magdalene was the first to see the resurrected 
Christ, so is Sonya, in Siberia, the first to be greeted by the signs of 
Raskol nikov’s evanescent réanimation.
As a suddenly necessary afterthought, Raskol’nikov is forced to kill the 
yurodivaya Lizaveta, who enters the murder scene before Raskol’nikov 
can escape. He himself almost forgets this second murder, and later, in a
®®p.325, Olga Matich, “A Typology of Fallen Women in Nineteenth Century Russian 
Literature,” American Contributions to the Ninth International Congress of Slavists, 
Vol. II: Literature, Poetics, History, ed. Paul Debreczeny. Columbus: Slavica 
Publishers, Inc., 1983, pp. 325-43.
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reverie, he says to himself, “«Be^nafl JlMsaBCTa! 3a^eM ona xyx 
noflBepHyjiacb!... CxpaHHO, oAHaKo noqeMy a 06  hcm noaxpi m hc 
AyMaio, xoaHo m He yÔMBan?... JlMsaBcxa! Cohh! BcAHbie, KpoxKMc, 
c rnaaaMM kpoxkmmm... M m jihc!... 3aaeM ohm ne njiaayx? 3aneM  
OHM He cxonyx?... Ohm Bce ox^aiox... rna^ax KpoxKo m xmxo... 
CoHfl, CoHfl! TMxaa Coha!...»”®^ Raskol’nikov himself compaginates 
Sonya and Lizaveta early on in the novel, before his confession to Sonya. 
The two women turn out to have been friends who gathered together to talk 
and to read the Bible which Lizaveta herself had brought to Sonya. 
Raskol’nikov learns this as he asks Sonya to read to him the story of 
Lazarus; he reacts violently, almost forcing Sonya to read from the Bible 
which was Lizaveta’s. Later, after he has confessed to Sonya, she asks 
him:
— Ecxb Ha xe6e Kpecx?—  B A p y r neo]KMAaHHO cnpocMna 
[CoHfl], xoHHo BApyr BcnoMHMjia.
O h cHanajia ne nonan Bonpoca.
— Hex, BCAb Hex? Ha, B03bMM box oxox, KMnapMCHbiM. V  
Mena ApyroM ocxanca, MeAHbiM, JlMsaBexMH. Mbi c JlMsaBexoM 
KpecxaMM HOMeHajiMCb, ona MHe cbom Kpecx, a a cm cbom 
oôpaaoK Aana. M xenepb JlMaaBcxMH cxany HocMXb, a oxox 
xe6e. Bo3bMM... bcai> mom! BcAb mom! —  ynpaniMBajia ona. 
— Bmccxc BCAb cxpaAaxb homacm, bmccxc m Kpecx noHccëM!...®®
®"PSS, 6, 1973, p. 212.
Ibid, p. 324.
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This exchange of crosses, even though it is actually postponed, con­
cretely emphasizes the tight bond between Lizaveta and Sonya and 
Raskol’nikov. Now he is inextricably forced to concede the interrelated­
ness of humankind, the relation between himself and his victim, between 
his victim and his personal, earthly savior. Sonya does not force the cross 
on him; rather, she admits that it is too soon for him to take the cross from 
her. She knows intuitively that to thrust it upon him too early would proba­
bly drive him away from her — and thus from reconciliation with himself 
and the world — perhaps irretrievably. With the crosses, he must also ac­
knowledge his kinship to the dead woman Lizaveta, because Sonya, in her 
mention of Lizaveta in daily reality and interpersonal relation, puts before 
Raskol’nikov undeniable reminders of the fact which, as he himself had ad­
mitted, he had hitherto forgotten: that he has killed Lizaveta, a person who 
had not wronged him, a woman whose innocence defied even his own 
philosophical justifications of murder, a woman who lived a relational life 
among others. This stark fact he had previously obscured in his memory, 
preferring to consider as a victim only the pawnbroker herself, the original 
object of his crime and of his supposed extraordinariness. But now he must 
look upon the truth: Lizaveta was an undeserved victim of his own pride, 
his own delusions. Much more, now she serves as an icon of his weak­
ness, his mistake, his lack of planning and composure, since her murder 
resulted from his own subconsciously deliberate delays. As such, he must 
forget her; she is an unremitting confrontation with his own “ordinariness.” 
Subconsciously, Sonya cannot allow this “forgetting” to continue. She 
knows that he must see his victims as people in order to see his deed as 
wrong. He must see his deed as wrong before he can ask forgiveness, 
and he must ask forgiveness before he can be forgiven. Sonya, in tiny, al­
most imperceptible ways, edges him toward that realization, and slowly he
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begins to accept the truth. It must start with his connecting Sonya herself 
with Lizaveta, which he does early on. But in the end, he must finally con­
catenate himself with Lizaveta, for without this bond he cannot become 
truly repentant. Sonya undemonstrably draws him along this lane of 
awareness, knowing that he must eventually reach its end, knowing that 
without her he could not even find its entrance.
In Prestuplenie i nakazanie there are myriad female characters, many 
more than are usually found in Dostoevsky’s works. Raskol’nikov has a 
mother and sister, but his father goes virtually unmentioned. Both of the 
people he kills are women. His redeemer is female. This abundance of 
the female, directly associated with Raskol’nikov, creates a very feminine 
world. The important agents of his discontent are women. His mother 
loves him in an overly-maternal way, more as an overpowering, devouring 
mother who seeks to control than as a gently nurturing, warm mother. She 
herself endures hardship for her son’s sake, but she never lets him forget 
that fact. Indeed, anything she does “for his sake” actually becomes self- 
aggrandizement, because she lives through her son. His sister indirectly 
causes him pangs of conscience, because his mother is actively subverting 
the future of her daughter in favor of her son.
He finds in Alyona Ivanovna, the pawnbroker, a convenient surrogate 
for the life-sucking pull he feels his mother exerting upon him, and he tar­
gets the old woman in part because he cannot truly target his mother.®® He
® For fuller discussions of this idea, see especially Roger B. Anderson, Dostoevsky: 
Myths of Duality (Gainesville: The University of Florida Press, 1986); M. Kanzer, 
“Dostoevsky’s Matricidal Impulses,” {Psychoanalytic Review, Vol. 35, 1948, pp. 115- 
25); David Kiremidjian, “Crime and Punishment : Matricide and the Woman Question,” 
{American Imago, Vol. 33, No. 4, 1976, pp. 403-33); and Edward Wasiolek, “Raskol ni­
kov’s Motives: Love and Murder, ” {American Imago, Vol. 31, No. 3 ,1974, pp. 252- 
69). While Dostoevsky explored both father-son rivalries and parricide (most fully in 
Brafya Karamazovy), he never ventured any further into an examination of matricide 
than the situation considered here.
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sees in her what he sees in his own mother; the need to feed on the 
strength of youth.
Raskol’nikov’s murder of the pawnbroker severs him from the ma­
ternal social world he had known. His choice of victim is particular­
ly interesting in this regard. She is an older woman to whom he is 
indebted, as he is to his mother and her surrogates, and, in expect­
ing payment from him, she is supported by social law. Rodion, of 
course, cannot pay back what he owes to the women he depends 
on. [...] As Edward Wasiolek convincingly argues, Raskol’nikov 
seizes on the pawnbroker as the embodiment of a chthonic, mater­
nal element that has "held his spirit as a pledge.” Murder (the 
breaking of social law) and elimination of a looming maternal image 
fuse in a single act that makes concrete and irreversible his uncon­
scious demand for release from his origins.®'
Raskol nikov’s philosophical rationalization enables him “safely” to di­
rect his anti-maternal feelings at a substitute, without actually having intel­
lectually to acknowledge his resentment at his mother’s qualified, condi­
tional love. Thus he strikes the pawnbroker down with an anger that is not 
fully accounted for by his desire to prove his extraordinariness.
After his hideous and shameful crimes, Raskol’nikov considers suicide; 
he stands on a bridge and contemplates throwing himself into the water. 
Water is an archetypal symbol for the unconscious, the feminine. It is sig­
nificant that he at once desires death and re-communion with the feminine 
element from which he has cut himself off; he senses he has wronged the 
feminine and that he must return to her in some form to right things. Water
®' Roger B. Anderson, Dostoevsky: Myths of Duality. Gainesville: University of Florida 
Press, 1986, p. 53.
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is unconsciousness, which he desires to free him from the awareness of 
his deed; water is womb-like, signifying a sort of re-birth, if even through 
death, and he must be re-born into the world because he has killed the self 
which lived in that world; water is numinous and eternal, it is the Earth her­
self, which he has sullied, and which he now needs to cleanse himself of 
the blood he has spilled. Sonya, as tied to Mother Earth as she is tied to 
Jesus Christ, is the living incarnation of the Earth Raskol’nikov has cut him­
self off from, the Earth which he has stained with his crime.
The mythical element in the fundamental idea presented by 
Crime and Punishment... can ... be much better expressed in the 
technical language of ancient tragedy than by the concepts of 
modern ethics; the turbulent revolt of human arrogance and inso­
lence {hybris ) against the primitively-sacred decrees of 
Mother Earth; the preordained insanity of the evil-doer; the wrath 
of the Earth over the blood that has been shed; the ritual purifica­
tion of the murderer — who is hunted by the Erinyes of spiritual 
anxiety, but is not yet repentant in the Christian sense — by the 
kissing of the Earth in the presence of the people assembled to 
try him; and the discovery, through suffering, of the right path....“
This mythical realm expresses itself in Sonya, as she helps 
Raskol’nikov along the path of spiritual regeneration. It is Sonya, in her of­
fering of unconditional love (Christ’s love, and Father Zosima’s love, love of 
Rodion as himself, not as an extension of her own wishes), who begins to 
repair the damage Raskol’nikov has done the Earth, the community. 
Sonya offers love without strings, without commitment, without expectation.
Ivanov, Freedom and the Tragic Life, pp. 76-7.
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This love is precisely what Raskol'nikov both needs and desires, it is the 
antidote for the provisional love which holds him in debt, the poisonous 
love with which his mother had bound him.
Dostoevsky devotes a good deal of narrative emphasis to Sonya’s 
marked difference from conventional female (maternal / social) ref­
erences. Sonya is a prostitute, outside ordinary social and moral 
categories, who wears outlandishly gaudy clothes. At the same 
time, however, she is presented as naive, childlike, and frail. Her 
hands, face, arms, and body are described in diminutive terms. Her 
“inappropriate” and humble smile are [sic] framed by a large, auda­
cious hat. Beneath the trappings of the streetwalker, she has an 
angular little face whose appearance is that of a holy fool 
(iurodovaia ) [sic] (337).®®
As a partial yurodivaya, Sonya is manifestly associated not only with 
the murdered woman Lizaveta, but also with Mother Earth. Holy fools were 
deeply connected with the earth, with pagan as well as Christian traditions. 
As a holy fool of sorts, Sonya becomes symbolic of the Earth herself; thus it 
is wholly fitting that she should induce Raskol’nikov’s revivification. He
obeys her instructions and bows to the Earth; “O h cxaji na kojichm cpeflM 
njTontaflM, noKnoHMJicfl acMnn n noitenoBan 3xy rpasnyio seMnro, 
c HacnaxfleHMeM m cHacTMCM.”^” And Sonya watches him, does not 
leave him in his trial: “B to BpcMfl, Kor^a oh, na C chhom, noKnoHMjicH 
AO BCMjiM B ApyroH pa3, oôopoTMBniMCB BHCBO, marax b nflTMAecflXM
Anderson, Duality, p. 60.
°PSS, 6. 1973, p. 405.
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OT ce6 %, OH yBMAen Cohio. Ona npaxanacb ox nero 3a oahmm m3
AepeBHHHbix ôapaKOB, cxohbhimx na njiontaAM, cxajio 6bixb, ona
coHpoBOvKAana Bce ero cKopÔHoe mecxBMe! PacKonbHMKOB
HonyBCXBOBaji m hohhji b 3xy Mwnyxy, pa3 naBcexAa, hxo C oha
xenepb c hum  naBCKM m noîÎAëx 3a hum  xoxb na xpaM cBexa, xyAa CMy
HM BbiniJia cyAb6a.”’°^  This act of confession is full of meaning, on many 
levels. “Raskolnikov fell not simply on the earth, but at Sonya’s feet. [...] ... 
for Sonya is for Raskolnikov the bond between his self-centred soul and 
the rest of the world, and accordingly, is for him the symbol of the cosmos 
— that is, the earth.” The criminal bows to beg forgiveness both from the 
earth itself, the soil, and from her direct representative, the yurodivaya, the 
prostitute, the meek Sonya.
The kiss of submission, indeed, is the symbolic climax of the en­
tire action, which is, as it were, overshadowed by the invisible, 
gigantic figure of Gaia. It symbolizes the conflict and reconcilia­
tion between her and the proud son of Earth. [...] The hero of 
Crime and Punishment is guilty in the sight of the Earth, and re­
ceives absolution through his expiation made unto Earth.
The Earth has been wounded by the trespasses of her prodigal son, 
and She requires Her fallen yet deeply spiritual daughter to reunite the 
family. Sonya, the earthly representative of unconditional love, love which
Ibid, p. 406.
Zander, p. 23, n. 2.
Ivanov, p. 77.
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offers true concern for his soul, can win him back. What she offers is the 
opposite of his mother’s love — the provisional, almost parasitic love of a 
mother who demands recompense from her children. It is provisional in 
that she loves her son only as he is useful to her, rather than loving him for 
himself. This demanding pseudo-affection sucked the energy and desire 
for familial and societal inclusion from Raskol’nikov like a vacuum. To win 
him back into the human family, to convince him to repent, Sonya gives him 
exactly what he needs, but without calculation, without deliberate manipu­
lation of his responses, unlike his mother, who manipulates his loyalties for 
her own personal advantage. Her motives are entirely unselfish, and cen­
ter rather on his benefit, not hers. She knows, without considering it, that 
when he accepts her love and asks for forgiveness, he will himself be­
come enabled to give love and to forgive himself. It is this feminine reality 
— the reality of relation — which Sonya unconsciously serves to correct.
Among the most disputed aspects of Prestuplenie i nakazanie is what 
occurs in the Epilogue, when Raskol’nikov, in penal servitude in Siberia, 
slowly comes around to Sonya. As Raskol'nikov sits by a riverbank, he be­
gins to have a sort of vision. Many critics see this as a “conversion,” and 
claim that it was unjustified and essentially false.
C BbicoKoro ôepera OTKpbiBajiacb niMpoKaa oKpecTHocTb. C 
AanbHcro Apyroro ôepera qyxb cjibimHo AOHocMJiacb necna. 
TaM, B oôJTMxoii cojiHAeM HeoôospMMoü cxenn, qyxb 
npeMexHbiMM xoqKaMM HepHejmcb KoneBbie lopxbi. TaM ôbuia 
CBoôoAa H XMJIM Apyme hioam, coBceM He noxoxMe na 
3AeniHHx, xaM Kax 6bi caMoe BpeMA ocxaHOBMnocb, xohho ne 
HponiJiH ente nexa AnpaaMa n cxaA ero. PacxojibHnxoB cHAeji,
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CMOTpen H enoA B M XH O , HeoxpbiBaflCb; M b icn b  e ro  n e p e x o A w jia  
B rp e s b i, B c o 3 e p ita H n e ; o h  h m  o  h c m  n e  A y M a n , h o  x a x a a -x o  
xocK a BOJTHOBajra e ro  m  MyqMjia.'®'
Raskol'nikov, immersed in the endless beauty of nature known as the 
Siberian steppes, notices a nomadic, non-Christian tribe, whose freedom 
of movement and harmony with the land cannot fail to strike him in contrast 
with his own lack of range and eurhythmy. Into this moment of musing, 
Sonya, quietly, as always, steps.
B A p y r  n o A n e  H e ro  o n y x M n a c b  C o h a . O n a  n o A o n u ia  eABa 
c jib iu iH o  M c e n a  c h m m  p a a o m . B m j io  e n të  o n e n b  p a n o ,  
yxpeH H M M  x o n o A O K  eu të  n e  C M A rH M jicA . Ha neM  6 b in  eë  
ô eA H biîi, cxap b iH  ô y p n y c  m 3 e n ë H b iîi n n a x o K . J Im a o  e ë  en të  
HOCMHO n p M 3 H a K M  6 o H e 3 H H , H O xyA C H O , H o ô jie A H e n o ,  
o c y n y n o c b . O n a  npH B exjiH B o  m  p aA o cxH o  y jib iô n y n a c b  e M y , 
HO, no  oôbiKHOBeHMK), poÔKO H poxA H yna e M y  c b o k ) p y K y .'“
Sonya, ever Raskol’nikov’s link between his own severed conscious­
ness and the events and people surrounding him, comes to him precisely 
at the moment when he most deeply senses his disconnectedness. As he 
sits below a wide open sky, his mind tries to find its way back to his trou­
bling ideas of the “square yard of space” for which he claimed earlier he
104
Ibid.
PSS, 6, 1973,p. 421.
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would willingly sacrifice so much. But Sonya is there to interrupt the harm­
ful flow of thoughts at the precise juncture when he becomes troubled.
This time when she reaches out her hand to him he does not pull away. 
Slowly, after a time, he had begun to need her, though he had hitherto 
been unwilling to admit this even to himself. Now, after her illness and his 
worry over her, after not having seen her for a few days, as he sits on the 
belly of the land which gave him birth, he does not recoil from her human 
touch. He takes her hand in his, and seems almost ashamed of the power­
ful emotion that this contact draws from the well of his soul.
Ho x e n e p b  nx p y x n  ne pasH M M anM C b; oh M en b K O M  m 
ô b icxp o  B 3 rn » H y n  n a  nee, n w H e ro  ne BbiroBopMJi w o n y c x w n  
CBOM r j ia 3 a  b  3 e M n io ....
Kax 3X0 cjiyHMjiocb, oh m caM ne 3nan, ho BApyr hxo-xo 
xax 6bi HOAXBaxHJio ero m xax 6bi ôpocMJTo x eë HoraM. Oh 
Hjiaxaji M oÔHMMan eë xonenn. B nepBoe MrHOBenwe ona 
yxacHo Mcnyranacb, h Bcë jimao eë noMepxBeno. Ona 
BcxoHMJia c Mecxa m, 3aApoxaB, cMoxpena na nero. Ho 
xoxnac :)xe, b xox x e  Mwr, ona Bcë nonana. B rjia3ax eë 
3acBexHjiocb Gecxonennoe cnacxbe; ona nonana, m aha neë 
y x e  He 6bino coMnenna, axo oh jik)6mx, ôecxoneHHO 
nioÔMx eë m hxo nacxana x e  naxoneA 3xa Mnnyxa...
Ohm x o x e n n  ô b in o  roBopM Xb, ho n e  M o rjiM . C jië 3 b i cxo an M  
B MX rn a 3 a x .  Ohm o 6 a  ôbu iM  ÔJieAHbi m x y A t i ;  ho b 3xmx 
ô o jib H b ix  M ÔJieAHbix H M Aax y x e  CMAJia 3 a p a  oÔHOBJienHoro  
ô y A y m e ro , n o j iH o r o  B o c x p e c e n n a  b H O B yio  x M 3 H b . M x  
B o c x p e c M jia  n io ô o B b , c e p A A e  oahoxo 3 a x jiK )H a jT o
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ÔeCKOHCMHbie MCTOHHMKM ^KM3HM J\J19L CCpAAa ApyrOFO.'
Throughout the novel Dostoevsky has subtly created a leitmotif for 
Sonya and Raskol’nikov: the repetition of the description of their "pale, thin 
faces.” Now, at the end of his opus, when he writes this phrase again it has 
the effect of the leitmotif fulfilled, of a symbol taking on a real life of its own, 
just as the love between these two characters has begun to live. The read­
er can incorporate all the other painful memories of the mention of their 
"pale, thin faces” into the joy now felt upon seeing the hope and love fully 
expressed on those faces. Now there is a sense that the pallor will ebb 
away as it is infused with the radiance of living life and love’s recognition, 
that the gaunt thinness will be replaced with the gradual development of 
healthful vigor, their faces swelling with smiles rather than washed with 
strain and tears.
Mary Magdalene was the first to see the resurrected Christ; it is there­
fore doubly fitting that Sonya, the cause and source-spring of this re­
nascence, should be the first to behold the new life-force animating 
Raskol’nikov. This is a scene of poetic beauty, simple yet powerful, marked 
by recognizable, genuine human emotion and responses.
Raskol’nikov falls to the ground, at Sonya’s feet, in a more sincere echo 
of his earlier act of contrite prostration. This time he does not check him­
self; now he allows his feelings sovereignty, without the damaging doubts 
and insecurities born of his Luciferian fall from the face of god.
The prostration and the kiss [ at the Haymarket] proved not to be
Ibid.
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final: they were so to speak a token of his betrothal to the earth, 
but the sacrament of marriage had not yet taken place. Only 
when he was in penal servitude was his soul miraculously liberat­
ed from its prison of solitude and united to her who was for him 
life, the world, and the earth.
Throughout the work, Dostoevsky has been busily but not disruptively 
setting up the easel, the palette, preparing his brushes, all to paint the 
more beautifully the final scene of regenerative love. The earlier acts of 
near-confession and near-prostration, Raskol’nikov’s slow acceptance of 
Sonya’s presence followed by his self-acknowledged need of her near­
ness — all of this serves as the prepared background against which 
Dostoevsky may now freely paint the hints of a future masterpiece: 
Raskol'nikov’s re-inclusion into life.
Sonya, as Earth’s (and Christ’s) emissary, is present to share this mo­
ment with Raskol’nikov and fulfil its meaning for both of them. Indeed, the 
novel could not have ended otherwise, for Dostoevsky. Although he can­
not state categorically anything so naive or simplistic as the proverbial 
“happily ever after,” he likewise is unable to leave off writing while his hero 
is still banished from the human nucleus. As Alexandra F. Rudicina has ar­
gued convincingly, “in activating the archetype of rebirth as crystallized in 
the Christian myth of Fall and Redemption, Dostoevsky was conceptually 
as well as artistically bound to stay within his particular frame of reference. 
Deferring to an indefinite future Raskol’nikov’s emergence into ‘perfect res­
urrection’ and limiting himself to mere intimations of an ‘undreamed-of real­
ity,’ Dostoevsky fundamentally follows the Christian myth, with its promise
Zander, p. 23, n. 2.
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of man’s redemption.”'” It might be added that the Christian myth of the 
son’s death and resurrection was built on the infinitely fertile grounds of 
many pre-patriarchal and patriarchal religions, many of which also postu­
lated the fall, death, and rebirth of a divine son, and thus the archetype is, 
as might be expected, perfectly consistent with the additional “pagan” fla­
vor of the previously cited interpretations, including this one, as well as with 
Dostoevsky’s own reference to the non-Christian yurts.
Thus, the apotheosis of regenerative love between Raskol’nikov and 
Sonya concretized in the Epilogue climax is not inconsistent with the rest of 
the novel, nor is it unwarranted, over-optimistic, or psychologically un­
founded. For Dostoevsky, the arduous psychic journey of his protagonist 
could not have ended any other way.
In the notebooks for Prestuplenie i nakazanie Sonya was a much more 
complex character, with more inner conflict, more expressed anger and re­
bellion, more contradictions than the simple, pure Sonya of the final ver­
sion. Edward Wasiolek, in editing and commenting on Dostoevsky’s 
Notebooks for “Crime and Punishment’, has rather thoroughly discussed 
the differences between the Sonya of the Notebooks and the Sonya of the 
final version, so only a rudimentary scrutiny is needed here.
In the notebooks, Dostoevsky repeatedly toyed with the description of 
a physical, actual love between Sonya and Raskol’nikov; they became 
more like lovers in the conventional sense than in the spiritual sense, even 
embracing from time to time.
1067, Alexandra F. Rudicina, “Crime and Myth: The Archetypal Pattern of Rebirth 
In Three Novels of Dostoevsky,” Publications of the Modern Language Association, 
Vol. 87, No. 5, 1972, pp. 1065-74.
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Perhaps the most significant omission in the final version is a love 
affair between Raskolnikov and Sonia that Dostoevsky toyed with 
repeatedly. In the novel itself Raskolnikov is, of course, fatally 
drawn to Sonia. [...] Spiritual love, yes, but of physical love there is 
not a word, although she is a prostitute. But love in the ordinary 
sense is something Dostoevsky returns to again and again in note­
books... [...] Dostoevsky decided apparently that love in this sense 
was not compatible with the sacrificial and purifying humility that 
Sonia was to represent. Yet one cannot help wondering whether 
Dostoevsky lost one dimension of realism in purging their relation­
ship of at least the temptations of romantic love.'™
Actually, one can help wondering if Dostoevsky sacrificed realism 
when he erased the traces of physicality from the relationship between 
Sonya and Raskol’nikov. Had Raskol’nikov experienced any physical rela­
tionship with Sonya, anything more than what is found in the final version 
of the novel (wherein lie traces of affection), he would have come to hate 
and resent Sonya fatally, becoming more embittered and severed from 
human contact through the very act of contact itself. The parallels between 
Raskol’nikov and the Underground Man are too obvious to ignore what 
would have happened both to Sonya and to Raskol’nikov had they had a 
sexual relationship. Raskol’nikov’s solipsism and rebellion could easily 
have deepened to become permanently engraved in his soul, leaving him 
“a sick man,” “a spiteful man,” forever banished from human nearness to an 
Underground of loathing, stagnant mordancy and existential isolation. The 
outcome for Sonya would have been equally distressing, surely, recalling 
the cruelty with which the Underground Man treated Liza, the young prosti-
The Notebooks for “Crime and Punishment”, Fyodor Dostoevsky, ed. and trans. 
Edward Wasiolek. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1967, p. 7.
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tute whom he leads away from the edge of loneliness and despair only to 
cast her into the chasm when her back is unsuspectingly turned. This 
would have been both unpleasant and unproductive for Dostoevsky: had 
he chosen the path outlined in the notebooks, he would merely have re­
peated what he had written two years earlier in Zaplski iz podpol’ya. Thus 
Wasiolek’s finding in this instance is questionable."®
Sonya’s Christian acceptance and wholeness are much less evident in 
the notebooks, wherein she actually recoils from Raskol’nikov at one point, 
upon hearing of his deed. There was judgment, there was emotional con­
flict in the original Sonya. Her love for Raskol’nikov was much more similar
aoF
to that the mother, in that her feeling for Raskol’nikov was conditional, de­
pendent on his enslavement to her. The mother’s love is unconditional in 
the sense that, no matter what horrible crimes Raskol’nikov commits, she 
would be troubled only if his trespasses interfered with the plans she has 
for him. Her love is unconditional in that sense — and in the Dostoevskian 
world extremely negative and selfish. She has no concern for 
Raskol’nikov’s soul, for the stains left behind by his crimes. She only wor­
ries that he will no longer be able to fulfil her dreams for his future. In the 
final version, of course, Sonya offers Raskol’nikov a truly unconditional 
love, based only on a genuine and selfless concern for the well-being of 
his soul, something which he craves desperately as an antidote to the “bur­
densome” conditional love his mother lays upon his shoulders. The final
 ^In keeping with the idea of Sonya as a Mary Magdalene figure (and a Christ figure), it 
may be observed here that the original Gnostic Gospels depicted Mary Magdalene 
and Christ as intimate: "[Christ] used to kiss her [often] on her [mouth]” (p. 15, 
Pagels). One may speculate whether Dostoevsky was in part motivated by the same 
tenets which caused the official, historical Christian Church to expunge any such por­
trayal of physical love involving Jesus Christ: whether the purity of the symbol in the 
character was of such primary importance that any deviation from it lessened the 
effectiveness of the beauty of the image.
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Sonya is a perfection of the Christian ideal, perfection in human form. 
Even her fallibilities are beautiful, human: she confesses to be a great sin­
ner, she feels guilt because she does not save for a rainy day, because she 
does not walk the streets every day, because she allows herself psychic re­
cuperation time, and because of one occasion when she refused to give a 
collar to Katerina Ivanovna. She deeply regrets these moments of hubris, 
and feels the pain of her deeds with an agonizing clarity. But even these 
moments of weakness and self-consideration are highly spiritual, because 
not only does she suffer for them, she works even harder to try to expiate 
her sins later. Sonya admits to being a great sinner, but in the notebooks 
she immediately displays signs of a rebellious consciousness: “N.B. She 
thinks of herself continually as deep sinner, a fallen profligate beyond sal­
vation; she is terribly modest, but once insulted she is beside herself.”"'
As Wasiolek points out, Dostoevsky was correct to move from the note­
books Sonya to the Sonya of the final version. Although some critics find 
her endless self-sacrifice unrealistic, Dostoevsky obviously very much in­
tended her that way. At this point, one either argues with a dead man over 
his explicit intention and novelistic vision, or one accepts the reality of one 
of the most truly spiritual characters Dostoevsky’s hand ever sculpted.
The Sonya of the notebooks did not fully disappear. Ten years later 
she resurfaced in Dnevnik pisatelya, in the unnamed “Meek one.”
In the notebooks for Prestuplenie I nakazanie Dostoevsky had written: 
“she is terribly modest, but once insulted she is beside herself.” In 
Krotkaya he writes:
Wasiolek, Notebooks, p.6.
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...A  He yA epxcancA  m  B A p y r c x a a a n  cm  h t o - t o , BpoAe x a x  
6bi o cT p o T b i. B a x io m x M , x a x  B c n b ix n y n a ! F n a a a  y  h c m  
ro jiy ô b ie ,  ô o n b n iM e , aaAyM H M B bie, h o  —  x a x  3a ro p e jiM C b !  
Ho HM cn o B a  n e  B b ipoH M na, B 3A na c b o m  « o c x a x x M »  m  —  
B b im jia ."^
The “Meek One” of the story is the eventual expression of the plans 
Dostoevsky had abandoned for Sonya Marmeladova, in favor of a less 
riven, more perfect image. The Meek One is both meek and rebellious, at 
once shy and proud. She is very young, downtrodden, and sincere, and 
she attracts the hardly sympathetic notice of the narrator, an extension of 
Dostoevsky’s original podpoi’nyi chelovek, he sees in her a victim, a sub­
missively easy target, an additional device for “taking... revenge on soci­
ety”,"® as she herself lucidly points out. He enjoys the power that he has 
over her, the more so because he knows she is proud; likewise, he savors 
the “voluptuous”'" thrill he finds in the twenty-five-year age difference be­
tween them, in the inequality of their relationship. He wants her to kneel 
before him in submission and worship but she will not. In her meek way 
she rebels. They live together in hostile silence, each struggling to main­
tain their independence of the other, the narrator straining to assert his 
power over her, the Meek One attempting to hold on to whatever sem­
blance of compensatory mockery she can muster. But this clash of wills 
ends in violent tragedy when the Meek One leaps to her death rather than 
endure living with the man who was legally her husband.
The narrator constantly asks why she killed herself, assuring the reader
”"PSS, 24. 1982. p. 7.
Meek Girl, trans. David McDuff, Penguin Classics, 1989. 
'''Ibid, p.260.
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that he still does not understand her death — even while he recognizes 
that this is not true. He knows that he has all but killed her, though he cir- 
cumlocutes an actual confession. He had consciously set about to torture 
her, to inflict upon her the pain and humiliation he had felt at the hands of 
others. In this he might at least feel gratified knowing that someone else 
was more humiliated than he — just as the Underground Man denigrates 
Liza in retaliation for his own self-abasement and humiliations. He admits 
that he “ n a  h c m  saxcM m  xeniinc», h t o ô h  eë sa  t o  MyHMTb.”"® Truly 
he is a typical podpoi’nyi cheiovek, asserting: “M xaK  —  c t m a  x a x  c x h a , 
n o 3 o p  x a x  n o s o p , naflCHMe x a x  na^CHne, m  h c m  x y x e , x c m
jiyHnie....”"® He had tried to triumph over her, but soon enough he falls on 
his knees before her, rather as Raskol’nikov had prostrated himself before 
Sonya.
She had struggled with her pride, this Meek One; indeed, her rebellion 
taxed her strength, so much effort was needed to maintain her mockery 
and defiance against her own true, meek nature. When the narrator breaks 
down before her she is frightened (again as Sonya was at first frightened of 
Raskol’nikov’s sudden outburst of love on the steppes), and she feels em­
barrassed and guilty before him. Unable to witness his self-torture and 
prostration, she begs him to stop. She protests that she is guilty, she is in
the wrong, that “o n a  n p e c x y n H M ita , h x o  o n a  3 x o  3 H a e x , h x o  
n p e c x y n jie H M e  eë M y n M n o  b c k ) 3 H M y , M y q a e x  m  x e n e p b ... n x o  o n a  
c j in n ix o M  AeHM X M o ë  B e jiM X C A y n m e ... « a  ô y ^ y  B a m e n  B e p n o n  
xe H O M , A Bac ô yA y  y B a x a x b .. .» . . . .”"^ For her, the sin of pride, of resisting
"'PSS, 24, 1982, p. 30. 
Ibid, p. 24.
"'Ibid, p.32.
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her husband is so deeply evil that she can no longer live with herself. So 
meek is she that she cannot overcome her fear and her shame, and she 
throws herself from the window, having decided that she was not worthy of 
his love.
Or does she? The narrator feverishly tries to convince himself that it 
was so, that she was too honest, too sincere, to go on living with him not 
loving him fully, that she had “made too many promises, she got scared she 
wouldn't be able to keep them — that’s clear.”"® But immediately after re­
assuring himself on this point, the narrator again asks himself and his invis­
ible judge why she died. This time the answer is correct: “WsMyMMn a eë
—  BOT MTo! ”"® He knows now that he is beyond the laws of society, that 
he is beyond public reprobation because the crime he has committed, one 
tantamount to murder, is his burden to carry for the rest of his life, that his 
suffering without her can never equal the dismal pain he had inflicted on 
her throughout their life together. The Meek One stepped from the window 
looking calm, contented, placid, according to the witnesses and Luker’ya; 
she did not die looking disturbed or tormented. She stepped beyond 
the confining walls within which he had trapped her, tortured her; she 
stepped to her death with relief and dignity, clutching the icon firmly, trust­
ing in the resurrecting forgiveness of the Holy Mother, under whose protec­
tion all Meek Ones live.
Other Sophian characters
Chronologically, after Sonya Marmeladova the next Sophian character
The Meek Girl, p. 292. 
"®PSS, 24, 1982, p. 35.
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is Sofya Matveevna Ulitina of Besy. As an extremely minor personage, 
found only in the last few pages of the book, she hardly encourages great 
critical attention. But her role is important vis-a-vis the thematic domi­
nance of the Sophian figure, as she attends the dying and slightly insane 
Stepan Trofimovich Verkhovenskii.
Sofya Matveevna is a young widow who sells attractively bound 
Bibles. She comes to Stepan Trofimovich at the time when he most needs 
a woman nearby. Despite the personal hardship it causes her, Sofya 
Matveevna abandons her own travel plans to stay on in the remote village 
and nurses him in his illness. She reads to him from the Bible, she smiles 
at him, comforts him with her presence and her shy, meek looks. When fi­
nally Mrs. Stavrogina appears, she unfairly assumes that Mrs. Ulitina is a 
less than virtuous woman, but almost immediately she is convinced of her 
true nature. After Verkhovenskii’s death, Mrs. Stavrogina brings Sofya 
Matveevna to live with her.
In her linkage — rather overt and almost comical — with the Gospels, 
Sofya Matveevna is not only a brief continuation of Sonya Marmeladova, 
but she also becomes a sort of holy fool, as is often the case with Sophian 
characters. Her angelic ministering further ties her in with the Sophian as­
pect. These commonalities, including the shared name, cover the surface 
of a minor character whose appearance in the novel is altogether too brief 
to deepen the characterization of the Sophian theme.
Podrostok (1875) provides the next development of this theme: the raw 
youth’s mother, Sofya Andreevna. This woman may almost be seen as 
Sonya Marmeladova grown up, so similar are they. She is painted with as 
much detail as her younger Sophian sister, affording the examiner an es­
pecially rich canvas. Not only in her own actions and words do we see her; 
indeed, she is most fully portrayed by others — especially by the man with
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whom she has lived for twenty years, the man on whom she has spent her 
youth, the man for whom she has forsaken the vows of her marriage and 
the stipulations of society; Versilov.
Sofya Andreevna is a devoutly Christian peasant. Her father's dying 
wish gave her hand in marriage to Makar Dolgorukii, a much older man 
who promised to look after her as a father would. Shortly after her mar­
riage, however, she became involved in an inexplicable love-affair with her 
master, Versilov, at which time Sofya's official husband willingly left to be­
come a pilgrim. Thus, a sort of de facto marriage began, linking Sofya 
with Versilov through twenty years and two illegitimate children. Her son is 
at a loss to explain the circumstances of his parents' liaison and Arkadii is 
unsure of Versilov’s true feelings for Sonya, although he knows “oh
TacKaji eë 3a co5oio bck) x m 3hb —  3to BepHo.”'^ ® Rather strangely, 
what concerns Arkadii is not so much why Sofya became involved in such 
an affair, but rather why Versilov did. Versilov attempts to elucidate this on 
a few occasions, and through his introspection a clear picture of Sofya is 
given.
Versilov tells Arkadii that his mother “6bina oAna Taxa» oco6a m3 
HesaufUiueHHUX,  xoTopyio ne to  h to  nojiioÔMmb, —  nanpoTMB,
BOBce HCT,—  a xax-To BApyr noHCMy-To noofcaAeeiub, 3a xpoTocTb,
HTO JIM, BHpOHCM, 3a  HTO? ----  3 T 0  BCCFAa HM XOM y HC M3BeCTH0, HO
Hoxaneenib naAOJiro; noxaneem b m npMBflxenibCA... «O ahm m  
CnOBOM, MOM MMJIbIM, MHOFAa ÔMBaCT TaX, HTO M HC OTBAXeHIbCfl».
Although Arkadii doubts this, it is indicative of the power of the Sophian 
character to inspire love in possibly unwilling men, to hold them in the
'®°PSS, 13, 1975, p. 12.
Ibid, p. 11.
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sway of a love more spiritual than logical. Certainly Versilov would have 
tired of Sofya years ago when her first bloom of beauty had faded if there 
were no deeper tie connecting him to her than two children. Versilov is not 
one to be hampered by the boundaries of traditional morality. Obviously 
what holds him to Sonya is something even he cannot contest, though at 
times he does try to ignore it. This bond is something more than pity, more 
than the fact that she seems defenseless; it is a sort of cosmically predeter­
mined match, as Mochulsky asserts: “This love-pity is stronger than the 
most fiery passion, its source is mystical. It is an earthly reflection of a 
heavenly mystery. The semiliterate, silent, gentle, meek Sofya Andreyevna 
does not refrain from being unfaithful to her husband, takes the sin upon 
her soul, because it must be so: Versilov has from eternity been predes­
tined as her companion, she is his heavenly friend.'"^ Her acceptance of 
this love, this burden, is blind, unquestioning, as though some part of her 
knows without thinking that she belongs with Versilov. Her torment is that 
Versilov does not know this so intuitively; or that, if he does know, he strug­
gles against this fate, adding to Sonya’s suffering in the process.
Versilov also tells Arkadii that “« M u  Bce naniM ABaAuaTt nex, c 
TBoeio Maxepbio, coBepmeHHo npoxMJiM Monna...».”'^ Silence, as the 
reader may recall, was the mother of the Sophia (“Wisdom”) of the 
Gnostics. It is fitting that the respectful daughter heed her mother; Sonya 
knows in a spiritual way that words are unnecessary, and, indeed, external 
to her relationship with Versilov. She obviously could not aspire to his 
learned level considering her background, and there is little reason for her 
to do so; he does not love her for any intellectual discussions. Theirs is a 
link beyond words, beyond rationalization, beyond ordinary small-talk.
'“ Mochulsky, Dostoevsky, pp. 519-20. 
'“ PSS, 13, 1975, p. 104.
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This is something Versilov is not cognizant of, for in the next paragraph he 
speaks of Sonya rather condescendingly, “«...tbga mbtb MHorAa m 
CKaxcT, HO CKaxex xax, hxo xh npAMO yBMAMHib, hxo xonbxo BpcMA 
noxepAH roBopHBHiM, xoxA 6bi Aaxe HAXb jiex nepcA xcm nocxeneHHo
eë HpMroxoBjiAji.»”'^ '* Even preparation from one so learned as he, even 
for five years, cannot penetrate her mind. A moment later he seems to real­
ize his insult, and attempts to remedy it by claiming; “OnAXb-xaxH 3aMexb, 
Hxo A coBceM He Ha3biBaK) eë Aypoîi; nanpoxHB, xyx cBoero po^a yM,
M Aaxe Hpe3aMeHaxejibHbiH y M . N o t  much of a retraction, though 
again it is Versilov speaking, not Dostoevsky.
Toward the end of the novel, a more honest confession is made by 
Versilov, a more reflective contemplation. He shows his son a portrait of 
Sonya which he considers a good likeness. This portrait inspires some of 
his most truthful meditations on his “wife," some of his most soul-searching 
moments of understanding. He hits upon the central motif of Sonya:
“BHajibie ntëxM” (“hollow cheeks"). With an unfeigned, natural eloquence 
borne of love and understanding rather than of egoism, Versilov muses on 
the cheeks whose glow was worn down prematurely for his pleasure. He 
recognizes that he has used Sonya and given little or nothing in return. 
Those “hollow cheeks" become the emblem of Sonya's love and suffering 
for him; they first unconsciously signaled to him his deep love for his “wife" 
years ago as he gazed at her likeness and began to miss her. It is much 
the same leitmotif as in Prestuplenie i nakazanie: the Sophian suffering 
symbolically starves the character, wastes her in the service of her meek 
submission to fate. This deprivation is paradoxically spiritually enriching.
Ibid, p. 105.
Ibid.
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filling the meek one with a nourishment grown by faith; the havoc it wreaks 
on her appearance — the "hollow cheeks," and “pale, thin faces” — also 
gives her the hallmarks of suffering, the other-worldly beauty of the 
Madonna which attracts even the unobservant eye, even the reluctant 
heart, drawing the pity which evolves into and is part of an unbreakable 
bond of love. It was Sonya’s “hollow cheeks" that affirmed Versilov’s love 
for her, inspiring him to call her to him, reminding him of the suffering he 
has plagued her with for twenty years.
One of the most lasting childhood images Arkadii has of his mother is 
set in a church, with a dove'^® flying across the cupola. This symbolic men­
tal memento is for Arkadii a conceptualized personification of his mother as 
a spiritual reality. Echoing this icon of motherly love and faith is a similar 
passage in Brat’ya Karamazovy wherein Alyosha recalls his mother. 
Although she died when he was only four years old, as the narrator repeat­
edly points out, Alyosha “aanoMHMn eë noxoM Ha bck) XM3Hb, eë jtm ao ,
eë nacKM, « x o h h o  xax ôy^xo ona c x o m x  npcAO m h o M XMBaa». The 
impression was very powerful indeed, becoming an iconicized memory. 
Alyosha connects his mother with a sort of religious, mystical experience.
...O H  3anOMHMJI OAMH BCHCp, JieXHMH, XMXMM, OXBOpCHHOe
oxHo, xocbie nyHM 3axoAAntero conHita (xocbie-xo nyqw m 
3aH0MHHjiHCb Bccxo ôojice), B xoMHaxc B yxjiy o6pa3, npe# 
HMM 3axxeH H yx) naMnaflxy, a npe# o6pa30M na xoncHAx 
pbiAaiontyK) xax  b McxepMxe, co B3BM3rMBaHMAMM m 
BCXpMXMBaHMAMM, MaXb CBOK), CXBaXMBHiyiO CXO B OÔC
'“ The dove Is often considered emblematic of the spirit, of wisdom or Sophia, and. In 
Christian lore, of the Holy Spirit. Its association with Sonya here Is unmistakable. 
'“ PSS, 14, 1976, p. 18.
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pyKM, oÔHABmyio ero Kpenxo ao ôohm m  MonaiAyK) 3a Hero 
ôoropoAH Ay, HpoTArMBaion^yio ero m3 oôtATHH cbomx 
oôeMMM pyxaMM x o6pa3y xax  6bi hoa noxpoB  
ôoropOAHAe....'^®
The “slanting rays of the setting sun” are a favorite of Dostoevsky’s, as­
sociated not only with the Sofyas. These rays always seem to iconicize 
his most delicate, dear memories and feelings, their waning warmth and 
brightness all the sweeter for their swift passage. Alyosha’s mother dedi­
cates him to the service of the Mother of God, symbolically offering him to 
her, holding him near the lamp in a manner vaguely reminiscent of 
Achilles, whose sea-goddess mother held him over a fire to burn away his
mortal flesh. He also remembers his mother’s face: “MccTynncHHoe, ho
HpexpacHoe,”'™ and no doubt full of suffering. This mystical association of 
faith with the mother is especially indicative of the Sophian mother figures.
These Sophian women are not women in the sexual sense. Even 
when they are obviously not virgins — when they are prostitutes, wives, or 
mothers — they are seen by the men in their lives (and indeed, by 
Dostoevsky and his narrators) as asexual, much in the sense that children 
are asexual. Their beauty is not of the sort to arouse passion or “confuse” 
male hearts and bodies; about their appearance nothing is sensual or sex­
ually enticing — except to the repugnant sensuality of Fyodor Pavlovich
Karamazov, who was tempted by his second wife’s “3aMeHaTejTbHoio 
xpacoTOM... M, rjiaBHoe, eë neBMHHbiM bm ao m .... «M en a  3tm
Ibid.
'“ Ibid.
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HCBMHHLie rjia3KM Kax ôpMTBOM TOF^a HO Aynic nonocnynM».”'®® This 
desexualization of the mother is understandable, especially if the mother is 
associated with such purity and spiritual wholeness or if she is described 
as childlike and meek. For Dostoevsky, violation of these meek, pure crea­
tures was as unholy and loathsome as the exploitation of a child. For in­
stance, Sonya Marmeladova, despite her “yellow pass,” is never seen as a 
lover by Raskol’nikov; she is in fact a maternal figure for him. Nine months 
after his confession and exile, Raskol’nikov is born again through Sonya. 
As the “good mother,” with unconditional, forgiving love, Sonya’s influence 
brings about his re-birth into the world. This is made especially explicit in 
the Epilogue, when he finally allows himself to admit his love and need of 
Sonya: he falls on the ground and weeps at her feet, he does not suddenly 
embrace her and swathe her in kisses.
Versilov speaks of this asexual aspect of his Sonya as he shows
Arkadii the portrait of her. “«Saccb x e , b 3Tom nopxpexe, conHite, xax 
HapoHHo, 3acxajio Cohk) b eë rnaBHOM mphobchhm —  cxwAnMBOM, 
xpoxxoM  jik)6bm m H e c x o jitx o  AMxoro, nyrjiM Boro eë 
AenoMyApMA.»”'®' This tselomudriya — “integral wisdom” or “essential 
wholeness” —has been examined by many, most notably LA. Zander.'®  ^ It 
is interesting that chastity should be so integral a part of a woman who has 
been “living in sin” for twenty years. Indeed, Sonya is more like a mother 
and nursemaid to Versilov than a lover or wife; as Adele Marie Barker 
points out in her book. The Mother Syndrome in the Russian Folk 
Imagination, “It is deliberate that Versilov and Sophia do not marry, for she
'“ Ibid, p. 13.
PSS, 13, 1975, p. 370.
For a fascinating and poetic discussion of this “characteristic moment” see LA. 
Zander, Dostoevsky, especially pp. 77-9.
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is then left free to be the mother figure for him as well.”'” Versilov speaks 
of her modesty before him, her fear of him and his higher stature.
When Sofya Matveevna Ulitina meets Stepan Verkhovenskii she is 
embarrassed and anxious, and he is quick to reassure her that his inten­
tions are honorable. Sonya Marmeladova is a prostitute, but she is not 
seen in any sexual interludes, not even with Raskol’nikov. Aleksandra 
Mikhailovna and Madame M. are married, but even their extramarital loves 
are chaste and pure, not at all like affairs. Liza in Zapiski iz podpoi’ya is 
the sole exception; she is a prostitute, and she is seen in flagrante delicto 
with the Underground Man. But even this sexual encounter fits the 
Sophian asexuality: Liza is shown as child-like and pure, and the 
Underground Man, in his baseness and bitterness, tramples on her and vi­
olates her. He purchases her commercial favors, and the Underground 
Man is harshly judged by himself and by his creator for this act, as well as 
for the fact that he takes advantage of her vulnerability. The whole episode 
is seen as a vile exploitation, and as such it harmonizes with the archetypal 
sanctity of the Sophian sufferer.
With this desexualization, the Sophian characters are linked by 
Dostoevsky symbolically and spiritually with two other groups he consid­
ered inviolable: children, only briefly examined here, and the yurodivye, 
who people the next chapter.
' Adele Marie Barker, The Mother Syndrome in the Russian Folk Imagination. 
Columbus: Slavica Publishers, Inc., 1986, p. 144.
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CHAPTER 4
Divine fools
Connected very closely to the Sophian elements is an essence most 
justly be described as yurodstvo (state of being a “holy fool," or “God’s 
fool," or “fool for Christ”). In fact, the two natures ought not to be split apart, 
so closely are their aspects intertwined. For the sake of simplicity and clari­
ty, however, this chapter will deal with these characters separately, men­
tioning the links when appropriate.
Yurodivye have been cited by many scholars of Russian history, cul­
ture, and literature. Most frequently in the definitions, the yurodivye appear 
to be masculine. A concise definition is rather difficult to pinpoint. “The ori­
gins of the iurodivye may be found in the Greek saloi, or holy men, but 
their appearance and behavior, as well as the areas where they were gen­
erally to be found, suggest a Christianized continuation of pagan shamanic 
practices. [...] The Russian iurodivyi served the narod, slept upon Mother 
Moist Earth, and exposed himself to elements without fear. [...] ... the 
Russian Fool was tied to the Mother of God, his particular protector.”'®^ In 
the new English translation of Brat’ya Karamazovy, an annotation explains 
briefly the idea of yurodstvo: “a holy fool’ (or ‘fool in God,’ or ‘fool for 
Christ’ —yurodivyi in Russian) could be a harmless village idiot (cf. 
‘Stinking Lizaveta,’ B.K. 1.3.2.), but there are also saintly persons or as­
cetics whose saintliness is expressed as ‘folly’ Holy fools of this sort were 
known early in the Orthodox tradition. The term reappears several times in
Joanna Hubbs, Mother Russia: The Feminine Myth in Russian Culture. Bloomington 
and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1988, p. 193.
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B.K., notably in reference to Alyosha.”'” Many critics have noted the exis­
tence of this characteristic element in Dostoevsky’s works; in Prince 
Myshkin, in Makar Dolgorukii, in Alyosha Karamazov, as well as in such fe­
male characters as Lizaveta (Prestuplenie i nakazanie), Mar’ya 
Timofeevna Lebyadkina (Besy), and Lizaveta Smerdyashchaya (Brat’ya 
Karamazovy). The differences between the male and the female yurodi­
vye are interesting. Almost always the female fools are more closely tied 
with paganism, mat’ syra zemiya, in addition to the conventional links with 
the Mother of God and the Christ of Dostoevsky’s version of Christianity, 
while the male “fools” often lack this supplement. Beyond this, the female 
fools enjoy a less glorified social status and often occupy a less important 
role in the plot than do the males. Even more striking, especially when 
properly linked with their Sophian sisters, the female yurodivye are usual­
ly much more pure, more meek and gentle, more effective as representa­
tives of goodness than their male counterparts can claim to be. The chief 
characteristic of the yurodivaya and the Sophian character is a deep, in­
nate, instinctual goodness, a holiness endowed by spiritual purity and ac­
quiescence to suffering. The male yurodivye, in contrast, lead rather pain- 
free existences, or, as in Myshkin’s case, endure pain which they them­
selves bring about.
In Prestuplenie i nakazanie, Dostoevsky attaches Lizaveta explicitly to 
the feminine world, the maternal earth which Raskol’nikov has wronged 
and which Sonya assuages. Sonya and Lizaveta are very closely associ­
ated, as demonstrated in the previous chapter: their quiet, meek endurance 
of pain, the crosses they each bear without complaint, the childlike quali­
ties with which Dostoevsky infuses them. Raskol’nikov himself links them
The Brothers Karamazov. A Novel in Four Parts with Epilogue, trans. and annotated 
by Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky. San Francisco: North Point Press, 
1990, p. 779, Notes to “1.1.4., The Third Son, Alyosha, n. 2.”
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in his mind, in his lament over his crime and the sadness he feels for 
Lizaveta and Sonya. The conversation he overhears in the tavern about 
Lizaveta informs us that Lizaveta is “constantly pregnant” (p.54, PSS, 6, 
1973, my translation), despite her ungainly appearance. The reader never 
learns what happens to Lizaveta’s babies, but the very fact that she is preg­
nant links her with the fertile Mother Earth. Mar'ya Timofeevna is linked 
much more overtly with both mat’ syra zemlya and the bogoroditsa, as has 
been observed by many critics, especially Ivanov. She speaks of a baby, 
though even she is unsure of its reality. Her most poetic link with mat’ syra 
zemlya is through the prophesy of an old pagan woman, who tells her
“TaK, roBOpMT, ÔoropoAMita—  BejiMKaa mbtb cwpa scMjia cctb.... a 
KaK HanoMnib cjieaaMW cbommm nojt coôoM acMnio....”’®® And Mar’ya 
herself knows this, and “KaxAtm  paa acMjiio itejioBaxb, caMa D,enyio m 
nna^iy.”^ ®^ Much of her imagery is based on the cult of mat’ syra zemlya, as 
well as on folk tale, myth, and a pantheistic animism.
Lizaveta Smerdyashchaya never speaks. She is long dead by the time 
of the narrative which comprises the plot of Brat’ya Karamazovy, and the 
reader hears of her only through indirect reminiscences. Thus as a figure 
she is more distant but also more pure, more “natural.” She spends her life 
outdoors, sleeping in the dirt and the dung, her form decorated by nature’s 
refuse, ornamented by bits of straw, clods of dirt. She is looked after by the 
town, especially after the death of her abusive father; as an orphan she is 
even more dear, even more an “unfortunate.” Her poverty elicits material 
aid from the charitable, but these items she immediately discards, giving 
them away again or simply abandoning them. She wanders the town, 
silent and unprotesting. When she is raped the town is outraged, and she
''TSS. 10, 1974, p. 128. 
Ibid.
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dies because of the atrocious sin of another. She bears a son, but a son 
who is more of an aborted human than a child. The result of the evil abuse 
of one of God’s holy fools is an evil man who in his turn brings down the 
evil father who sired him. In fact, Lizaveta becomes almost less a person, 
especially as a result of the distancing of time, than an instrument and rep­
resentative of God’s punishing, if belated, wrath.
The most common appellation of the female yurodivye in Dostoevsky 
is “Lizaveta.” Two have been partially examined above. But it is interesting 
to extend this premise to those not normally included in the “category.” For 
instance, Lizaveta Epanchina exhibits many qualities befitting a yurodi- 
vaya. In Idiot Myshkin constantly compares her with a child, and such an 
description by a person who values children so deeply can be only 
positive. To her Dostoevsky bequeaths some of his most deeply held be­
liefs, as well as his most lucid insights into the purpose and meaning of the 
novel in which she lives. She has an instinctive mental clarity which en­
ables her to see past the superficial actions of the story and, finally, to eval­
uate the whole of the foregoing action, as well as the essentially destruc­
tive character of the Idiot himself. She is trusting and good but not stupid; 
in fact, her proniknovenie concerning the scourge of Prince Christ is re­
markably similar to that of Mar’ya Timofeevna about “the false Dmitrii,” 
Stavrogin.
Another Elizaveta who bears resemblance to Mar’ya Timofeevna is 
Lise Khokhlakova. The “frenchified” derivation of her name indicates her 
spiritual fall, her need for reintegration into her Russian roots. Her lame­
ness links her with Dostoevsky’s Cripple and the Jacobian fight with God; 
but in the later book hope prevailed, and the Eternal Bridegroom turned out 
to be real, not a sham like Stavrogin. Her lameness is at times admitted to
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be fake, a self-laceration she employs. But the point is that her handicap, 
or her desire to invent it, is healed by Alyosha, and she is now able to join 
the healthy circle of God’s Christian family, to go about active good works 
in the world with her spiritual partner. Likewise Alyosha is aided by her, 
and he will continue to need her support throughout his lifelong journey.
The name “Lizaveta” (sometimes “Elizaveta” or “Liza”) seems to link 
the characters with an internal well of spiritual wholeness which, depend­
ing on the degree of their internal raskol, may or may not save them from 
themselves and others. For the young society women like Liza Tushina 
and Lise Khokhlakova, the healing depends on the influence of the male; 
in Besy, Liza is doomed by the fact that her counterpart is poisoned, thus 
poisoning her, while Alyosha’s own links with the divine enable Lise to 
overcome her self-crippling. Liza in Zapiski iz podpol’ya is slightly differ­
ent because she is less developed and more an appliance, although as­
pects of proniknovenie link her with both the Sophian and the yurodivaya 
tradition. Again, these comparisons demonstrate the earlier contention: 
the characters are all linked in one way or another, and many themes op­
erate throughout Dostoevsky’s works to interrelate the female characters 
even while enhancing their individuality. The fact that these figures share 
the same basic forename signifies in some cases a greater concatenation 
of personalities; but even so, there are no rigid rules consigning them to a 
typology or category from which they never stray.
By far the most intriguing and the most important of these characters is 
Mar’ya Timofeevna. In Besy she is partially an embodiment of some of 
Dostoevsky’s most cherished thoughts, and he gives her his words of 
praise for the beauty and the sadness of Mother earth, his own mingled 
theology of Orthodoxy and pantheistic pagan metaphysics.
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Two of the most profound and intuitive studies of Mar’ya Timofeevna 
come from Vyacheslav Ivanov and Konstantin Mochulsky. Their examina­
tions are closely related, stemming from similarly spiritual and poetic ideas 
of the “Eternal Feminine,” which somehow is never actually defined. Both 
writers maintain that Mar’ya is part of Mother Earth and of the Mother of 
God, a sort of feminine “World Soul” enchained and awaiting her eternal 
Bridegroom.
She who sings the song of love in her inward cell is not only a 
“medium” of Mother Earth...but also Mother Earth’s symbol. In the 
myth she represents the soul of earth, under the specific aspect of 
Russian earth. That is why she has her little mirror in her hand: the 
universal soul is perpetually reflected in Nature.^ ®®
The mirror is a recurring motif in folklore throughout the ages and 
cross-culturally. The mirror is, in both senses, “reflective”: it reflects the 
image before it in an interplay of light, but it also reflects in the sense of 
contemplation. Mirrors are tiny pieces of proniknovenie, with their own in­
tuitive “seeing through.” They reveal the cold facts without the psychic em­
bellishments which our own ego may see fit to add. “Keeping a mirror in 
your pocket is a precautionary measure to be taken whenever there might 
be a fear of losing yourself to the other side,” writes Nor Hall.^ ®® Mar’ya 
needs the constant reminder of the mirror to bring her back into the physi­
cal world, out of her daydreams of the Expected One.
Ivanov, Freedom and the Tragic Life, pp.61-2.
Nor Hall, The Moon & The Virgin. Reflections [sic] on the Archetypal Feminine. New
York; Harpers Row, 1980, p.233.
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Her face is perpetually painted, in readiness for His coming. As 
Mochulsky writes: “Her beauty is obscured, for having sinned, she has fall­
en into vanity and corruption.”^®® Her heavy rouge and powder also hint at 
her mental imbalance and other-worldliness, as though to be seen in this 
world she must enhance her features, lest she appear a pale reflection of 
her true self. She is thin, her neck as “scrawny" as a chicken’s (and 
Dostoevsky is particularly keen on women’s necks), making her all the 
more absurd as the wife of the beautiful Stavrogin. But perhaps her mod­
est appearance delineates the heavenly perfection of the Expected One: 
the Eternal Bridegroom will not be distracted from the true beauty of the 
inner person, he will see past the superficial details to the deserving heart, 
sweeping her away into her dreams, making her feel truly beautiful.
Along with the mirror, Mar’ya possesses other articles used for divina­
tion. Her cards allow her to see into the future, and she is linked with 
prophesy. Mar’ya’s cards should alert her to her eventual fate, but she ap­
parently either does not foresee her own immanent doom or else she is un­
troubled by it, so fleeting is her contact with reality. She does foresee the 
knife, Fedka, which Stavrogin has “in his pocket." She dreams of 
Stavrogin before he actually appears to her, and the dream is as upsetting 
as his “false” reality, which she now understands. Stavrogin would have 
no reflection in Mar’ya’s world-soul mirror: he is a mask with no substantial­
ity beneath, he is a vampire, a creature which casts no image in the looking 
glass. Just as darkly beautiful, just as coldly hypnotic, Stavrogin exists as a 
member of the undead.
On the table beside her, along with the mirror, Mar’ya has a songbook. 
Although she is never actually seen reading the book or singing the songs, 
Dostoevsky is careful to point out that it is in fact a song book, rather than
Mochulsky, Dostoevsky, p. 464.
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a Bible or some other text. This songbook could be the dukhovnye stikhi, 
“sung by wandering cripples [italics mine], beggars, and blind men and 
women. .. Called liudi bozhie (people of God), they were devoted most 
particularly to the Mother of God.”^  These songs were an attempt by 
women “to counter the masculinized dogma of the church,” to inject an “es­
sentially feminine vision of the cosmic order into the teachings of the 
church” with the “body of popular ‘Spiritual Verses,’ called Dukhovnye 
stikhi, whose subject is Christian myth and apocrypha, much of which re­
volves around the Mother of God.”^ °^  According to Joanna Hubbs, “The 
most famous of these, ‘The Wanderings of the Mother of God in Hell,’ like 
many others, was interwoven with pagan themes. A considerable number 
of songs center on the life and laments of Mary, who appears as an all­
knowing goddess ”™ Mar’ya Timofeevna is undoubtedly one of the lyudi 
bozhie, and her links to the Mother of God are obvious. Perhaps the 
songs in her little book are these “Spiritual Verses,” to keep her company 
in the long wait for the Savior’s return.
Even in death, Mar’ya Timofeevna is not completely violated. Her 
wholeness is symbolized by her icon of the bogoroditsa, which is undefiled 
and intact, the silver still gleaming in the rubble and soot of the burned 
house. She is still pure, still virgin, still loyal to the falcon who will come to 
carry her soul to heaven and rescue her from the suffering of the world. In 
old Russia, the bride and groom “assumed the parts of folkloric characters: 
He was...the falcon, she the swan....”^®"' Mar’ya Lebyadkina is the swan.
201Hubbs, p. 261, n. 21.
“ Mbid, p.95.
Ibid, p.262, n. 21.
^'•ibid, p.82.
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“(lebed’), the popular symbol of purity, grace, and redemption,”^ ®® the 
“swan-rusalka who tells fortunes....Mother Moist Earth of the peasantry, 
searching for her true tsar to deliver her from barrenness and oppression. .. 
the icon of Mother Russia abandoned and martyred ....”™ Mary as the 
Mistress of Swans moves easily between the earthly world and the other- 
worlds, the insubstantial realms of the spirits,™ as does Mar’ya 
Timofeevna, who glides noiselessly through all worlds. Her swan-maiden 
persona awaits the rapture of the falcon’s arrival, the saving action of the 
raptor-husband.
Why did Mar’ya fall in love with Stavrogin? For much the same reason 
that everyone in Besy becomes enamored of him. She sees in him the 
Savior, the man-god of whom Kirillov speaks so often in the novel. 
Because of his physical beauty and undeniable charm he seems to pos­
sess a goodness, a power; Mar’ya Timofeevna feels the same attraction to 
him that others do. Stavrogin is himself a highly polished reflective surface 
on which others may project their own images; he has no reflection of his 
own, he is empty. Everyone feels his power, his strength, his magnetic 
beauty, they look for an explanation because they need to see something 
in him. Surely, they say to themselves, surely such a man is divine, surely 
this man can fulfil his destiny, can bring to life all my hopes and dreams. 
This is no ordinary man, they tell themselves. This is a god worthy of my 
worship, my trust, my hopes. This is the secret of Stavrogin’s attraction: he 
is the lure of easy fulfilment, the convenient screen onto which may be pro­
jected hopes, dreams. Pyotr Verkhovenskii is a perfect illustration of this 
projection: he seeks a monument, an icon to carry before him into battle, to 
inspire love and devotion and attract an army of followers. In fact, this de-
James H. Bllllngton, The Icon and the Axe. New York: Random House, 1966; 
Vintage Books Edition, 1970, p.421.
Hubbs, p.229.
Ibid, p.113.
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luding need so drives Pyotr that he is perpetually unable to see the real 
Stavrogin and his unwillingness and inability to perform such a role. 
Mar’ya Timofeevna, in her earthen madness, finally recognizes this and 
sees the real man before her for what he is. She, too, had been taken in; 
four years earlier in Petersburg she fell in love with the romantic ideal she 
thought he was, indeed which he seems to try to be at times. Her need for 
salvation and affirmation was so strong that the wretched girl eagerly 
sought it in any guise. As Kirillov had noHced, the sudden attention and kind­
ness paid to her by Stavrogin, the unexpected personification of all the 
dreams she had dreamt, maintaining hope through years of abuse and ne­
glect — this finally drives her over the edge of madness. She waits four 
years for her Bridegroom, increasingly losing her enfeebled grasp of reali­
ty; she begins to fear she has done him some wrong to make him stay 
away from her for so long. She imagines a baby, though she is virgin, and 
this invented baby seems, in her confused mental wanderings, to have 
died at her own hand, or else to have been still-born: an aborted result of a 
twisted conception of reality and of a dark, impotent malfeasance, the infer­
tility of the empty, evil Stavrogin and the virginal, expectant young Bride 
cruelly deceived. When Stavrogin visits her in the little village house four 
years after their marriage, she does not recognize him — because he is not 
the Savior of whom she had dreamt for four years. She speaks to the 
Stavrogin who stands before her as though he were a different person from 
the man she knew in Petersburg. Indeed, she refers to the man in 
Petersburg as “him,” as distinct from the man before her now, whom she 
calls “Prince.” This title links Stavrogin with the false Dmitrii, the tsar-pre- 
tender, as well as with the Prince of Darkness in a vampiric guise. Mar’ya 
Timofeevna realizes that the man before her now is not her true 
Bridegroom, that he is an Impostor who has betrayed her dreams and her
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Savior’s reality. She still has faith in her Savior, believing him to be the vic­
tim of some plot by the man standing before her now and the “Countess” 
(Mrs. Stavrogina). Indeed she feels herself guilty before her Bridegroom, 
as though perhaps some lack of faithfulness (signified by her lameness) or 
betrayal on her part has weakened him and allowed his enemies to tri­
umph. Perhaps she had even felt a physical attraction to this impostor, rep­
resented by the child she imagines to have borne, though she and 
Stavrogin never actually consummated their marriage. Now Mar’ya is de­
termined to remain rigidly loyal, to reject and defame the pretender before 
her, to hold fast to her conjured memories of the Bridegroom who saved 
her four years earlier. She staunchly adheres to her Expected Bridegroom, 
knowing he will come for her, believing his delay to be caused by enemies 
like the man before her. Psychically, Mar’ya cannot relinquish the myth of 
the Savior. Her mind is too fragile: having built itself on the foundations of 
belief in her True Bridegroom, it would collapse in on itself like a superno­
va were she to face the truth of Stavrogin’s less than perfect nature; she 
prefers to envision a split. She sends him away, cursing him, seeing him 
for what he is — a void behind the mask, a poor actor, an owl, not a falcon. 
She knows her Savior will come again. Awaiting the return of this man- 
god, Mar’ya applies her powder, her rouge; she dozes on her couch, sitting 
up and fully dressed as though he might swoop down on her at any mo­
ment. She is the Earth who in spring adorns herself in colors, flowers and 
blooms, to greet the awakening of creation.
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CHAPTER 5
Mothers and older women
The temptation to overlook the mothers and older women in 
Dostoevsky’s fiction is obvious; his youthful, dynamic heroines certainly at­
tract more interest. But the importance of mothers in many of Dostoevsky’s 
works should not be neglected. His valuation of them was high, especially 
linked with his religious world view. Likewise, the older women he created 
have been ignored, and, though they are of less significance than are his 
mothers or beautiful young heroines, they deserve notice, both for their ap­
parent lack of primary importance and as evidence of Dostoevsky’s amaz­
ing talent for characterization — even of the most insignificant person.
Dostoevsky’s own cult of motherhood, with its attendant positive and 
negative images, was deeply influenced by his culture, his religious ideas 
(with all their contradictions), and his own mother.^ ®® The cult of mat’ syra 
zemlya has already been mentioned in connection with the Sophian char­
acters as well as the yurodivye.
Tied in with m at syra zemlya was an abiding reverence of the soil, the 
earth, “regarded as a maternal body creating and nourishing her 
children.”^®® This soil connection has tremendous reverberations in 
Dostoevsky’s own philosophy of pochvennichestvo. The soil is “the univer­
sal mother, the living earth, as a mystical entity.”^ ®^ This mother is destruc-
As this subject is far beyond the specific goals of this study, the reader is referred to a 
few external sources. See especially Ivanov, Freedom and the Tragic Life, Zander, 
Dostoevsky, G.P. FeôoXov, The Russian Religious Mind: Kievan Christianity, Vol. I 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1946), and Hubbs, Mother Russia. 
Hubbs, Mother Russia, p. 21.
Ivanov, p.57.
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tive as well as life-giving, and thus evinces a dichotomy of the feminine 
principle: the “good” mother, loving, all-forgiving, accepting and meek, and 
the “devouring mother,” a Baba Yaga who controls her children, manipu­
lates them, sucks back the life she gave them. This is a split which will 
resurface in Dostoevsky’s own concept of motherhood.
The Russian Orthodox veneration of the bogoroditsa was primarily an 
attempt to co-opt the widely held peasant beliefs in the Earth Mother into 
Christianity. It was in part successful, creating a paradoxical dvoeverie in 
the Russian population, that peculiar intermingling of Orthodox Christianity 
with the much older, much more intrinsic pantheistic reverence for the mat’ 
syra zemlya. Mary “is maternal love incarnate ... Mary the mother appeals 
to the hearts of her votaries; her cult is not in doctrine and theological de­
bate but in image and right found in the symbolism of the icon.’’^ "
While the peasantry accepted the church’s inclusion of Mary’s, 
Christ’s, and the saints’ holidays in the rituals of the year, they insist­
ed on tying the maternity of the Mother of God to the fertility of the 
soil and likened her Christian law of brotherly love to the veneration 
of the rod under the aegis of Mother Moist Earth. Like the telluric 
mother, Mary told her children to love and respect one another as 
brothers. And like earth, she too insisted on the sanctity of the 
mother’s order in the family and household [...]. Mary reinforced the 
archaic belief that the law of the mother was the law of the whole 
cosmic order."'"
Dostoevsky’s own association of Mother Earth with the Mother of God is
""Hubbs, p. 103.
"'"Ibid, p.114.
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evident in Mar’ya Lebyadkina in Besy. The two are apparently indistin­
guishable. As the infinitely merciful mother, Mary came to personify the 
“good” mother aspect of Mother Earth, and she touched Dostoevsky’s ma­
ternal, meek, suffering characters indelibly.
Dostoevsky’s own mother naturally affected his concept of motherhood 
in general, exercizing the continual psychical influence which all our moth­
ers have over us, if only by virtue of the fact that they gave us birth and 
gave most of us some degree of nurture and attention. Dostoevsky had a 
particularly whole image of his mother: she was a cameo which he carried 
with him throughout his life. Mar’ya Fyodorovna had died young, and in his 
mind Dostoevsky would always remember her young and beautiful, if wast­
ed by disease, perhaps with “hollow cheeks.” Insofar as she died young, 
he was young, in fact not quite sixteen; all his memories of her remained 
unsullied by his advanced development or the disillusionment with one’s 
parents which adulthood necessarily fosters. To him, she would always be 
the young mother who had nursed his illnesses, sung to him, read to him. 
From the time of her death until his first marriage, Dostoevsky’s life was all 
but devoid of any extended feminine presence, both starving him emotion­
ally and simultaneously allowing him to idealize the feminine and mother­
hood, without any contradictory images to disturb him. This enabled him to 
formulate a remarkably pure, holy idealization of the “good” mother — at 
times perhaps too idealized, seemingly pale and distant, signifying his 
deep need for closer contact with the mother. Reality, however, never went 
unnoticed by Dostoevsky, and his keen observation and psychological un­
derstanding of people enabled him to depict convincingly other mothers as 
well; but the most beautiful images of motherhood stem not only from the 
pagan and Christian idylls of loving motherhood, but from the equally cher­
ished and sacred memories he had of his own mother, Mar’ya Fyodorovna
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(Nechaeva) Dostoevskaya.
Motherhood in Dostoevsky’s fiction can be divided fairly simplistically 
into positive and negative images, each obviously differing in intensity, but 
for the most part exclusive.
Representatives of the negative mother in Dostoevsky’s works are 
plentiful. This mother is the controlling mother, the manipulator of her chil­
dren, the devouring, negative feminine archetypal energy. She can be 
subtle and insinuating, or she can be overtly cruel, nasty, and frightening. 
Examples are numerous, and a chronological examination can avoid over­
looking anyone significant.
Until 1849, the mother image is rather unimportant; the figures in 
Bednye lyudi and Khozyaika are not worth attention. But with Netochka 
Nezvanova, Dostoevsky presents two portraits of motherhood; Netochka’s 
biological mother, and her later, adoptive mother, Aleksandra Mikhailovna, 
who is a definite positive mother. The first picture is interesting for its unre­
lentingly pathetic mixture of suffering endured and suffering caused. 
Netochka’s mother is crushed beneath her unhappy life, struggling against 
illness and horrible poverty, living with a man who refuses to help his little 
family financially, a man who instead takes advantage of the mother’s 
abuse (inspired by her own hopelessness and pain) of the daughter to turn 
the little girl against her. Such unendurable conditions drive the mother to 
despair, and she dies feeling her deep wrongs against her daughter, for 
which Netochka later forgives her. Netochka’s mother is an early shadow 
of Katerina Ivanovna Marmeladova, whose pathetic sufferings weigh on 
her so much that she seeks to increase them, tormenting her poor, fright­
ened children in the bargain. In Netochka Nezvanova, however, the moth­
er is not entirely wicked, and the forgiving daughter excuses the pain she
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had borne previously.
In his first efforts to return to a literary career after service and exile, 
Dostoevsky presents us with another pair of devouring mothers. In 
Dyadyushkin son and Selo Stepanchikovo, Dostoevsky gives two prime, 
if brief, examples of the controlling mother-manipulator. The woman in 
Selo is elderly, and thus will be treated in the context of her age-grouping 
more thoroughly. But Mar’ya Aleksandrovna Moskalyova of Dyadyushkin
son is “kohc^ho, nepBaa AaMa b MopAacoBe,” as the narrator tells us in 
the very first sentence of the story. She is disliked but feared, holding the 
entire town in sway, every inhabitant bowing to her dictates. This woman 
has a daughter who is really more a possession to be bartered than a 
beloved child: Zina’s worth is a function of what fame and admiration she 
can bring to her mother. When a feeble-minded old prince comes to town, 
Mar’ya Aleksandrovna devises a cunning plan by which she may reap 
profit for years to come: if she can get the old man to marry Zina, her 
daughter will become a wealthy princess; and, in a few short years, when 
the old man inevitably gives up the ghost, Zina will be free to re-marry, her 
chances improved for an even more advantageous match. Such oppor­
tunistic use of an offspring is revolting, and, never fear, Mar’ya 
Aleksandrovna gets her just reward. But her role in the story is a central 
one, and she allows a first study of the activities and attitudes which later 
resurface in other manipulative mothers, perhaps mitigated or altered, but 
essentially pointing out the unpleasant features of a woman who lives her 
life through her children, directing their fates for her own purposes.
In Unizhennye i oskorblennye, the negative mother is almost over­
looked, so long ago are her actions. Little Nellie is victimized by her moth­
er’s proud refusal to pursue her legal claims against the evil Prince 
Valkovskii. This, too, will find echoes in Katerina Ivanovna Marmeladova in
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Prestuplenie i nakazanie. Nellie would have been saved from her sad fate, 
as would her mother and grandfather, if only her mother had sought help. 
Instead, she chose out of spite and bitterness to endure her poverty and 
shame, in the end allowing the Prince to escape the worst consequences 
of his deed, not punishing him. This overweening pride only brings ruin 
and sorrow upon those spirits who invoke it, as well as their innocent off­
spring. Although she loved her daughter, Nellie's mother loved her pride 
more, thus dooming her family to destruction.
The next significant mother figures arise in Prestuplenie i nakazanie. 
As already described, Raskol’nikov’s crime was in part motivated by rage 
at the maternal control everywhere manifested in his life.^ ® His mother 
uses guilt and insinuation to control her son, and to encourage him to live 
out her expectations of him. He is in debt to three significant older women/ 
mother figures in his life, and his most convenient and accessible target is 
Alyona Ivanovna, the pawnbroker, who is a Baba Yaga, “the negative moth­
er from Russian epic and folklore. She represents all the hostile feelings 
Raskolnikov harbors against his own mother but is prohibited from ex­
pressing.”^ '^* The entire maternal world seems to be wholly negative, 
crushing, manipulative, extorting. Raskol’nikov’s actual mother sends him 
money to deepen his debt to her; he has no hope of redeeming his 
pledges from the wicked pawnbroker, who, as Edward Wasiolek points out, 
keeps his soul and his future, not just his father's watch, in pawn. 
Raskol'nikov also owes money to his landlady, whose family he had nearly 
entered by marrying her crippled daughter; thus she presents him with an­
other image of motherhood, which, while less frightening and extorting 
than the others, nevertheless worsens his plight. The other mother in the 
work, Katerina Ivanovna, is a suffering consumptive who deliberately in-
See the citations in Chapter 3, n.96, p.97. 
"''•Barker, p. 124.
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creases her own suffering in order to increase the guilt laid at the feet of 
her second husband. “Here the image of money as a form of control is 
stripped away, and Raskolnikov is able to see clearly the dialectic of tor­
ment between one human being and another in its naked form as [Katerina 
Ivanovna] browbeats her husband....”^ ’® These frightening figures as it 
were gang up on Raskol’nikov, almost inciting his eventual violent attempt 
to free himself.
Varvara Petrovna Stavrogina is a slightly less corrosively negative 
mother, although she, too, helps to bring about the downfall of her off­
spring. Stavrogin is himself empty, a shell of a human being, but he is a 
beautiful shell, with which his mother is in love. She has great hopes for 
him, but in this she is not merely a proud mother: this disease seems to in­
fect the entire town. She is not represented as overly manipulative of 
Stavrogin; actually, quite the reverse is true, and it is plain how deftly he 
controls her. But she does control the town as well as her own household, 
and she is seen as a vain woman with pretensions to education, breeding, 
causes. While she does not apparently attempt to influence Stavrogin’s life 
(indeed, she seems afraid of him, of angering him and driving him away), 
she does make her presence felt, vexing her son. Still, she is not a wicked 
or nasty specimen; she is simply misguided and proud, and her punish­
ment seems to be the loss of her idol, Nikolai.
Later, in Podrostok, Dostoevsky balances the “good” mother Sof’ya with 
Arkadii’s godmother, Tat yana Pavlovna. As Barker points out, “Sophia’s 
image remains a positive one in the mind of her son partially because 
Dostoevsky [...] bifurcates the character of the mother. The hostile feelings 
that Arkady experiences in relation to her are directed at the negative 
mother, Mrs. Prutkov....”^ ® It is true that Tat’yana Pavlovna surfaces at vari-
Barker, p. 121.
Barker, p. 133.
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ous times in his life and does motherly things for Arkadii, but on the whole 
she is not alone in bearing the brunt of Arkadii’s negative reaction to the 
maternal. Many times throughout the novel, Arkadii manifests his hostility 
towards the maternal against his own mother, not just against her surro­
gate. Although his anger should justly be directed against Versilov, Sof’ya 
herself is also resented — until Arkadii comes to understand her, that is — 
much as Raskol’nikov resents Sonya’s presence until he himself is on the 
way to wholeness. Later in the novel Arkadii comes to terms with Tat’yana 
Pavlovna and resolves his negative feelings for her, just as he resolves his 
relationships with his parents. Thus the “bad" mother can also be reinclud­
ed into the human family.
To a degree, the study in Chapter 3 of the Sophian characters can also 
be considered an investigation of the “good ” mother. Each of the Sophian 
characters represent a spiritually whole, unconditional love, a maternal ac­
ceptance of the loved one, despite their sins. Sonya Marmeladova, Sonya 
Dolgorukaya-Versilova, and Sof’ya Ulitina {Besy) all exhibit aspects of ma­
ternal care and nurture. Sonya Marmeladova provides Raskol’nikov with 
the all-forgiving love he had been lacking from his own manipulative moth­
er, healing his self-inflicted wounds, giving him spiritual (never sexual or 
erotic) succor until, nine months later, after the period of human gestation, 
he is re-born, through her. Even at the moment he realizes and admits his 
love for her, Raskol’nikov does not descend upon her with a passionate at­
tack of kisses; rather, he kneels before her in supplication and gratitude. 
Likewise, Versilov and Sonya never actually marry, thus allowing Versilov 
to continue having Sonya as mother and nursemaid, not a true wife. From 
the moment he meets Sof’ya Ulitina, Stepan Verkhovenskii assures her 
that he bears her no ill intent, that he only feels a need for her feminine.
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healing presence and, on a more banal level, her nursing skills.
The “good” mother is hardly ever depicted in a sexual sense. Her love 
is spiritual, and physical only in the sense that she loves actively. She 
loves a person, her love is not metaphysical or non-relational. Her entire 
manner of being is relational, she is her relationship with others.
One of the earliest hints we have of both the Sophian and the maternal 
character is in Aleksandra Mikhailovna in Netochka Nezvanova. She 
gives Netochka the welcoming maternal love she has lacked all her sad lit­
tle life. She fears her husband and will not stand up for herself, but when 
he begins to antagonize Netochka, Aleksandra Mikhailovna does not hesi­
tate to come to her “daughter’s" aid.
Mrs. Ikhmeneva, Natasha’s mother in Unizhennye i oskorblennye, is a 
minor character, rather weak. She loves her daughter and it pains her to 
see her family torn apart by petty pride and stubbornness, but she does not 
actively endeavor to alter the situation, apart from urging the narrator to in­
terfere somehow. Altogether she is minor and shadowy, though neverthe­
less basically “good."
Idiot provides one of the most interesting, non-Sophian “good" moth­
ers. Elizaveta Epanchina has three daughters, all of whom she loves dear­
ly. They manipulate her, but not in a nasty manner; Elizaveta herself is 
aware of how easily her daughters get their way with her. She is indulgent 
but never stupid; though she may appear quite naive, she is always realis­
tic, her powers of intuitive psychological understanding allowing her to see 
past superficial claims to the actual motivations of other people. She is 
one of Dostoevsky’s most wonderful, ordinary (meaning not mentally “split” 
or self-lacerating) characters, whose insight into her fellow characters 
often contains Dostoevsky’s own feelings. His writing about her contains 
proof that Dostoevsky held Elizaveta particularly dear, with a genuine ten­
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derness that shows in his repeated comparison of her warm, innocent 
goodness and clarity with that of children. Any linkage by Dostoevsky of a 
particular character with children is always positive. Sometimes she is as 
much a child to her daughters, who often treat her as such, as they are her 
children.
For Dostoevsky, probably the ultimate portrait of the mother was Sofya 
Dolgorukaya-Versilova. She is, first and foremost, a mother; and “Arkady 
Versilov’s unconscious search for his own mother takes place within the 
context of the more conscious search for a father.... Once this is done the 
mother’s true role e m e r g e s . A r k a d i i  has never known his parents as 
anything more than iconic memories shadowing his whole life. His mother 
was as absent from his life as his father was, and he unconsciously resents 
her as well as Versilov for this “abandonment,” not to mention for his humil­
iating illegitimacy. For Arkadii, Sof’ya is as nebulous a character as his fa­
ther is.
Dostoevsky faced a difficult task in delineating the character of this 
woman. On the one hand, the love and meekness she emanates 
are precisely those to which both father and son will return, frustrat­
ed in their vain search for their “idea.” On the other hand, however, 
Arkady cannot help but feel some ambivalence and confusion 
about her since he has been raised apart from her and understands 
little of her character or the motivation behind her decision to re­
main with Versilov all these years. [...] ...questions float through 
young Arkady’s mind, yet despite his doubts and questions, the 
image of the mother remains sacrosanct and whole for him."'®
"'^Barker, p. 132
"'®lbid, p. 133.
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Slowly, as he begins to understand his father, Arkadii learns to under­
stand his mother and to accept her forgiving, loving nature. His gradual 
understanding comes in time for him to reconcile himself with his family 
and join it as a worthy, if imperfect, member. Sofya's budding relationships 
with her son and her “husband” Versilov exemplify what Dostoevsky had 
already shown in Prestuplenie i nakazanie: that “the ultimate source of sal­
vation and values was female.
Brat’ya Karamazovy also contains a “good” mother figure, though only 
living in Alyosha’s memory. In his mind’s eye, the picture of her is frozen 
by a child’s perception, an icon of spiritual love, a rendering linked with the 
bogoroditsa and tied to Alyosha’s deep faith. Embedded in his psyche 
and omnipresent in his soul, his mother’s dedication of the boy to the 
Mother of God guides him throughout his life and touches him as God 
touches the yurodivye. This iron pech’ of stability and spiritual wholeness 
warms Alyosha throughout the novel, stoking his inner fires of faith at his 
most trying moments. His mother, Sof’ya, symbolizes his deep and abiding 
love of humanity and faith in God’s world.
Mothers in Dostoevsky’s works are obviously not as neatly di­
chotomized as first glances may suggest. Within the two groupings of 
“good” and “bad,” simplistic in themselves, are to be found an assortment 
of women as believable in motherhood as any we might encounter in our 
own everyday lives. The very fact of their interrelatedness belies some 
psychological truths about Dostoevsky’s own conceptual idealization of 
womanhood in the specific aspect of motherhood. For Dostoevsky, ulti­
mate spiritual salvation and stability of faith were inextricably fused with the 
saving, forgiving, loving mother.
'Barker, p. 144.
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After a certain age, the women in Dostoevsky’s fiction seem to lose 
their gender-specificity; they cease to be women, becoming instead simply 
old people, members of an androgynous grouping of unsexed males and 
females. These “old people” (this appellation is hesitant, since the stan­
dards of age in Dostoevsky’s time differ substantially from those of our 
own) “are always secondary characters, though Dostoevsky tends to in­
vest his secondary characters... with such richness of detail and such ex­
traordinary vitality that one may well hesitate to relegate the most striking of 
them to the second rank.”^  Rather than assigning to them some positive or 
negative label, it would be more useful to examine the most interesting of 
these characters individually.^
If the housekeepers are ignored (since they are almost always the 
same), one of the first old women to be seen is the old Princess in 
Netochka Nezvanova. Or, rather, she is not seen, we only hear of her. Her 
crankiness and the malignant tumor called her heart are household leg­
ends. She is rigid and cruel, not at all fond of animals or children. Her 
thick sourness inspires the young trickster Katya to target her for fun and 
games, and though Netochka describes her wrath, she does not depict the 
old lady’s beliefs or motivations. She is instead an unrelenting portrait cf 
decrepit stagnation and harshness. In Malen’kii geroi another old woman 
is presented as an unfavorable accomplice of the blonde tormentor’s es­
capades. The Grandmother in Belye nochi is harmless and well-meaning, 
and though she does force Nasten’ka to become her prisoner, it is clear 
that, if a bit overzealous, she only has Nasten’ka’s best interests in her 
rather old-fashioned heart.
295, Frank Friedeberg Seeley, “Dostoyevsky’s Women,” The Slavonic and East 
European Review, Vol. 39, 1960-61, pp. 291-312.
Rado Priblo treats the elderly women In Dostoevsky’s early works quite thoroughly in 
his brief article, “Female Characters in Dostoevsky’s Pre-Siberian Work,” 
Dostoevsky Studies, \/bl.9, 1989, pp. 163-70.
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The two most memorable of these “secondary” characters are without 
doubt Grandmaman in Igrok and the General’s Lady in S e l o  
Stepanchikovo. The General’s Lady is seen as a complete fool, a tormen­
tor of her son and his family, a devout believer in the vile charlatan Foma 
Fomich. Her antics are practiced and her faints induced, all of which 
Dostoevsky renders without omission of realism.
Grandmaman is the wealthy old woman who arrives in the gambling 
town with imperial splendor — she is even carried on a high chair not un­
like a throne. Her straightforward manner is sometimes confused by by­
standers with a rude lack of tact, but she never fails to hit upon the under­
current of truth no one else dares mention. Her “broad” Russian nature 
plunges her into a downward spiral of addictive impoverishment at the 
gaming tables, and she is unable to stop herself until she has lost every­
thing. This does not concern her greatly, since she knows she is old and 
won’t be around much longer to enjoy her money; besides that, she would 
rather squander it than give it to the worthless General. Her personality is 
vital and humorous, adding comic relief to much of the story.
As characters, these creations of Dostoevsky’s add life, realism, and 
sometimes humor to his works; but as women they are unsexed, mere 
shadows of their younger fellows . Their influence Is peripheral, their 
importance to plot and philosophical expression marginal; but they never 
fail to enliven the books in which they live.
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CHAPTER 6
Proud young women
Netochka Nezvanova introduced a character called Princess Katya, a 
spoiled, rich young girl, a veritable treasure chest of all the gems of fate; 
she is beautiful, loved, given everything her whims decree. Katya loves 
her sad little orphan friend, but only when she truly understands how much 
Netochka loves her first. This wilful, dazzlingly beautiful, proud young 
princess is the very first embodiment of what would later evolve into 
Dostoevsky’s “proud woman.” She heads a long line of other young hero­
ines, marked equally by their beauty and their pride, wreaking havoc upon 
the lives of others. Many of these later heroines will even share the name 
Katerina or Katya, emphasizing the connection between the characters; 
but even when the nomenclature differs, the essence of the personality 
shines through, making the basic characteristics easy to discern. The inter­
relation of fundamentals within this very loose grouping of “proud women” 
provides a common ground on which to encounter each fresh new appari­
tion of the spirit, though always with a caveat not to overemphasize the 
similarities at the expense of the differences.
The final Katya — Katerina Ivanovna Verkhovtseva of B rat’ya 
Karamazovy — traces her ancestry through the blonde of “Malen’kii geroi” 
to the Katya of Unizhennye i oskorblennye. That Katya also has blue 
eyes and an “original nature,” splendid blonde hair (a particular feature of 
the Katyas) and a strong will. Her role in the story and her part in 
Natasha’s eventual loss of her beloved Alyosha is a familiar one, although
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the outcome will not always be the same. Usually the Katya eventually 
loses her man to the suffering heroine, because Dostoevskian heroes 
value suffering more highly than mere earthly beauty. (The difference here 
is that Alyosha Valkovskii is not a broad-natured Dostoevskian hero.)
Katerina Ivanovna Verkhovtseva is neither whore nor martyr. She is an 
educated society lady from a well-respected family. As opposed to the vast 
majority of Dostoevsky’s characters, who have nothing, Katerina Ivanovna 
has everything. She need not work, cook, or clean, she has no husband 
or family to occupy her time. What is there left for her to do with her idle 
hours? Amuse herself at the expense of others, seems to be the obvious 
answer. This bored young lady must use her intelligence somehow, must 
give vent to her energies; the only avenue opened to her by her society 
seems to be interference in the lives of others. Her vanity is wounded by 
ineffectual existence; the lacerations of boredom can be assuaged only by 
the momentary thrill of power she feels when she manipulates people, es­
pecially the male characters of the story, Dmitrii, Ivan, and Alyosha. She 
must toy with them and their emotions or else go mad from inactivity.
As presented in the third section of Chapter 2, Katerina Ivanovna’s 
chief characteristic, as Netochka says of Princess Katya, is her pride. Her 
whole personality is a function of her pride, her every action and word are 
determined in part by the gordost’ which rules her. Her engagement to 
Mitya is a means of rescuing her maidenly reputation as well as her own 
personal self-image. His disregard of her, his continual preoccupation with 
Grushen’ka — everything Mitya does only serves to pour fuel on the raging 
fire of her pride. Her vengefulness roars with the full ardor of “the woman 
scorned,” and she constantly strives to remind Mitya of the grievous wrong 
he has done her. Of course, this only encourages Mitya, and so the cycle 
escalates, as Edward Wasiolek describes.
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... Katerina seeks what hurts her and supports her flattering image 
of herself. She is not a passive sufferer of [ ] bruising relations. [....]
In both notes and novel Katerina contemplates her fidelity, but in 
the novel she reproaches Dmitri for his infidelity. Katerina needs a 
Dmitri who is abased so as to ensure her own elevation, a Dmitri 
mired in vice so that her virtue will shine all the more. In the pro­
cess of writing between the notes and the novel, Dostoevsky saw 
more and more clearly the active role that Katerina played in pursu­
ing and arranging the drama of hurt and self-hurt." "^
Katerina Ivanovna is a very beautiful young woman. Even Alyosha, 
whom one might be tempted to consider above such earthly valuations, ap­
preciates her attractiveness.
KpacoTa KaxepMHH MBanoBHH entë m npex^e nopa3HJia 
Anëmy, Kor#a 6paT QMMTpnM, neqejiM TpM xoMy Hasa#, 
npMB03nn ero k hcM b nepBbiM pa3 npejtcxaBHTb m 
no3HaKOMPixb, no coôcxBennoMy npe3BbinannoMy xejiannio 
Kaxepnnbi MBanoBHbi. [...] Anëma Monnan, no MHoroe 
onenb xopomo pa3rn%%en. Ero nopa3MJia Bnacxnocxb, 
rop#aa pa3B%3Hocxb, caMoyBepennocxb na^Mennon 
fleByniKM. M Bcë 3xo 6bino necoMnenno. Ajiënia 
nyBcxBOBan, nxo on ne npeyBennnnBaex. On namëji, nxo 
ôojTbmne nëpnbie ropantne xjia3a eë npeKpacHw n ocoôenno 
n#yx K eë ône^noMy, ^^axe necKonbKo ÔJicAHo-xëjixoMy 
npoqojiroBaxoMy n v iu y . Ho b 3xmx rna3ax, paBHo xax m b
The Notebooks for The Brothers Karamazov , ed. and trans. Edward Wasiolek. 
Chicago; The University of Chicago Press, 1971, p. 15.
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onepxaHMM npejiecxH bix ryô , ôbmo nenxo xaxoe, bo nxo, 
KOHenHo, MOXHO 6bino 6paxy ero  Bnroônxbca yxcacHO, ho  
Hxo, M o x e x  6bixb, Hejib3fl 6bino Aonro JiioÔHXb/'^
Especially with her exceptional height, Katerina Ivanovna’s beauty cer­
tainly “transfixes.” However, as Alyosha recognizes intuitively, her beauty 
is not the kind to hold a man’s attention for long; he knows his brother’s 
tastes and knows that Katerina Ivanovna is not ideally suited to Dmitrii. 
Grushen’ka, with her pale cheeks, mad behavior, and suffering counte­
nance, will inevitably come to stir in Mitya’s soul something which Katya’s 
superficial qualities never could.
Katerina Ivanovna has seen the way to get what she wants in her soci­
etal contexts, and she makes deft use of her knowledge. She must aban­
don the innate knowledge of good, the “in-touchness” which for 
Dostoevsky is the feminine birthright, in order to become an active partici­
pant in events — in effect masculinizing herself. She must torment others 
in order to have something to do. Beyond a certain point she cannot edu­
cate herself, and resigning herself to morning social calls and afternoons of 
needlepoint is not a viable alternative for a brilliant young lady of sub­
stance, who was, through no fault of her own, “cursed” by fate to be female. 
She must do something] why not strive to manipulate the lives of those 
around her? Such a pursuit would at least prove amusing and informa­
tive. And yet she does not fully abandon herself to her pride and selfish 
pursuits. At Dmitrii’s trial, when she fears that Ivan (her true beloved) has 
given some self-damning testimony, Katerina Ivanovna forsakes her pride 
and comes to his aid. Inevitably, this young woman comes to understand
PSS, 14. 1976, p. 133.
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— of herself, not through a series of lessons she has endured learning — 
that such interference is wrong. No doubt she was aware of this all along, 
and continued to thwart her own innate morality only through the dull torpor 
of her life.
The essence of Katerina Ivanovna can be further illuminated by a com­
parison with a folkloric-mythological figure, the siren or rusalka. The rusal- 
ka-siren of Russian lore was a beautiful young woman-creature, usually 
one who had drowned herself as a result of a broken heart. The creature 
then lived on as a water nymph with a new purpose: to lure men in to her 
watery abode to drown, like the mermaids or sirens of Greek and other 
mythologies. On a psychological level, these figures come to represent an 
element of the feminine psyche, as illustrated by M. Esther Harding in her 
remarkable book. Woman’s Mysteries: Ancient and Modern.
The rising of instinctive femininity which sweeps through a 
woman as part of the experience of her moonlike quality.... would 
make her into a fish. She would be in fact, in her effects, much 
like a mermaid, or one of the Sirens who are proverbially the un­
doing of men. These mythological creatures, half-fish, half­
woman, are represented always as only concerned with them­
selves, they were autoerotic. They conquer men not for the love 
of the man, but for a craving to gain power over him. They cannot 
love, they can only desire. They are cold-blooded. .. [...]
These are the women who play the role of the anima to men, as 
a game, a technique — deliberately repressing their own reac­
tions so that they may the more surely get what they want."^ "
M. Esther Harding, Woman’s Mysteries: Ancient and Modern. New York: Harper & 
Row, 1971, p. 118.
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Katerina Ivanovna’s siren-like manipulation of Dmitrii would indeed 
spell his doom if he allowed himself to stay with her. She wants him only in 
the sense that he is useful to her and her pride; he says himself that she 
does not love him, only her own virtue. Katerina Ivanovna’s instinct tells 
her that Mitya’s own self-lacerating wallowing in debauchery needs her 
self-lacerating pride and self-abasement to thrive; without her participation, 
he would not be so driven to vitiate himself. Her involvement enables him 
to throw himself the more surely into the beauty of Sodom while enabling 
her to preen her own self-image. The rusalka is a vain creature whose 
pride ought not to be disturbed.
Just as surely as she does not love Mitya, Katerina Ivanovna seems to 
love Ivan. And just as surely, she tortures Ivan. Once she loses the safe, 
emotionally uninvolved distance separating her from Dmitrii, she loses her 
self-assurance and control of the situation. As Harding explains: “When 
the woman herself is immune to love, and regards it only as a game, a 
technique, she plays the role of Siren to the greatest advantage. [...] For 
this reason the woman... must not fall in love. Only so long as she herself 
is not emotionally involved can she control the s i t ua t ion .K a ty a  does not 
follow these rules and so falls prey to the everyday weaknesses and inse­
curities that humans in love endure. The challenge before her is an inter­
esting one, and it is certainly disappointing that the opportunity did not 
arise to see how Dostoevsky would have resolved the love-situation be­
tween Ivan and Katya, among other things.
Katerina Ivanovna Marmeladova presents an interesting twist on the 
fundamental essence of the “Katya” character. She is older, twice married, 
a mother. But even more important than the experiences of marriage and 
maturity for the development of this woman are the circumstances in which
’Harding, p. 120.
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she exists: dire poverty. Her every appearance is an opportunity to be­
moan her loss of stature: she wails repeatedly about how she danced the 
shawl dance before the governor when she was a girl, all the interest she 
had attracted, how the governor himself had complemented her talent and 
grace. Despite Katerina Ivanovna’s tendency to exaggerate, we are led to 
believe that she had been raised in an atmosphere of gentility, instilled with 
pride and self-esteem, no needs unsatisfied. That self-esteem now tor­
ments her, set against the backdrop of desperate squalor and deprivation 
in which she lives. She sees her children dressed in rags and recalls the 
days when she went about adorned in pretty frocks; the sight of her hungry, 
ill-clad little waifs slowly drives her mad. She fights to hold on to at least a 
semblance of presentability and cleanliness, staying awake all night to 
wash and mend the children’s only clothes as best she can, despite her 
own illness and desperate need for rest, lest her little ones appear dirty or 
ragged. Her own poverty is an affront to her dignity, and she cannot accept 
the fact that she has no power over her own situation. She torments her 
husband for the indignity of their lives, for which she blames him. Not for a 
moment can she tolerate being treated like a beggar, and she never loses 
her imperious, condescending tone (especially not with her landlady), be­
cause the moment she relinquishes this last claim to respect she would in 
fact collapse, as she does when she is forced on to the streets to beg with 
her children. But even when panhandling on the streets of the capital she 
holds steadfastly to her cherished dignity, railing against the society which 
brought her to this level of abasement and shame, prefering to blame oth­
ers rather than to accept the fact that she herself figures in the culpability. 
Marmeladova encourages the debauchery of her husband, as well as the 
painful conditions of her consumption, the better to feel the fierce lashes of 
fate against her proud, defiant face.
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The wife of an alcoholic civil servant who saved her from ig­
nominy when her first husband died and who has turned out to be 
a deplorable provider for the family, Katerina Ivanovna conscious­
ly and tortuously suffers in her marriage, continually reminding 
her husband Marmeladov of how her fortunes and her social sta­
tus have declined since her marriage to him. Mrs. Marmeladov is 
one of Dostoevsky’s professional victims, for she seems unwilling 
to eliminate some of the factors that contribute to her own suffer­
ing. Dostoevsky remarks, for example, that although she is tuber­
cular, Mrs. Marmeladov never closes the door between their flat 
and the neighboring one despite the fact that smoke is continually 
pouring in through the doorway. Raskolnikov sees all too well the 
effects of Mrs. Marmeladov’s conscious suffering on those around 
her. Hurling accusations at Marmeladov, remonstrating against 
him as the source of her plight, she inculcates guilt in 
Marmeladov which exacerbates his endless downward spiraling 
self-esteem."^®
She leaves the doors open, permitting drafts and smoke fumes to per­
vade her living space, aggravating her affliction. Her mind has lost its 
grasp of reality to the point that she can no longer envisage solutions; the 
only mental activity left to her is both imagining her glorious past and new 
ways to confront her husband with the shameful consequences of his 
weaknesses. This gives her an uncalm satisfaction, as though she now 
feels washed of any guilt of participation. Even when she drives Sonya 
away to sell her young body Katerina Ivanovna feels no pangs of con­
science. It seems almost as though she considers it right and fair that 
Sonya should sacrifice herself for the sake of her step-family, knowing that
""® Barker, The Mother Syndrome, pp. 121-2.
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Sonya would never refuse. She manipulates her step-daughter In other 
ways, too, as shown by the incident Sonya relates involving the pretty lace 
collar. Katerina Ivanovna wants the collar; for a woman with only one dress 
in which to clothe her prideful aches, the tiniest embellishment is a salve to 
the ego. Sonya at first wants to keep it, but. inevitably, she yields the collar 
to her stepmother, who no doubt knew all along that Sonya would never 
withhold anything from anyone.
In this aspect Katerina Ivanovna Marmeladova is very prophetic for her 
later descendant in Brat’ya Karamazovy. She willingly and, in fact, eagerly 
seeks any worsening of her situation, so that she may appear all the more 
pathetic and all the more virtuous, as a suffering victim who carries on with 
grace and dignity despite the torments others unleash upon her. The 
young Katya Verkhovtseva similarly uses Mitya's tendencies toward de­
bauchery and infidelity as a means of bolstering in the eyes of others her 
own wounded self-image, to display her devotion and virtue in the face of 
cruel adversity. The pride of these two women is strong: even that which 
should wound them they turn around for self-aggrandizement. In 
Marmeladova lies the prophetic anticipation of what would have happened 
to Mitya and Katya had they, in a twisted fit of sadomasochism, actually 
married one another. The path of their eventual relationship was laid out 
prophetically by Dostoevsky years earlier in Prestuplenie i nakazanie: had 
Verkhovtseva married the eldest Karamazov son, their mutual tortures 
would surely have driven them both to ruin, with even more violent conse­
quences than for the Marmeladovs, given Mitya's strong temperament. 
Luckily, they avoid this possibility, and Mitya seems ready to spend his life 
with the “reformed” angel Grushen’ka; but for Ivan, apparently the true love 
of Katerina Ivanovna, one foresees a marital home crumbling with the force 
of two proud egos in combat. Perhaps this, In a way, is Ivan’s punishment
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for his role in his father’s death. He certainly will suffer.
Just as Katerina Ivanovna will eventually lose Mitya to Grushen’ka, 
Katerina Nikolaevna (Podrostok) inevitably loses her fascinating hold over 
both Versilov and Arkadii. In Brat’ya Karamazovy, Katerina Ivanovna 
amuses Mitya only insofar as he can trample her virtue, flaunt his infidelity 
before her, debase himself and complete the cycle by feeling self-lacerat­
ing guilt over how he has wronged her. This sadomasochistic see-saw cer­
tainly appeals to a broad nature like Dmitrii’s, but this ephemeral play­
ground cannot provide the eternal joy for Mitya that Grushen’ka’s love 
does. Likewise, the relationships between Katerina Nikolaevna and 
Versilov & Son lack the unconditional love which never fails to triumph over 
the more banal attractions of the flesh or the intellect. This Katerina is a 
brilliant beauty with glorious hair, no doubt far more attractive than Sofya 
and her “hollow cheeks.” Katerina Nikolaevna’s perfection can fascinate 
and capture men’s attentions. But she herself has no great desire for these 
attentions, only insofar as they flatter her and give her power. She does 
not love, she only rules. Her wealth, charm, and society graces give her 
unfair advantages in competition with Sonya, as do her greater beauty and 
education. But her lures are merely those of this world, not of the other, 
spiritual realm wherein Dostoevskian matches are made.
Arkadii, like his father, perceives Katerina’s true wilful pride when first 
he sees her; later, when his mind becomes clouded and his understanding 
is flung out of the window by infatuation, he repents of this evaluation, now 
believing her to be simple-hearted and good. But soon enough he comes 
to realize his self-delusions, kept up for the sake of his “ideal,” his most 
precious component. For Arkadii and Versilov, time and experience slowly 
teach that this false idol is a usurper, pretending to possess the virtues
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these men seek; this painful disillusionment plunges them into despair, 
until suddenly, from the depths of their consciousness, they recall the true 
ideal, Sonya. All along she had patiently awaited their return to her, as in­
evitable as the sunrise; finally they are free to see her spiritual reality and 
their dependence on her for support and love — an uncomfortable realiza­
tion for two such independently-minded men. But the truth is ineluctable, 
and Katerina Nikolaevna is left alone, as she ought to be and, indeed, as 
she seems to prefer.
A “proud woman” can be one of the string of young society ladies often 
called Katya, but the term can also denote other characters, like Dunya 
Raskol’nikova, Aglaya Ivanovna Epanchina, Nastasya Filippovna, Liza 
Tushina {Besy), Liza Dolgorukaya (Podrostok), and Grushen’ka. The con­
cept itself ought not be considered a category, but rather a description, a 
denotation. The proud woman, according to Mochulsky, “is always a daz­
zling beauty who transfixes the soul with aesthetic rapture. [...] ...the ‘terrible 
force of beauty. This powerful beauty can also be related to the idea of 
the infernal’naya zhenshchina, most particularly found in the characters 
Nastas’ya Filippovna and Grushen’ka. Joseph Frank provides a definition: 
“Dostoevsky’s ‘infernal women’” are those “whose wounded pride stands 
in the way of their acceptance of the gift of love and generates, rather, a ha­
tred and persecution of the lo ver . . . . Th is  declaration will be partially dis­
puted in the following two chapters, but for now it is acceptable when deal­
ing with female characters other than Grushen’ka and Nastas’ya 
Filippovna.
Dunya, Rodion Romanovich’s sister in Prestuplenie i nakazanie, is 
more than the usual infernal’naya zhenshchina. She is a loving sister who
""^Mochulsky, p. 108.
Frank, The Seeds of Revolt, p. 359.
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is willing to subvert her own happiness, at her mother’s behest, to the inter­
ests of her brother. But she is also the woman who takes a pistol to her in­
terview with Svidrigailov, knowing the threatening advances he will contin­
ue to make against her. In the heat of the onslaught, however, she relents; 
the loss of her dignity and virginity is more acceptable to her than shooting 
and perhaps killing her attacker. She drops the gun and stands defense­
less; her submission piques Svidrigailov, but her detachment deters him, 
ruining the prospect of spirited struggle, and he lets her go unharmed. The 
fear he had wanted to see, the hatred and fiery pride he cherishes in the 
eyes of his victims are missing; without these elements the sadist feels no 
lure.
Aglaya Ivanovna Epanchina is quite similar to the young Katyas. One 
of the most thorough treatments of her is by Frank Friedeberg Seeley, who 
displays a remarkable understanding which I dispute only occasionally. 
As Seeley asserts, Aglaya is a beautiful, wealthy young woman who is the 
unrivaled center of her family’s affections. In this she differs substantially 
from most of Dostoevsky’s other heroines; her integration into her devoted 
and loving family is quite unusual for any Dostoevskian character. But this 
loving family plants the seeds of her fatal flaw, the fierce pride she con­
stantly exhibits, as well as instilling in her unrealistic expectations for her 
future. For an idealistic young woman like Aglaya, no reality could ever ap­
proach her dreams; when she seems to meet the embodiment of her ideals 
she falls quickly. This rapid loss of autonomy sparks a proud rebellion 
within her, and she torments Myshkin accordingly. But her own self-assur­
ance is battered beyond repair by his indecision (or, rather, by his decision 
against her), and this ego-wound in turn leads Aglaya to force his hand 
when Nastas’ya Filippovna calls her bluff and Myshkin deals her the fatal 
blow. Throughout the novel the responses of her pride against the real or
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imagined attacks by the outside world can be seen.
...Aglaja’s considerable gifts are partly crippled by her insecurity, 
vulnerability, excessive sensitiveness. [...] Partly to punish the of­
fenders (however unintentionally they may have jarred), but partly 
also as a smoke screen for her own uncertainties, Aglaja constantly 
has recourse to misbehavior and aggression — mainly verbal: 
tantrums, fibs, rudeness, mystification, and mockery. This sort of be­
havior is common to Dostoevskij’s characters whenever they are 
losing the struggle to define or assert their self on the plane of 
thought. They are then moved to switch their protest and/or self-as­
sertion to the plane of action, seeking there, in various forms of mis­
conduct, compensation or revenge for injuries to their human digni­
ty.""®
This course of defensive, proud behavior is also readily visible in 
Nastas ya Filippovna, as well as in many other of the proud young hero­
ines, like any of the Katyas discussed above.
For Aglaya, as for Nastas’ya Filippovna, Myshkin is the Expected One, 
the savior for whom each has waited, the Eternal Bridegroom, much like 
the one for whom Mar’ya Timofeevna was to wait in Besy. Their expecta­
tions are dashed, just as hers will be, by a false pretender, though in this 
case the disappointment stems not from the deliberate evil of the false sav­
ior, but rather from his inadequacy in the imperfect world in which he was 
embodied. Aglaya has manufactured an ideal personal world with which 
Myshkin dovetails perfectly, or so she believes. Soon enough, though, she 
will be forced to concede his inefficacy and the futile loss of her dreams,
""® p. 5 , Frank Friedeberg Seeley, “Aglaja EpanCina.” The Slavic and East European 
Journal, Vol. 18, No. 1, 1974, pp. 1-10.
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whereupon she will toss away all the hopes others had attached to her. 
From the moment she meets him Myshkin has a visible effect on her with­
out his even trying. He is not of her world, the world of which she has 
grown weary and disillusioned, the world of society with its rampant false­
hoods. With his ingenuousness, inexperience, and naive honesty he pre­
sents an alternative to this world. But even as she falls in love with him and 
envisions him as the ideal Bridegroom to whom she might marry herself 
and her deepest hopes, she remains fundamentally realistic, like her moth­
er. Throughout the novel, Madame Epanchina exhibits an innate compre­
hension of character, a childlike ability to see what others cannot or will not; 
this proniknovenie she bequeaths to Aglaya, who is also described as 
childlike. This descriptor angers her, for she interprets it as meaning imma­
ture or innocent, which she does not wish to be. Regardless, her intuitive 
knowing of the “Other” enables her to see the truth of Myshkin, even in her 
deepening love for him.
Aglaja’s love for Myshkin takes root In the depths of her, involv­
ing all that is best in her mind, imagination, and heart. She not 
only appreciates or admires him ... She achieves a fine under­
standing of him, an understanding at once subtle and profound, 
which is strikingly expressed in the scene of the Pus kin recitation, 
in her definition of “glavnyj um,” and in much of what she says 
about him in her duel with Nastas’ja Filippovna. In fact she un­
derstands not only his singular virtues but also his oddity and 
shortcomings, and that is a measure of her realism."®®
Aglaya loves Myshkin’s other-worldliness. She accepts that he cannot
"®° Seeley, p. 6.
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presume to begin a courtship of her, so she sets about prompting him, all 
the while her pride waiting in the background, ready to fight off attacks. 
This is very risky for someone so self-conscious; if she fails, she may not 
have the emotional equipment or experience to deal with the blow of rejec­
tion, as the novel later shows. Her entire life has assured her of her im­
mense personal value and worth, her lovable self. When confronted with 
repudiation of this lifelong belief, on which her whole personality has been 
constructed, she will cave in and fall to horrible depths (as her later mar­
riage to a Pole and conversion to Roman Catholicism assert for 
Dostoevsky).
Her flirtation with Myshkin actually provides some of the most charming 
and amusing scenes in the work. Aglaya’s gift to Myshkin of the hedgehog 
is undeniably a brilliant jest invented by Dostoevsky the humorist, so often 
overlooked. This prickly little pet not only serves its purpose with Myshkin, it 
also vexes Aglaya’s family, always a happy side benefit.
Aglaya’s “duel” with Nastas’ya Filippovna, as Seeley names it, seems a 
practice run for the future confrontation between Katerina Ivanovna and 
Grushen’ka in Brat’ya Karamazovy, in the chapter entitled “Obe vmeste," 
though in Idiot the consequences are far more tragic. Aglaya’s inexperi­
ence and jealousy lead her to overplay her hand: she insults Nastas’ya 
Filippovna, a sure way to send Myshkin flying to the letter’s aid. Her re­
sentment of this "fallen woman” and her power over Myshkin are complete­
ly natural and comprehensible, and here are enhanced by Aglaya’s youth­
ful pride in a first love affair threatening to go awry. Of course, as Seeley 
points out, Nastas’ya Filippovna cannot help but gloat a little, perhaps un­
consciously feeling it her due to inflict pain when she feels pain, rubbing 
salt in the wound of Aglaya’s already blistered p r i d e . N a s t a s  ya’s mis­
’Seeley, p. 7.
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sives have hit their target, even though probably unintentionally, with a bar­
rage of self-doubt: “For whatever else they contained or implied, what 
Aglaya was bound to read in them was: ‘I give him to you.. . T h i s  “duel” 
additionally evinces an underlying factor in Aglaya’s insecurity. Seeley be­
lieves that Aglaya’s “own innocence is an added torment. [...] To her, 
Nastas’ja’s impurity is physically disgusting, as she cannot help showing 
by her looks and attitudes at their meeting. [...] But while she is conscious 
of her disgust, she can hardly be aware of a more insidious and poignant 
effect of her innocence: an unavowable curiosity, laced with doubt and fear, 
as to the exact nature of Nastas’ja’s hold on Myskin.”^®® In this Seeley’s as­
sumptions fall short. Yes, certainly, Myshkin loves Nastas’ya Filippovna “in 
some different way, in some way in which he might never be able to love 
[A g l a y a ] . H o w e v e r ,  the difference is not a carnality, some loss of vir- 
ginality and physical purity; rather, Aglaya senses that the difference in 
Myshkin’s love for Nastas’ya Filippovna is his love for her suffering. From 
the scene in the Epanchin home when Myshkin and the Epanchin women 
gaze at the portrait of Nastas’ya Filippovna, Aglaya has known, though she 
may have sought not to acknowledge, that what Myshkin loves in 
Nastas’ya Filippovna is the suffering soul of beauty. From the very first 
Myshkin differentiates between the beauty of the two women — even in 
Aglaya’s presence. What Aglaya knows and fears is that her innocence 
and purity show on her face, that her cheeks are not hollow and pale, that 
Myshkin’s love-pity for the fallen soul of beauty ties him irrevocably to 
Nastas’ya Filippovna, unbreakable by the more ordinary love he seems to 
feel for her, Aglaya. It is not the lack of innocence which Myshkin loves 
per se in Nastas’ya Filippovna, not some sexual knowledge which Aglaya
“ "Seeley, p.7.
"®®lbid, p. 8.
"®'lbid.
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does not yet possess which lures him to the “fallen woman"; it is rather the 
fact that Nastas’ya Filippovna’s impurity wounds her, brings her pain and 
anguish, both at her own hand and those of others. Aglaya’s immunity to 
this kind of hurt is the source of her vulnerability to Nastas’ya Filippovna, 
and her pride cannot resist taunting her rival with her own purity. This 
childish, defensive attempt to wound another when one feels wounded re­
sults in the ineluctable “treachery” of Myshkin, as he feels compelled to 
comfort the once more denigrated Nastas’ya Filippovna. The fact that this 
painful thrust is delivered by the hand of the woman he presumably thinks 
he loves makes the occasion all the more imperative for Myshkin; he can­
not abandon Nastas’ya Filippovna after she faces what is in his eyes un­
justified venom from within his own camp.
Aglaya represents Myshkin’s opportunity to base himself in the real 
world, to unite with an earthly, living bride in a normal union not wrought of 
pity and pain. Aglaya, “meaning ‘day-bright’ or ‘brilliant,’ was once the 
name of one of the three Graces of classical a n t i q u i t y . H e r  earthly radi­
ance could serve to bring Myshkin away from the “dark” face of Nastas’ya 
Filippovna and her sorrow. But apparently even this bright beauty of youth­
ful purity and energy cannot ground Myshkin in this world. As he had done 
with Nastas’ya Filippovna, Myshkin gazes at Aglaya in their park ren­
dezvous as though she too were a portrait, as though she, too, were not ac­
tually, physically real. Aglaya loves Myshkin as a real woman loves a real 
man, as her mother tells him reproachfully, but Myshkin is incapable of truly 
loving the reality of any woman, so immured is he in his ideals of beauty. 
He sees Aglaya as an object, as do most of the male characters in the 
novel. Aglaya, like Nastas’ya Filippovna, is a commodity to be bargained 
for and sold to the most prestigious bidder for the highest price. She feels
Passage, Character Names, p. 69.
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this and rails against it as she struggles to anchor Myshkin in her world, in 
a real, human love for her. She refuses to be a portrait, an idol, and part of 
her downfall may be read as a response to the unfair external valuations of 
her by the men in her circle. She thwarts their grandiose plans and 
prospects for profits by throwing herself and her future away on a fake 
Polish Count, further sullying herself by converting to Catholicism. She 
wants so badly to set her own value that she will even go so far as to de­
stroy that value; in this, she is much like Nastas'ya Filippovna. If she can­
not live in this world on her own terms, then she will not live in this world.
Liza Tushina is another beautiful young society lady with everything 
ahead of her. But she is not content with the ordinary life her mother seems 
to have mapped out for her, with marriage to the perfectly ordinary, pleas­
ant, worshipful young Mavrikii Drozdov. Although she cares for Mavrikii, 
she does not value him, and in fact finds his attentiveness and very ordi­
nariness annoying. Hers are other dreams than these. The excitement 
and mystery she sees in the handsome Nikolai Stavrogin lure her into her 
own sort of demonic possession: she seems to abandon all reason in his 
presence, losing self-control, giggling. This madness culminates in her 
sudden flight with him, when she throws away her carefully cultivated repu­
tation and spends the night with Nikolai.
For Liza, as for all the other characters of Besy, Nikolai is the alluringly 
dark, handsome glass which reflects her own desires. She sees in him 
what she wants to see, and when she is finally, irrevocably, confronted with 
his empty reality, she plunges headfirst to her own death.
Dostoevsky makes it plain that the night Liza spends with Nikolai was
not Platonic. In part three, the third chapter, entitled “3aKOHqeHHbiM 
p o M a H ,” begins with a description of Liza's dishevelled appearance: her
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dress “HaACToe nacKopo m n e ô p e x H O ,” without all the buttons fastened 
Obviously our worst fears are confirmed: she has consummated her rela­
tionship with Nikolai. But now she sits with fevered brow looking worried. 
Her worry is not for the reactions of the town against her, or for the conse­
quences of her action; if all had gone well with Nikolai, presumably he 
would have made things “right” by marrying her. No, her consternation is 
caused by some other thought. The time spent with Nikolai has proven to 
her that what she thought she saw in him was never there. She realizes 
that he does not love her, that he never did, and that in fact he is incapable 
of love. This moment is a tragic epiphany for her, as she sits with the awe­
some realization that she has thrown away her life for nothing, that her 
noble knight is nothing more than a shell of armor, without a beating 
human heart beneath it. She sees how bored he is with her — with any­
one — how impatient and withdrawn. She had seen that even as she went 
with him, before it was too late; she had seen that she was “a dead 
woman,” that this choice had sealed her doom and she could not stop her­
self. Perhaps her hope was too great, she did not want to believe in what 
she knew to be true, perhaps she had hoped that she could shake him out 
of his deathlike trance. Perhaps she had simply reckoned that the price 
she would pay was a just one, that though she knew the eventual outcome, 
she had to act as she did. To be a real person, to live her own life, to taste 
for a moment the fruit of passion which might never again have passed her 
lips; she lived her whole life in the span of one night, in a painful honesty 
which would never have been possible had she lived her life conventional­
ly. She asserts: “‘a p a a o a n a  mok) xhshb Ha oamh xojibKo n a c  m 
CHOKOMHa.’”^ ^^ This one hour of living is a truly Dostoevskian concept; we
“®PSS, 1 0 , 1974, p. 454. 
Ibid, p. 401.
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saw it Raskol nikov, and in both Aglaya and Nastas’ya Filippovna, among 
others, all for different reasons and in different ways, but nevertheless each 
had refused to continue (or temporarily refused, as with Raskol’nikov, since 
he later repents) living a life apparently contrary to themselves. Liza is will­
ing to risk and, indeed, is complacent to accept, the loss of her life for the 
sake of one night with Stavrogin. She is like the heroine of Dracula, who 
voluntarily admits the darkly handsome Prince of the Night to her room, of­
fering herself to his uses in fascinated desire, entranced by the lure of the 
forbidden as well as the lure of the promised Eternal Husband. Liza gives 
herself to Stavrogin, though all along she knows she will leave him the 
next morning. One cannot attribute her action to any mental unbalance — 
indeed, this robs her of what she most prized: her autonomy and free-will. 
Rather, her plunge into the consciousness of death is an affirmation of her 
independence, as well as of her despair upon finding the knightly armor 
uninhabited. She is Sorrow, she is the Maiden betrayed by the false sav­
ior, she is the virgin spirit still undefiled, for though she gives her body to 
him, she retains her self, she reclaims her self-control from the fascinating 
hold which Stavrogin had had over her. The night with Stavrogin was nec­
essary to prove to her what she was afraid to admit: that he was empty and 
soulless, a traitor of her dreams.
Much as Nastas’ya Filippovna rushed to the Executioner in the person 
of Rogozhin, Liza feels an instinctive need to cleanse herself of sin, her 
own sins and those committed because of her. She offers herself up to the 
angry mob as a sacrifice for the blood needlessly shed, she runs to her 
killers in an almost religious ecstasy, an acceptance of suffering. She had 
known the evening before that she would die; indeed, given her circum­
stances, what choice was open to her? She was disgraced in society, be­
fouled and fallen. She could not continue life as she had known it, not
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even with the devoted Mavrikii beside her. Without her ideal, anyway, her 
life would merely have been a pale shadow of its former self, deprived of 
something in which she could believe. She rushes to the cleansing fire of 
anger at the hands of the mob in atonement, peacefully and submissively, 
seeming to have recognized the Dostoevskian “justice” in this end, as well 
as its necessity for her own salvation. Her soul is now linked with that of 
Mar’ya Timofeevna, whose life had been taken on the same spot.
Liza’s pride had led her to test Nikolai, among others. She admits her 
insecurity to him on the morning she dies, she tells him that she had 
thought he avoided her because he disliked her. Her vanity had led her to 
taunt him, until she had understood why he had avoided her. Once reas­
sured by the real reason he had stayed away from her, she proceeded to 
abandon all the face-saving self-restraint formerly employed against him.
In Podrostok another young woman named Liza awaits, another proud 
beauty wrestling with herself and others for a sense of identity. Her role is 
much more marginal to the plot of the novel than the other heroines under 
discussion here, although her brief appearances are not without interest. 
She is as intelligent as her sisters, with the same deep understanding of 
others that Aglaya possesses. Her pride is fierce and defensive, enacted 
by her lover’s arrest and detention.
J lM 3a , CTO.Tlb CMHbHO HIOÔM BinaH, A O H X H a  ô b ijia  OqCHb  
cxpaA axb . Ho x a p a x x e p y  cB o eM y  OHa npcA noH jra  cxp a^ ax b  
M o.n q a. X a p a x x e p  e ë  6 b in  n o xo ^K  n a  mom, x o  e c x b  
caM O B jiacxH biM  M rop A b iM , M fl B cerA a  A y M a n , m xo xA a  m 
xen ep b , n x o  o n a  n o n io Ô M n a k h a b h  m3 caM O B jiacxn« , m m chho
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3a TO, MTo B HCM He ôbi.rio xapaKxepa, m mto oh Bnonne, c 
nepBoro c.noBa m naca, noAHMHM.ncH eW. ^
Liza holds her family at bay, refusing to endure their concern or sympa­
thy. But eventually she is reconciled with them, returning to the family the 
way her father and brother do. Her proud need for control is eventually 
subverted to the apparent harmony of the family. She lives her days in si­
lence, in apparent contentment, though this itself is questionable. Liza is 
definitely not one of Dostoevsky’s most masterful figures.
There is another figure who should be included in this loose grouping 
of “proud” young women: Polina of Igrok. But Polina is a special case de­
serving separate consideration. In fact, she cannot be discussed without 
mentioning her real-life inspiration, Dostoevsky’s lover, Apollinariya 
Suslova. Though it cannot be precisely dated,^ ^^  at some point in the early 
1860’s Dostoevsky’s attentions were quickly and inextricably absorbed. 
Into his life walked the talented, independent, proud, and beautiful 
Apollinariya Prokof’evna, the “emancipated” woman who would occupy his
PSS, 13, 1975, p. 292.
“^ h e  affair between Dostoevsky and Suslova probably began as late as the winter of 
1862-63, although some biographers date it back to 1861. See Joseph Frank, The 
Stir of Liberation, especially pp.253-54, and for contrasting dates concerning the 
inception of their sexual relationship see L. Grossman, p.275, and Marc Slonim,
Three Loves of Dostoevsky, pp. 120-21. Grossman is vague and writes; “In the early 
1860’s Dostoevsky experienced one of the strongest passions of his life” (p.275). 
Slonim is more presumptuously insulting. He imagines: “Apollinaria dabbled in 
literature and in September, 1861, In The Meantime, a story of hers, appeared in 
Time. This sketch, feeble and of little originality, was hardly remarkable as a work of art; 
evidently the editor of Time had special reasons for helping along the literary career 
of his young protegee” (p. 121). The patronizing insinuation here is that they must 
already have been lovers, because otherwise Apollinariya’s story would never have 
been published. Regardless of the merit of the story, this insults both parties, 
presuming first of all that Dostoevsky would have used his magazine and his 
editorial position to satisfy the whims of his frivolous, talentless mistress, as well as 
that Apollinariya would have ever accepted such charity, let alone insisted on it, 
especially at such a price.
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life like an army occupies a country: fiercely, forceably, unforgettably. The 
tempestuous course their relationship would travel for the next few years is 
well documented in the many biographies of Dostoevsky. (Especially wor­
thy is Joseph Frank’s lengthy and considered treatment of their liaison.) In 
1863 he made his second trip abroad with her, meeting her in Paris a little 
too late. By the time Dostoevsky arrived, she had already fallen in love 
with a young Spanish student named Salvador. More of a swashbuckler 
than a student, it seems, this Salvador made quick use of Apollinariya’s 
need for love and experimentation. The libertine Salvador threw her over 
in a particularly callous and cowardly way, leaving the newly arrived 
Dostoevsky to pick up the pieces and bear the brunt of Apollinariya’s fury.
It was on this trip abroad that he first became obsessed with the gaming 
tables. Despite (or because of) the proximity of the woman he loved and 
desired, he could not tear himself away from the roulette wheels, even as 
he lost his and her last coins. She bore this, and at times the reunion he 
had dreamed of seemed at hand, with Apollinariya oscillating between 
coldly spurning his supplications and coquettishly encouraging him, per­
haps occasionally through a sincere need of intimacy and friendship. In 
the end, however, they parted company, Dostoevsky returning to Russia, 
his hopes of regaining the old relationship with Apollinariya never fully ex­
tinguished by either party. He would never be fully free of her majestic, in­
fernal spirit. In 1865, after a chain of personal tragedies — the death of his 
wife, for whom he still cared deeply, the death of his beloved brother and 
his assumption of the duties of Mikhail’s family, the financially crushing clo­
sure of Epokha — Dostoevsky set off on his third trip abroad, to meet 
Apollinariya in Wiesbaden. The lapse of two years since he had last seen 
her had not lessened his affection for her, but she had already decided that 
for her the affair held only emptiness, and she tortured him fearfully. In be­
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tween meeting Apollinariya and frequenting gambling establishments, 
Dostoevsky worked on the novel inspired by his experiences with 
Apollinariya and gambling: Igrok. No doubt the final composition of this 
story (interspersed with the writing of Prestuplenie I nakazanie ) helped 
Dostoevsky begin to exorcize Apollinariya’s demonic possession of him. 
After this trip and their penultimate parting he began to recover from her in­
toxicating influence. Despite their final parting in the spring of 1866 (before 
he met Anna Grigor’evna Snitkina), they would continue a correspon­
dence, and he would never fully scour her from his soul; many of his sub­
sequent female characters would continue to display their archetypal simi­
larities to this emancipated woman, this infernal’naya zhenshchina. The 
torment she had beckoned forth from him would never cease to exist, and 
indeed could not, for it was too integral a part of his soul, as she herself 
was.
Dostoevsky’s passion for Apollinariya was, in one way, similar to his 
love for Mar’ya Dmitrievna; it was less about the woman as an individual 
than about her coincidental and convenient congruence with an image he 
held within his soul. In the case of his first wife, it was the image of the ma­
ternal feminine, and the rebirth and renewal promised in that image. Later, 
Dostoevsky’s psychic imprint of Russian beauty, with all its infernal quali­
ties, was activated by his acquaintance with the young daughter of a former 
peasant, the fiery, intelligent, lovely Suslova.
Dostoevsky’s ideal of Russian beauty preceded and thus precipitated 
his fall into abandoned adoration of Apollinariya; had this image not been 
already firmly ingrained in his soul (as expressed in his literature), his pas­
sion for her would not have been so strong, so uncontrollable, so enduring. 
For even when he had perhaps ceased to think of Apollinariya herself, the 
image of the infernal’naya zhenshchina lived on, to be even more fully,
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more powerfully, developed in the later, great novels.
His works dating from before the winter of 1862-63 (when he probably 
first met Suslova) establish that Dostoevsky was already well-versed in the 
undulations of this female energy. His first expressions of this image — at 
once a perception of “Russian beauty” and of the infernal’naya zhenshchi­
na — can be found even before his explicit linkage of the figure to 
Apollinariya herself. It is present, albeit imperfectly developed, in Katerina 
of Khozyaika, in Princess Katya of Netochka Nezvanova, the blonde of 
Maien’kii geroi, and to a degree it is even recognizable in Natasha of 
Unizhennye i oskorbiennye . These specific characters in the works written 
prior to his relationship with Suslova provide evidence of Dostoevsky’s ob­
vious interest in and understanding of this character component long be­
fore he encountered the actual embodiment of it in Apollinariya.
Within himself, Dostoevsky carried certain firmly rooted ideas of wom­
anhood, as do most men. As mentioned earlier, one of these ideals, based 
on his actual maternal experience, transmitted an archetypal power to his 
relationship with Mar’ya Dmitrievna; here another ideal, that of Russian 
womanly beauty and attraction (in all its nebulous contradictions), was acti­
vated by and in a sense took over his relationship with the young Suslova.
Apollinariya could hardly have better embodied Dostoevsky’s archety­
pal image had she deliberately set about modeling herself on it. Born of 
peasant stock, she was raised on the land, in the country, enjoying a child­
hood probably free from most worries. By the time Dostoevsky met her, 
Apollinariya had been educated and had lived in the capital long enough 
to acquire more than a rudimentary grasp of the current philosophical 
trends, more than a general knowledge of literature. But for all her erudi­
tion, she had not yet shed her youthful enthusiasm, fiery idealism, girlish 
romanticism, or, more importantly, her virginity. Her apparent hero-worship
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of him could hardly have left him untouched. For a forty-year-old man who 
had never been the object of female fancy, this adulation no doubt inflamed 
him. Apollinariya was at once of the people and yet educated, innocent but 
fiercely independent, chaste but scornful of traditional attitudes towards 
sexuality. This very contradictoriness no doubt further enraptured 
Dostoevsky, by now a doomed man.
All the traits she did in fact possess echoed Dostoevsky's archetypal 
ideals of Russian womanhood: she was beautiful, intelligent, daring yet re­
tiring, unabashedly steadfast in her idealistic views while remaining essen­
tially pragmatic. Indeed, one can easily understand her, as well as the 
character she directly inspired, Polina (a diminutive of Apollinariya), with a 
careful study of some of Dostoevsky’s other literary creations: through the 
wounded Nastas’ya Filippovna, mourning her lost innocence and resentful 
of those she blames for her corruption; Grushen’ka’s wilful taunting of her 
admirers, as well as many other female characters. Even the physical de­
scriptions of many of these women, actual and literary, are remarkably simi­
lar. But obviously the woman she most resembles is her namesake, 
Polina.
Many of the similarities between the real life affair and the fictional rela­
tionship between Aleksei and Polina have already been thoroughly dis­
cussed by many critics. After a brief survey of the biographies involved, the 
associations become obvious: the grief Apollinariya felt at Salvador’s be­
trayal as well as the attendant torture of a close friend whose heart is in­
volved is obviously echoed in Aleksei’s abuse at the hands of Polina in re­
venge for her mistreatment by the Marquis. The similarities between the 
two are not the most vital point here; rather, it is the fact that Polina was not 
the first expression of this essential character component, as many critics 
seem to wish to indicate. Certainly Dostoevsky’s relationship with
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Apollinariya deepened his understanding of this feminine figure, as 
demonstrated by his supreme expressions of it after he had met her, as 
well as by the psychological depth of Polina. But obviously this sort of 
woman had danced across the ballroom of Dostoevsky’s fantasies before 
he had met Apollinariya. Asserting that she is the “prototype” of any of his 
later characters demeans Dostoevsky’s innate psychological understand­
ing. The fact that Apollinariya meshed so well with one of his prevailing 
ideals brought her even closer to his soul and tied her to his heart even 
more tightly. The act of writing down his experiences in novel form with 
Igrok helped Dostoevsky shake himself loose from the direct control of this 
female spirit, though he would always feel her shadow following him. 
Later, after time had separated him from his wild, painful passions, his rela­
tionship with Apollinariya enabled him to understand her personality better, 
and all the more convincingly to depict it within the framework of his novels, 
in the great, memorable female characters of his later works, especially the 
proud, wilful Nastas’ya Filippovna and Grushen’ka.
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CHAPTER 7
An example of the categorization-defying character: 
Grushen'ka
In a certain kingdom, in a certain land, there lived a woman named 
Agrafena Aleksandrovna Svetlova. She was a beautiful young woman 
with a sad past to haunt her, though her beauty and charm brought men to 
their knees. In her sadness this was of little comfort to her, and she spent 
her nights secretly weeping over the love she had lost, the cruel man who 
had deceived and left her. For five years she wept secretly, masking her 
pain with trifles and amusements, laughing away her ill-repute and public 
disgrace though it pained her. She did not endeavor to change the image 
she had acquired and, indeed, she seemed to revel in her shame. Until 
one day, that is, when she saw the truth and understood that her past love 
was over, and that before her stood a new love, a man who needed her 
desperately, a man for whom she was salvation and renewal. She rose to 
the call and heeded her heart, throwing off the sham of debauchery and 
self-laceration to take up the heavy mantle of rebirth and love, the warmth 
of which would protect her all the way to Siberia.
The finery of this young woman lies in her realism, her realism in her 
defiance of categories and labels, both within the world of the novel 
Brat’ya Karamazovy and beyond, in the minds of the reader and the critic.
Grushen’ka is doubtlessly one of Dostoevsky’s most memorable female 
characters. Even her name attracts attention: who is this “juicy little pear”? 
Wherein lies her fascinating influence, both on the men she encounters
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and on the reader? Grushen’ka lives beyond the paper on which her 
name is printed; her words and actions leap off the page into genuine life, 
emboldened by the complexity engendered in her by her creator, the 
master psychologist Dostoevsky.
Grushen’ka is a “beast,” a “creature”: she is called both tvar’ and 
sozdanie. '^ °^ She is called obayatel’nitsa, volshebnitsa, merzavka, and,
according to her rival, “Eë Hy:>KHo n.nexbio...!” But she is also an angel, 
tsaritsa, dragotsennaya dobycha. She is at once an infernal’naya 
zhenshchina, proud and wilful, and a suffering sinner struggling to assert 
her faith in goodness, a savior who also needs saving, the source and the 
light for Mitya’s resurrection from darkness, rather as Sonya was for 
Raskol’nikov. For Mitya, Grushen’ka is at once the beauty of Sodom and 
the Madonna. She is the beauty that will save the world, even as she 
herself is rescued. This time the earthly prince does not fail her; Alyosha, 
the boy-man of God, frees her from her earthly chains to rise and rescue 
the man she loves.
Victimized at an early age, Grusen’ka becomes a femme fatale 
whose humiliation has been transformed into power over the men 
that surround her. Unlike Nastas’ja Filippovna, however, she is not 
at the same time the object of salvation but assumes the role of the 
redeemer in her relationship with the accused murderer Dmitrij. 
She abandons the role of victimizer, and... is successful in bringing
Terras, A Karamazov Companion. On page 186 (note 210, 18623, 14:136is ) he 
observes: “Russian has several words for ‘creature.’ One of them — tvar’, 
opprobrious when applied to a human being — was applied to Grushen’ka earlier [in 
Part I, Book Two, Chapter 6 , by Miusov], and will be again. Here [Book Four, Chapter 
9] another word — sozdanie, often used with the epithets ‘divine’ or ‘heavenly’ — 
appears.”
PSS, 14, 1976, p. 141.
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about the rehabilitation of the fallen male.""^
Her pride has been aroused much as Nastas ya Filippovna’s was: she 
was seduced and then abandoned, although not by a father-figure. Her 
lover rejected her and left her, a thin, near-consumptive seventeen-year- 
old girl who could not stop crying. Rescued by a wealthy older man, 
Grushen’ka becomes a kept woman, though not very extravagantly kept. 
She learns about business and money from her miserly old keeper, and 
she stays with him despite his age and ill-health, nursing him and aiding 
his affairs. For the entire five years after her Polish lover jilted her, no one 
can boast of her “favors" save this old man, in contradiction of the 
commonly held opinion of her. This rumor inflames her self-esteem, and, in 
self-laceration, she strives to appear all the more debauched, encouraging 
rather than thwarting her bad reputation as though to spite the town 
gossips, the better to feel her pain and shame at the hands of her lover, to 
hate him and plot vengeance.
As discussed in Chapter 2, Grushen’ka embodies Dostoevsky’s ideals 
of figurai Russian feminine beauty, much as Nastas’ya Filippovna does. 
She, too, is seen by the male characters as an object of lust, a commodity 
to be purchased no matter what the cost, as we see in the frenzied struggle 
between father and son Karamazov to buy her hand (as well as the rest of 
her). Money becomes the tool by which one might own beauty, if not 
control it. Grushen’ka is susceptible to money, but is not so devoted a 
slave of Mammon that she will sell herself. She is a canny manipulator.
p. 340, Olga Matich, “A Typology of Fallen Women in Nineteenth Century Russian 
Literature,” American Contributions to the Ninth International Congress ofSlavists, 
Vol. II, Literature, Poetics, History, ed. Paul Debreczeny. Columbus: Slavica 
Publishers, Inc., 1983, pp.325-43.
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recognizing her position and exploiting it for her own amusement. She 
never intends to have any relationship with Fyodor Pavlovich beyond their 
initial commercial one, and her link with her benefactor seems to have at 
least a thin basis of mutual concern, not just a purely opportunistic 
foundation, as he evolves into a sort of father-figure for her (echoing the 
semi-incestuous relationship between Nastas’ya Filippovna and Totskii). 
Her feeling for Dmitrii, finally, is not motivated by anything like greed, 
although she does admit to a certain jealousy; rather, unbeknownst to both 
characters, Dmitrii has aroused in her a higher emotion, a deeper link born 
of a spiritual oneness, which she comes to recognize in the eleventh hour.
Grushen’ka has the body and the face to rule men, as well as the 
intelligence to manage them efficiently. However, this know-how 
developed through a painful hands-on experience, at the other side of the 
workshop; from her Polish lover she learned how desire controls the lover, 
who yields to the beloved no matter what the cost in dignity or morality. But 
her lover taught her more than this; he used her love to take advantage of 
her. Now Grushen’ka exudes the hypnotic attraction of the forbidden fruit, a 
woman with carnal knowledge, a woman of passion and physicality, the 
darkly alluring fallen flower whose past sins, real or imagined, serve to 
inflame lust. Even Alyosha is susceptible to the blazing glory of 
Grushen’ka’s beauty. Her body promises voluptuous indulgence, 
something which the young novice only begins to sense, deep within his 
buried Karamazovian nature. This erotic power is one Grushen’ka 
exercizes consciously, wielding it skillfully, the better to achieve her own 
ends. The narrator’s descriptions of her hypererotic sensuality fairly drool, 
as do the remarks about her by the lascivious male characters of the novel. 
Apparently exuding passion like a bubbling cauldron, this witch spills her 
spells carefully, taking advantage of what little power a commodity-person
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does possess, a function of her value; her power lies in her face, her body, 
her charm, and when those assets are gone, so is her power. She knows it 
is a losing game played against time, and she endeavors to reap its 
meager rewards while she can.
This knowing, conscious maneuvering and apparently cynical 
manipulation of her precarious situation she tosses aside freely when she 
comes to realize the true depth of feeling she shares with Dmitrii. Her 
essential integrity, the relatedness of woman to the spirit and to wholeness, 
enable her to see through her own veil of proud masochism to Dmitrii’s 
genuine, passionate, reverent love for her. In this intuitive realization, 
Grushen’ka moves away from the prideful, ego-driven reactions which had 
ruled her, to the higher plane of Sophian spirituality, suffering, and love. 
Grushen’ka achieves what no other Dostoevskian female does; she saves 
herself, while saving another. Sonya had saved others only. There is no 
evolution in her: she appears before us the first time as she is when we 
leave her. Nastas’ya Filippovna and Mar’ya Timofeevna awaited salvation 
from their divine Bridegrooms, but this salvation was false, leading only to 
damnation and destruction. Grushen’ka, in a non-se/f -conscious way, 
leads two men to their personal epiphanies in their dark hour of need. 
Alyosha comes to her in search of a wicked soul because he believes the 
rumors about her, because his soul has been wrung nearly dry by the 
death and decomposition of his mentor. What he finds instead is a woman 
of substance, of feeling, of spiritual knowing, a woman who had fallen, yes, 
but one who lives in sorrow rather than in true wickedness. He finds a 
“sister,” a soul who lifts him from his sorrowing pit and raises him to the sky, 
then throws him to the earth to weep for joy, to “water the earth with his 
tears,” to exalt in his vision of wholeness and resurrection, his Cana of 
Galilee. It is Grushen’ka who gives this to him, rather as Sonya had
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called out the spiritually dead Raskol’nikov and restored him to the path of 
life. A reciprocity of saving between Grushen’ka and Alyosha is embodied 
in the scene of the “one onion.” Just as Grushen’ka brings to Alyosha a 
clarity of vision and a restored hope, Alyosha lifts her  eyes from 
contemplation of her own sorrow and raises her gaze heavenward again. 
Alyosha forgives and loves her and, in doing so, he gives her an onion, 
just as she, the “wicked, wicked woman,” has given him. Each take upon 
themselves the guilt and the sadness of the other, along with the love and 
hope. The two figures become linked in a beautiful spiritual awakening, 
one which heralds the ultimate hope and salvation pronounced in the 
novel. All are guilty for the sins of all. Alyosha and Grushen’ka experience 
a deep connection, pulling them together, away from their own separate 
griefs. This is made manifest when Grushen’ka falls to her knees before 
Alyosha, their tears mingling together as each waters the great Mother 
earth with tears of communion and joy.
Grushen’ka also brings about Dmitrii’s epiphany. He throws himself at 
her feet, embracing and kissing her, watering her with his tears as though 
she were the human incarnation of the regenerating Mother Earth. She is 
his queen and his savior, his ruler and his slave, and she takes up the 
cross of his penal servitude with a truly Sophian vigor. “In token, so to 
speak, of her change, the author belatedly confers upon her the full name 
of Agrafena Alexandrovna Svetlova: svet, ‘light,’ svetlost, ‘radiance,’... for 
she becomes illuminated with love. In the scene of Dmitri’s arrest, he 
actually speaks of her as ‘my l i g h t . G r u s h e n ’ka becomes the light in 
Dmitrii’s impending darkness, filling both their worlds with God’s love and 
an understanding of universal guilt; for her, he is the bright falcon, the true 
Eternal Husband, a genuine earthly lover (whereas Mar’ya Timofeevna
Passage, Character Names, p. 99.
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waited in vain for her falcon, finding before her only an owl).
Dmitri’s spiritual awakening is shared by Grushenka. It is a new 
and chastened Grushenka who attends Dmitri on his way to 
Calvary. From the simple role of partner in the mutual renewal 
through love, Grushenka is elevated to the role of a participant in 
the communion of suffering into which Mitya has been initiated. 
Grushenka even anticipates Dmitri’s own achieved readiness to 
atone when she assumes her whole share of guilt for the murder of 
the old Karamazov. “It was my fault! Mine! My wickedness!” she 
cries out, seeing Mitya arrested. “He did it through me. I tortured 
and drove him to it....**[...]'^
Grushen’ka advances far beyond the stagnant levels of development 
where the other “proud young women” like Katerina Ivanovna languish. 
She becomes a model of hope for Dostoevsky, for the evolution both of the 
male and of the female, rather as Alyosha rises from his sorrow to save his 
own wounded bride and triumphantly march toward the hint of a better, 
new future. For Dostoevsky, these young characters represented the best, 
the truth, of Russian youth; in them lay his undying hope for the future, 
despite his obvious recognition of the pitfalls which lay ahead and the 
propensity of the young to fall to self-destruction.
Grushen’ka is truly unique among Dostoevsky’s female characters. 
She rises from the ashes of her lost love, brushes off the dark stains of 
pride, and steps from the self-constructed prison of sorrow to emerge new, 
fresh, and whole. Now she is a holy figure, not just a ripe earthly beauty.
‘ p.1071, Alexandra F. Rudicina, “Crime and Myth: The Archetypal Pattern of Rebirth in 
Three Novels of Dostoevsky,” Publications of the Modern Language Association,
Vol. 87, No. 5, 1972, pp. 1065-74.
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and her beauty denotes her angelic stature; now she is no longer an 
infernal’naya zhenshchina, caught in the never-ending inward spiral of 
defensive pride luring others to a torment she herself felt. She rises from 
her spiritual dust to be re-born from the Earth, with Alyosha’s help, to 
reemerge triumphant and holy as the living embodiment of her lover’s 
salvation. Her power is redoubled and made clean. No longer is she an 
object for barter: now she is one-in-herself, christened by the strength of 
love and faith, fully aware of her guilt and the guilt of all, which she does 
not hesitate to assume for herself. She becomes the new Sophia, no 
longer a pale figure of shadowy but divine delineation; she defines herself 
as a new woman, a new participant in the feast of life on earth.
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CHAPTER 8
A space all her own: Nastas’ya Filippovna
Laboring on Idiot, “Dostoevsky relates that four heroes have appeared 
in his novel. ‘Of them,' he continues, ‘two are strongly delineated in my 
soul As Mochuisky asserts, one of these two characters was proba­
bly Nastas’ya Filippovna. No other female character of Dostoevsky’s cre­
ation has presented criticism with so unrelentingly elusive a personality, 
such contradictory actions, so impenetrable a soul. This is as it should be; 
Nastas’ya Filippovna is Dostoevsky’s most genuine, believable woman. 
As such, her psychic ball of string cannot be completely unravelled, cannot 
safely lead to the center of her labyrinthian persona where slumbers the 
monster of the unknown, the minotaur of the human mind, which no Other 
can ever fully know, not even her creator. Many critics, past and present, 
have sought to shine the light of understanding into the vast, sheltered re­
cesses of this character; some have succeeded admirably, though never 
fully, never without leaving as many questions as they feel they have an­
swered. This study will no doubt suffer the same fate, but so be it; better to 
let this woman rest in literary peace, some of her secrets still safe.
As the great protagonists of Dostoevsky do, Nastas’ya Filippovna strug­
gles for freedom: freedom from the control of others, of society, of her own 
sinful past, but also from Myshkin’s artificial imposition of innocence, which 
she knows is equally false. If not freedom in life, then she seeks freedom in 
death. Death, at least, is an escape from the falseness which had caged 
her in life. She knows instinctively that Myshkin is wrong when he denies
Mochuisky, Dostoevsky, p. 344.
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her sinfulness. She knows she has sinned, but she wants so desperately 
to be loved, to believe she is worthy of her heavenly Bridegroom, that she 
can temporarily participate in Myshkin’s illusory earthly Eden of sinless­
ness and guiltlessness, she can allow him to propagate the myth of her in­
nocence. At last she realizes sadly that it is only inhuman and inhumane 
pity Myshkin feels for her, not the love of a human man for a human 
woman, imperfect though it may be, not the love of the Expected One who 
would redeem her though his love. She hands back her ticket to Myshkin’s 
earthly paradise of innocence rather as Ivan Karamazov would later refuse 
his ticket to the heaven of God. Unable to accept the facade of guiltless­
ness, she hands herself over to the cleansing purge of Death at the hands 
of the priest, Rogozhin. She has survived a childhood of loss, an adoles­
cence of defilement, violation, and destruction of trust, and her entire 
young-adulthood is a fervent attempt to punish herself for the wrongs oth­
ers continually do her. Her revelry in humiliation is symptomatic of a past 
history of abuse, a history which she now seeks to repeat; knowing only 
suffering, not love, she actively searches for fresh wounds, finding in these 
the comfort of familiarity. Her self-flagellation is indicative of a need for for­
giveness and redemption through healing love. As Victim, she has been 
taught to believe that she herself is at fault, that she has brought degrada­
tion on herself, that she deserves shame, that she is wicked. If taught this 
lesson long enough one believes it, especially when every new day reaf­
firms it; the lesson mingles with the psyche, becomes part of the personali­
ty, and is enacted through self-fulfillment. Nastas’ya Filippovna has been 
an excellent pupil, and what she has learned at the hands of the male 
teachers of her life’s anguish she now recites by heart, accepting it as truth 
de facto, playing the role assigned to her with perfection.
But something in her awakens; perhaps she is stirred by the tremors of
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hope she feels when she realizes Myshkin has come to save her, or by the 
quaking pain that runs through her as she sees that he cannot save her be­
cause he loves her only with a sort of inadvertently cruel pity, merely as an 
extension of his own idealization of beauty. The dawn of her awareness 
begins to melt away the years of training and falseness, and she sees that 
she can no longer accept pity in place of the genuine human love she de­
serves. The decision to throw herself into the seething, passionate hands 
of Rogozhin comes when she recognizes that this is paradoxically the only 
free choice open to her — submission to murder. At least Rogozhin loves 
her. His love is purely human — demented and destructive, greedy and 
acquisitive, yes, but immanently earthly. His passion is for her in her 
wholeness as a sinner, her complete womanhood, but also for woman as 
thing: he desires her sexually, unlike the impotent, chaste emotion with 
which Myshkin torments her.
Nastas’ya Filippovna was violated by Totskii, the man she had come to 
think of as her father; society blames her for this. Rather than retire quietly 
in the country in shame and degradation, Nastas’ya Filippovna rises and 
journeys to the capital to confront the evil man who had wronged her. For 
this she chooses an interesting method: to prove to him just how deeply he 
has stabbed her, just how irrevocably he has soiled her life, she parades 
before him and the rest of his corrupt society as exactly what he had made 
of her, a “fallen woman.” Through no fault of her own, Nastas’ya Filippovna 
lost her maidenly stature; now she is blamed for it. Rather than repudiate 
this blame, or de-emphasize her shame, she consciously uses it as a tool 
of revenge. This technique is explicitly explained through Ptitsyn at the 
end of Part One.^ "^
^"^This comparison is also made by Victor Terras on p. 64 of his book, “The Idiot”: An 
Interpretation (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1990).
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— Bnaexe, A(J)aHacMM MBaHOBWH, 3Xo, kbk roBopax, y 
anoHitcB B 3X0M po#e ôbiBaex, —  roBopwn Mbbh HexpoBMa 
IlxMitbm, —  oÔMxcHHbm xaM 5y#xo 6bi M#ex k oôw^aMKy m 
roBopMX CMy: «Tbi Mena oôwflen, 3a 3xo a npMinëJi 
pacnopoxb b xbomx rjiasax cbom x^mbox», m c 3xmmm 
cnoBaMM flCMcxBHxenbHO pacnapbiBaex b rnasax oÔM^aMKa 
CBOM xMBox M MyBcxBycx, ^onxHo 6bixb, apesBbiaaMHoe 
yflOBJiexBopeHMe, xomho m b caMOM %ene oxmcxmji. 
CxpaHHbie ÔbiBaïox na CBCxe xapaxxepbi, Ac^anacMM 
MBaHOBMa!^ ’^
In accepting the appellation of “fallen woman” which society has unfair­
ly bestowed upon her, Nastas’ya Filippovna deepens her shame to ruin the 
reputation of her seducer along with her own. But in addition to presenting 
her seducer with evidence of his wrongs, Nastas’ya also lacerates herself 
in a sort of pleasured frenzy of shame and self-punishment. The more 
deeply she feels the blows, now inflicted by her own hand, the more plea­
sure she feels. (This will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.)
The mortification that Nastasia Filippovna feels is grief for the des­
ecration of her sacred dignity as a woman — nay, more: for the vio­
lation and murder of her soul. Her assumed arrogance, her deliber­
ately challenging behaviour, the self-torture of her feigned shame­
lessness — all these things are nothing but a mask behind which 
she seeks to hide her despair of rescue and redemption. Nearer 
the surface of her soul, emotions pursue each other in wild fluctua­
’PSS,8, 1973, p. 148.
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tion: mortification and revolt, sullenness and shame, contempt for 
human beings, hatred of pity, even jealousy.="»
This flurry of emotions, as well as the apparently inexplicable tendency 
towards her own further degradation, give the appearance which some of 
the other characters in the novel call “madness.” This madness finds an 
echo in her later sister, Mar’ya Timofeevna; as both women wait for the 
Expected One, the Eternal Bridegroom, to rescue and bear them up to 
heaven with love, each slowly slips from the world inhabited by the ordi­
nary characters.
Myshkin says he believes Beauty will save the world. For him, 
Nastas’ya is Beauty. At first he hears of her great beauty only second­
hand; later he sees her portrait. Three times he looks at this portrait, on 
each occasion attempting to fathom something he sees in her face. What 
compels him so deeply is her suffering, in the contradictory company of 
pride. He sees her wounded soul laid bare by the artist’s vision. This 
painful pride haunts Myshkin, possessing and consuming him: he falls in 
love with the portrait of the woman before he sees her in the flesh. For him 
she is the Eternal Feminine, as Ivanov writes; she is the soul of beauty, his 
ideal. And, as Arkadi! Versilov will say in Podrostok, all this man needs is 
his ideal. But this ideal is mired in the sinful world in which she was incar­
nated, tainted by her own embodiment.
The heavenly emissary... must deliver the world’s soul from the
Ivanov, p. 100.
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bondage of an evil enchantment. [...] This is the liberator for 
whom waits... that Beauty who comes down upon earth to save 
the world (“it is beauty that will bring the world salvation"), but 
then... becomes imprisoned in matter and desecrated — she, the 
“Eternal Female” herself, who is depicted, in The Idiot, by the 
symbolic figure of Nastasia Filippovna.'”®
Nastas ya Filippovna's beauty, instead of saving the world, brings her 
own destruction, because men want to own it, to control it, to keep its power 
for themselves. Totskii even goes so far as to blame Nastas’ya explicitly for 
the degradation he has brought on her, at the end of Part One in conversa­
tion with Ptitsyn.
— [...] M %aBeqa en KpMKHyxb ^axe xoxen, ecnw 6bi Mor 
xonbKo ce6e 3XO nosBonMXb npw 3xom coflOMe, qxo ona caMa 
ecxb caMoe jiyqmee Moe onpaBAaHwe na Bce eë oÔBMHeHMH. 
Hy Kxo Hc nncHMncfl 6bi %Hor#a 3xok) xeHntMHoM ao 
saÔBeHMM paccyAKa m ... Bcero? [...] Boxe, mxo 6bi Morjio 
ôbixb M3 xaKoro xapaxxepa m npM xaxoM Kpacoxe!^ ^
Such is the unmitigated gall of society, that the rapist, the seducer, can 
successfully escape any reprobation, that he can be allowed to blame the 
rape victim, the seduced, for his reprehensible crime. It is of course 
Nastas ya’s fault that she is now a fallen woman, because she was too
Ivanov, pp. 96-7. 
^PSS, 8, 1973, p. 149.
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beautiful, too tempting. Afanasii Ivanovich could scarcely be expected to 
deny the desires which this shameless seventeen-year-old conjured up in 
him. Such is the mentality that requires women in some countries to spend 
their lives hidden under black drapery.
Nastas'ya's beauty makes her an even more tragic figure when envi­
sioned within the hopeful context that “beauty will save the world,” as 
Myshkin asserts. “Nastasya Filippovna’s divine beauty marks her for 
tragedy. The drama of the novel is then that of the tragic destruction of 
beauty personified. The men and women around Nastasya Filippovna 
contribute to her destruction. Beauty is Nastasya Filippovna’s leitmotiv.”^ ®^ 
Just as Dostoevsky sought to create in the character of Prince Myshkin a 
“positively beautiful person” who would save the world with his goodness, 
so too did he attempt to render in a human woman the ideal of divine beau­
ty. Both fail in their saving missions, and in fact are themselves destroyed. 
By combining the beauty of Myshkin’s character with the beauty of 
Nastas’ya Filippovna’s appearance and then slowly allowing them both to 
crumble under the unholy weight of this sinful world, Dostoevsky created a 
truly tragic doubling, a comment on the fate of any and all things beautiful 
in this decidedly unbeautiful world.
Beauty is, like goodness, an ideal. Dostoevsky has perhaps 
succeeded better in creating in Nastasya Filippovna a palpable 
hypostasis of beauty than in making Prince Myshkin a credible 
hypostasis of goodness. The tragedy of beauty, however, is anal­
ogous to that of Myshkin’s ineffectual goodness. It is the tragedy 
of the incompatibility of beauty and carnal desire, man’s divine 
nature and man’s animal nature. Instead of loving and revering
Terras, An Interpretation, pp. 52-3.
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beauty, men seek to possess it, which inevitably results in its de­
struction. [...] The tragic denouement suggests a pessimistic de­
nial of Myshkin’s dream that “beauty will save the world.”'"'
Myshkin first falls in love with the portrait of Nastas’ya Filippovna, the 
beauty of her pale, thin cheeks and burning eyes, the proud mask disguis­
ing her pain. By first falling in love with her in absentia, the Prince disem­
bodies Nastas’ya Filippovna and separates her beauty from her reality as a 
human being. This is the essence of the destruction he brings her. 
Essentially Myshkin treats her as the other men in the novel treat her, as an 
object, a beautiful thing, though he wants not to possess her but to save 
her. She herself becomes less than fully human for him, eventually only a 
portrait of his ideal of beauty. He imposes much the same insubstantial 
surrealism on the more conventional beauty of Aglaya, at whom he gazes 
as though she, too, were a portrait rather than a person, staring at her in 
reverie. Myshkin is unable to distinguish reality from his own aesthetic fan­
tasies. For Nastas’ya Filippovna, disembodiment robs her of what little 
human dignity remains to her and drives her over the edge of annihila­
tion. She becomes for Myshkin an ideal, and no living, actual person can 
ever be another’s ideal. Ideals are distinctly not human; they are of anoth­
er world, a throwback to days in Plato’s heaven, an echo of the beauty and 
perfection once known and now lost through birth into this imperfect world. 
An ideal cannot be alive; to be alive is to change, and ideals must be static 
and constant. An ideal cannot sin, cannot betray her beauty, cannot be de­
filed; Nastas’ya Filippovna is robbed of her essence, her reality, her actual 
humanity and her past when Myshkin throws her to the sky to be his con­
Ibid, p.53.
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stellation of beauty. She becomes for him an icon rather than a person, 
and in seeking to deny her guilt he seeks to deny her humanity, her imper­
fection and thence her reality, because stars cannot be imperfect, ideals 
cannot have flaws. Myshkin certainly sees a sister soul of perfect beauty in 
whom he recognizes the divine face of God. But by refusing to acknowl­
edge the legitimacy and actuality of the flesh and blood woman in whom 
this revelation was made human, Myshkin errs as a true idealist would. 
According to Dostoevsky, even Christ, the most beautiful man, could not 
raise human beings above their own sinfulness, because in part their cre­
ation destined them for it, though they still retain sparkling, faded memories 
of the perfection of the divine realm whence they came. “...[A]s a vision, as 
the symbol of an ideal, [Nastas'ya Filippovna’s beauty] is an Immediate 
revelation of the divine” but as a person Nastas’ya Filippovna cannot 
overcome the wickedness of the world into which she was sent, just as the 
goodness of Myshkin cannot.
Myshkin’s idealization of Nastas’ya Filippovna is further evident in the 
allegorical significance of the inclusion of Pushkin’s poem, “Rytsar’ bed- 
nyi,” recited by Aglaya in the novel. The importance of this poem to Idiot 
has been discussed by a few critics,^ but in connection with the above 
discussion of beauty something further may be shown. As Mochuisky 
points out, Aglaya’s reading of the poem in relation to the Prince “pene­
trates the very essence of the Prince’s nature.”
He arrives in the dark world with a shining vision of paradise; 
bewitched by the primeval ‘image of pure beauty,’ he does not
'""Ibid, p. 81.
'"” In particular see Donald M. Fiene’s “Pushkin’s Poor Knight’: The Key to Perceiving 
Dostoevsky’s/d/of as Allegory,” pp. 10-21, Bulletin of the International Dostoevsky 
Society, No. 8, Nov. 1978.
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perceive and does not want to perceive the distortions and per­
versions of the image. Here are his strengths and weaknesses. 
He looks at the filthy cow-maid Aldonsa and sees in her the beau­
tiful princess Dulcinea; and he is right: in the most fallen being, 
the image of God is incorruptible. But he is wrong not to notice 
Aldonsa: she is an inferior reality, but nonetheless reality^ ^^
Within the reading of the Pushkin poem lies the most explicit statement 
of Dostoevsky’s true ambivalence toward his “positively beautiful person." 
Dostoevsky believes in Myshkin’s beauty, he loves and cherishes it, but he 
knows that this form of incarnation of goodness is inappropriate for the 
world in which we live. In this lies a hint of the spiritual doubts that haunted 
the writer all his life despite his deep faith and devout spirituality, doubts 
expressed most vividly in BraVya Karamazovy, where Ivan is not alone in 
his inability to accept the suffering of little children in God’s world: his broth­
er Alyosha also cannot.
Ivanov and Mochuisky introduced to the analysis of Nastas’ya 
Filippovna a comparison with Psyche and the ancient Greek myth; howev­
er, the two critics did not develop the potential of this illuminating percep­
tion far enough.
Psyche, in ancient Greek mythology, was a woman whose beauty so ri­
valed that of Aphrodite herself that she incurred the wrath of the Goddess 
of Love. Psyche (in Greek, “butterfly" and “soul") was doomed to marry 
Death; a wedding feast was celebrated, becoming in actuality a funeral 
feast, after which she was chained to a rock high on a cliff, still in her wed­
Mochulsky, p. 374.
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ding finery, to await the arrival of her husband, her destruction. As an 
added torment. Aphrodite sent her son Eros to shoot Psyche with one of his 
love-arrows, that she would fall in love with the Expected Husband, Death. 
But Psyche is saved from her monstrous fate by Eros’ accidental self- 
wounding with his arrows, and he falls in love with her and rescues her.
Nastas’ya Filippovna is granted no such salvation. Rather, she is left, 
like Psyche, on a high cliff, waiting for her Bridegroom, Death. Her travails 
are accentuated by the sight of her possible rescuer, Myshkin, the True 
Husband she longs for; but rather than saving her, he speeds the arrival of 
her destruction. This woman accepts her own murder, choosing the knife 
consciously. Although she is no longer a virgin in the modern, patriarchal 
sense of “chaste,” Nastas’ya Filippovna is a virgin in the more ancient defi­
nition — “one-in herself.”^®® She is chained on the mountain In full bridal 
splendor and is devoured. Dressed in white, she indeed marries death; 
she is sacrificed on the marriage bed, on the white sheets intended to be 
soiled by the mythical maiden blood upon her sexual union with her hus­
band. Nastasya’s maiden blood was spilled long ago, and now she 
sleeps on the marriage bed eternally. The blood that does trickle from her 
body is symbolic of the virgin blood of the Bride of Death, her white gown is 
stained by his murderous hand upon their union, her death. Rogozhin kills 
the maiden she still is. Finally now she is free — free of her sin and her in­
nocence, free of the pains of living in a world which sought to own her. In a 
way, Rogozhin has been kind to her. He has given her this escape, has 
freed her from slavery to men’s passions (including his own) and the ideals 
under which she toiled. He has unchained her from the rock so that she 
could fling herself from it, and now she will no longer have to look upon the 
painfully ineffectual countenance of her failed divine Bridegroom, Myshkin.
For explanation of this original definition, see especially Harding, Woman's 
Mysteries (pp. 124-5), and Walker, Woman's Encyclopedia (pp. 1048-9).
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As Terras writes, “Nastasya Filippovna Barashkova’s name is clearly 
meaningful. Nastasya is short for Anastasia, ‘the resurrected,’ and 
Barashkova is derived from barashek, ‘lamb.’ She is thus marked as a vic­
tim to be resurrected by virtue of her sacrificial d e a t h . R o g o z h i n  set her 
free with his knife, and no doubt she lay on the bed watching him ap­
proach, waiting for the gleam of the knife in her chest, anticipating the free­
dom and awful release of the Ultimate Bridegroom, Death.
In Idiot Prince Myshkin’s role as a Christ-figure immured in an imper­
fect world leads him twice to the spiritual destruction of a sinful woman: first 
the Swiss girl, Marie, and later the heroine, Nastas’ya Filippovna. In his 
self-delusion, Myshkin effectively robs both women of the Dostoevskian 
way to salvation: acceptance of guilt before all humankind, and the ensu­
ing, purifying suffering.
Prince Myshkin’s character has, by some critics, been declared Christ- 
like; many others, however, have observed the myriad flaws which bar 
Myshkin from true savior stature.^ ®® While an examination of Myshkin’s 
character is beside the purpose here, its effects on Nastas’ya Filippovna 
should not be overlooked.
Possibly the most important Christian virtue Myshkin lacks is the ability 
to love effectively. One cannot ignore Dostoevsky’s ideals, most fully es-
Terras, An Interpretation, p. 85.
A full listing of these texts is impossible here, but some of particular interest are: 
Murray Krieger, "Dostoevsky's ‘Idiot’: The Curse of Saintliness,” in Dostoevsky: A 
Collection of Critical Essays ed. Rene Wellek (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall,
1962, pp. 39-52); Simon O. Lesser and R. Noland, “Saint and Sinner — Dostoevsky’s 
Idiot," Modern Fiction Studies (1975, 21: 387- 404); Diana L. Burgin, “Prince 
Myskin, The True Lover and Impossible Bridegroom’: A Problem in Dostoevskian 
Narrative,” The Slavic and East European Journal (Vbl. 27, No. 2, 1983, pp. 158-75); 
Joseph Frank, “A Reading of The Idiot,"The Southern Review (5.1, 1969, pp. 303- 
31); and Terras, “The Idiot”: An Interpretation. Terras in particular makes a point the 
others seem to have overlooked: “These critics do not consider the fact that Jesus 
Christ was in their terms a failure: people went on living as before and changed but 
little even after he departed this world” (pp. 77-8).
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poused by Father Zosima and Alyosha in Brat’ya Karamazovy.
As early as in his notebooks to The Idiot, Dostoevsky had distin­
guished three kinds of love: passionate (immediate) love, love from 
vanity, and Christian love ... the third [is represented] by Father 
Zosima and Aliosha. Father Zosima's words about love make it 
clear that true love encompasses all of God’s creation, which 
means not only “every leaf, every ray of God’s light,” and “animals,... 
plants,... everything” (Book Six, chap. iii [g], p.298), but implicitly 
death, decay, and suffering as well. [...] Father Zosima calls this 
"active love” and stresses that it is always directed at somebody or 
something in particular. Abstract love of humanity is professed by 
Ivan Karamazov’s Grand Inquisitor, by Rakitin, and eventually by 
Ivan Karamazov’s devil.'"®
It is precisely this “abstract love” which Myshkin feels, and which leaves 
him unable to care genuinely for anyone, beyond pity or abstraction. His 
feelings are detached, metaphysical rather than physical or concrete. In 
“loving” Nastas’ya Filippovna, the Prince loves an ideal, a face of beauty 
which touches his soul in an aesthetic sense, but which does not touch his 
heart truly in an ordinary human sense. It is this process of abstraction, of 
idealization, which causes Myshkin to obscure the reality of Nastas’ya 
Filippovna (as he did the reality of her Swiss predecessor^®®), to gloss over
'"® Terras, Companion, pp. 76-7.
'®° It is Interesting to note that Myshkin’s tendency to obscure the reality of these two 
women continues and takes a slightly different form with the Innocent Aglaya 
Ivanovna Epanchlna. It Is not some sin of hers which Myshkin denies, but her actuali­
ty, her flesh and blood form, perhaps even more drastically than he does with the two 
other women. The appointment In the park Is a prime example of this; Myshkin Is 
awaiting a liaison with a beautiful young lady, and not only does he fall asleep while 
biding his time, he dreams of the other woman and. Indeed, upon awakening cannot 
distinguish whether Aglaya Is apparition or fact.
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the actuality of her sinfulness, and to deny her the right and the necessity to 
accept her guilt in true Dostoevskian style, to pay for her failings in the coin 
of suffering.
For Dostoevsky, guilt and its naturally pursuant suffering were of vital 
spiritual import. An illustration of this can be found again in B rat’ya 
Karamazovy, this time taken from the New Testament and included as the 
epigraph.
Mctmhho, mctmhho roBopK) BaM: cchm nmeHMMHoe 3epHo, 
naAHiH B 3CMJ1K), He yMpëx, to ocTaHeTca oaho; a cchm 
yMpëx, xo npMHecëx mhoxo rnioAa. (EBanrejiMe ox Moanna, 
rn. X I I ,  ex. 24.)"®'
As Terras points out, “The epigraph of the novel [The Brothers 
Karamazov] (John 12:24), which recurs in a variety of contexts... tells us 
that suffering and death are necessary so that there can be resurrection.”^  
According to Dostoevsky, feeling guilty before all creation is the primary 
root from which grows salvation. “Zosima, believing in God and immortali­
ty, feels guilty before all creation and loves all creation....”"®® In Idiot, 
Myshkin’s loveless pity cannot fulfill or save Nastas’ya Filippovna, who 
must feel her guilt and suffer for it in order to redeem herself and others. 
Myshkin seeks to deny her sinfulness, to ignore it (just as he had done with 
Marie in the Swiss village). As Dennis Slattery expresses clearly.
PSS, 14, 1976, p. 5.
Terras, Companion, p. 58.
'""Ibid, p. 49.
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“...Myshkin has shown himself to be relentless in his compassion unin­
formed by love. He attempts to restore Marie to her unfallen condition 
rather than to love her in her sinfulness. While Marie repents and suffers 
for her sins, she nevertheless hopes, an action which is contrary to the 
prince’s denial of the flesh and of sin and repentance.”"®^ He points out that 
“[t]he kiss which Myshkin gives to the portrait of Nastasya [through pity]... 
poetically confirms the relationship between Nastasya and Marie.”"® This 
pity is the sole element in Myshkin’s “love” for Marie, and one of the few in 
his feeling for Nastas’ya. He wrongs both women with this pity. In 
Switzerland he allows Marie and the children to think he loves her truly; if 
she believes this until the moment she dies, then perhaps Myshkin has 
done her a kindness. If, however, she dies knowing the true nature of his 
emotions for her, he has wronged her severely. Nastas’ya Filippovna is 
confronted with the reality of his veneer of love masking shallow pity, and 
this recognition helps to speed her along towards her own destruction. 
And just as he takes away the hope of these women for true, human love, 
Myshkin’s denial of sin robs the women of their saving grace (or rather, 
their saving sin) and dooms them to a sacrificial death, for Nastas’ya 
Filippovna possibly not to be followed by ascension into heaven, because 
perhaps she has not been allowed to suffer enough, to expiate, ergo purify 
herself, enabling her to take on the guilt of all humankind. Nastas’ya 
Filippovna yielded willingly to Rogozhin, went away with him voluntarily, 
knowing that this meant her death.
[M b in iK M H ]  H a m ë ji  e ë  b  co cT O flH M M , n o x o x c M  n a
Dennis P. Slattery, 'The Idiot”: Dostoevsky’s Fantastic Prince. New York: Peter Lang 
Publishing, Inc., 1983, p. 56.
'""Ibid, p. 58.
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c o B e p m c H H o e  n o M e m a x e n b C T B o :  o n a  B C K p M K M B an a,
j^ p o x a jia , KpMqguia, q x o  P o fo x m h  cnp flxaH  b ca%y, y  hm x  
B flO M e, WTO OHa e r o  ceM q ac  B M #en a , h x o  o h  eë y ô b ë x  
HOHbK)... 3 a p e x e x
In effect, in giving herself up to slaughter, Nastas’ya Filippovna commits 
a sort of passive suicide, knowing she had no hope of salvation, perhaps 
seeking the suffering of death instinctively at the hands of Rogozhin. 
“Dostoevsky had often asserted that suicide is a logical corollary of 
materialism and lack of faith in immortality.”^ ®^ No detail in Dostoevsky is 
small; we should recall:
B e e  3 XM ^ a M b i p a c c K a a b iB a n M  h o x o m , h x o  K H H 3 b 
ocM axpM B an b K O M H axax [H acxacb M  O M nM nnoB H bi] Ka:»cflyK) 
B cn tb , y B H # a n  n a  c x o n M K e  p a B B ë p H y x y ro  K H w ry  %3 
ÔM ÔnM oxeKH H xeH w a, c})paH ity3CKMM p o M a n  « M a d a m e  
B ovary»../® ®
Although she did not actually imbibe poison as did the French anti­
heroine, Nastas ya Filippovna nevertheless undeniably accepted a violent 
end. Perhaps she instinctively realized the hopelessness of her situation
PSS, 8, 1973, p. 490.
Terras, Companion, p. 55.
PSS, 8, 1973, p. 499.
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and the impossibility of the burden the Prince placed on her when he “re­
lieved” her of her guilt, and so subsequently she sought to hand herself 
over to Death, in the person of Rogozhin. The ultimate tragedy of her end 
is crystalized in her appearance and attire as she decomposes on her 
deathbed, symbolically also the marriage bed. Still adorned in bridal finery 
left over from her near-marriage to Myshkin (the man who had finally driven 
her to this end), Nastas’ya Filippovna lies as though virginal — despite her 
befouled life history of near-incestual defilement, heartbreak, and self-lac­
erating debauchery — amid the accoutrements of wedded bliss. Her white 
gown is barely stained by the blood Rogozhin’s knife released from her 
body — suggestive of the fabled virginal blood of a maiden's wedding 
night.'®®
— b o x  en të , w ro  mh c  qy#H O : coB ceM  h o x  k b k  6 h  
Ha n o n x o p a ... a jiM  ^ a x e  n a  ABa B ep n iK a  n p o m ë n ... h o a  c a M y io  
n cB y io  rp yA B ... a KpoBM B cero  3xaK  c H o n -jio x K M  cxonoBOM n a  
p y ô a m K y  BBixeKJio; ô o n b n ie  n e  ô b ijio ...
 3 x 0 , 3X0 , 3X0 , -----  HpMHOAHHnCfl B A p y r KHH3 b B y x a c H O M
BOnHCHMM, ---- 3X0 , 3X0  H 3 HaK), 3X0  fl HMXaJT... 3X0  BHyxpCHHee
H3 JiHHHHe Ha3 b iB aexcfl... B b iB aex , h x o  a b x c  m  h m  K anjiM . 3 x o  
K onb yA ap n p jiM o  b cepAAe../"®
It is highly evocative that the wound pierced her heart directly, a brutal 
twist on the mythical arrow of Eros, perhaps even suggesting that she was 
in love with Death, with the monster about to devour her (reminiscent again
I have no wish to associate myself with the obvious Freudian Interpretations of the 
knife.
""°PSS. 8, 1973, p. 505.
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of Psyche in Greek mythology'^ )^. Rogozhin here is one half of the archety­
pal male husband/ lover/ devourer, and Nastas ya Filippovna is wedded to 
him in sin and tragedy if not in church ritual and state record. Rogozhin 
has even contemplated surrounding her with flowers. It is into this 
macabre wedding chamber that Myshkin, the other half of the male 
archetype, enters, to be forced to realize the truth of Nastas’ya Filippovna’s 
life and her death, a realization which also sends him flying headlong back 
into the depths of “idiocy.”
KoFAa PoroxM H  saxMx (a oh BApyr 3axwx), KH%3b xmxo 
HaxHyjicfl K HCMy, ycenca c hmm phaom m c cMnbHo 
ôbiontMMCfl cepAACM, x H x e n o  A tin ia , cxan e ro  
paccMaxpMBaxb/’'
And later;
...KHH3b HpoxarMBan k HCMy xorAa cbok) Apoxan^yio pyxy 
H XMXO AOXporMBajTCfl AO ero rojiOBbi, ao ero Bonoc, rnaAMji 
MX M rnaAMH ero ntexM... ôojibme oh HMHero ne Mor 
CACJiaxb! [...] Kaxoe-xo coBceM HOBoe ontyntenne xommho 
ero cepAAC SecxoneHHoio xocxom. M exA y xeM coBceM 
paccBeno; naxoneA oh npMJier na noAynixy, xax 6bi coBceM
For a brilliant interpretive study of this myth In Junglan terms, see Erich Neumann, 
Amor and Psyche: The Psychic Deveiopment of the Feminine. A Commentary on 
the Taie by Apuieius ( New York: Princeton University Press, 1956).
PSS, 8, 1973, p. 506.
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y x e  B ÔeCCMJTMM m  b  OTHaflHMM, M n p M X a jIC fl CBOMM nWAOM  
K Ô ncA H O M y m n e n o A B M X H O M y  n w A y  P o r o x p in a ;  c n ë 3 b i 
TCKHPi M3 e ro  rn a 3  Ha n%ëKM P o r o x n n a ,  h o , M o x e x  ô h x b , o h  
y x  M n e  c n b ix a ji  x o r ^ a  c b o m x  co ô c x B e H H w x  c n ë 3  m  y x e  n e
3 H a ji H M H ero  o  h m x .../^^
Myshkin’s weeping over Rogozhin manifests concretely the reality con­
fronting the Prince in the corpse of Nastas’ya Filippovna. The tears he 
sheds are real, flowing from the source of true, human love, not the flawed, 
impersonal pity which formerly had motivated him. When he faces the 
demise of his misunderstood embodiment of ideal beauty, the psychic 
shock waves cause a complete ideological and philosophical quake which 
leaves in shambles all Myshkin’s old misconceptions and idealistic 
sophistry. The tears he sheds are like shards of glass raining down from 
the now ruined transparent cathedral he had built for himself and his delu­
sions. Finally Myshkin understands the truth, validity, and imperative of 
human suffering (and consequently of human dignity) as he weeps with 
Rogozhin; only now does Myshkin achieve a true, physical (not meta­
physical) pity — and concomitantly, love — for Nastas’ya Filippovna, a pity 
which may then free her soul for some sort of redemption. Nastas’ya 
Filippovna is finally granted her guilt by Myshkin, and therefore perhaps fi­
nally her suffering is now admissible as evidence for her salvation, possi­
bly symbolized by the fly on her pillow. “BApyr 3 a x y x x a n a  
H p o c H y B m a flC fl M y x a ,  H p o n e c n a c b  naA K p o B a x b io  m  3 a x M X jia  y 
M 3ro n o B b fl. KH«3b B 3A p o F H yn .”'"'‘ The fly, a “popular soul symbol in
"'Nbid, pp. 506-7.
Ibid. p. 503.
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many ancient religions,”'^ ® could represent here the soul of this Psyche, 
finally granted freedom. But it also hints that, despite all the precautions 
Rogozhin has taken, the corpse has begun to putrefy. The fly, the 
harbinger of disease, death, and decay, arrives on schedule. The fact that 
the body of Nastas’ya Filippovna has begun to cavitate brings in the earlier 
quoted epigraph of Brat’ya Karamazovy, as well as the chapter in which 
Zosima’s body emits the odor of corruption, shaking the faith of Alyosha. 
Just as the saint created in Dostoevsky’s later years begins to decompose, 
so does Nastas’ya Filippovna (indeed, scientifically speaking, they must); 
but just as we know that Zosima is the seed which dies but brings forth 
much fruit, so should we ask whether the death of Nastas’ya Filippovna 
similarly causes a sort of regeneration. With her death, and the corpse 
which lies near him, the Prince finally allows his eyes to see the necessity 
of the acknowledgement of guilt, the imperative to take on suffering. Now 
he comprehends the cold wrong he has done to Nastas’ya Filippovna and 
the cruel wastefulness of her death. It is this awesome revelation which 
sends the Prince staggering back into “idiocy.” Penultimate withdrawal 
from the world which shattered the stained-glass window of his beliefs, the 
world which he had sought to help, is the only choice for the man whose 
entire spiritual and intellectual cosmos has collapsed in on itself. As antici­
pated in Myshkin’s assertion, upon seeing Holbein’s painting ‘'Dep^?si+ion 
Christ]' . ' . that such a painting could make a man lose
his faith, when Myshkin is confronted with the painful actuality of Nastas’ya 
Filippovna’s suffering perhaps he finally does lose his faith — and is forced 
to retreat to the unknowable depths of his disease.
Walker, Encyclopedia, pp.316-17.
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Hacxacbfl OMjiMnnoBHa noAHanacb, BsrnflHyna eipe pas b 
aepxano, aaMexnna, c «KpMBoio» ynbiÔKoM... hxo ona 
«ÔJicAHa xax MepxBen;», naôoxHo noxnoHMnacb oôpaay m 
Bbimna na xpbiJibAo. Fyn ronocoB npMBcxcxBOBaji eë 
noHBncHMe. IIpaB^a, b nepBoe mehobchmc nocjibimancfl 
CMCX, annoAMCMCHXbi, qyxb ne cbmcxxm; ho nepea 
MFHOBeHMe x e  pas^anncb m Apynie rojroca:
—  3 x a a  xpacaBMAa! —  xpMHanw b xohhc .
— He OHa nepBa», ne ona m nocneAH%%!
—  BeHAOM Bcë HpMxpbiBaexcfl, Aypaxw!
— Hex, Bbi HaMAMxe-xa xaxyio pacxpacaBMAy, ypa! — 
XpMHaJTM ÔJIHXaHHIHe.
—  K hhxmhh! 3a xaxyio xhhxmhk) a 6bi Ayniy npoAan!—  
saxpMHaji xaxoH-xo xanAenapMcx. —  «I^enox) x m 3hm hohb 
MOK)!..»
Hacxacba OwjrHnnoBHa Bbimna AewcxBHxejibHO ôneAHaa 
xax nnaxox; ho ôojibmne aëpHbie rnasa eë cBepxajiH na 
xojiiiy xax pacxanëHHbie yrnw; 3xoro-xo BsxjiaAa xornia m ne 
Bbmecna; HeroAOBaHwe oôpaxMjiocb b Bocxopxennbie
XpHXH/^
With this passage Dostoevsky explicitly links Nastas'ya Filippovna with 
Pushkin’s poetic creation, Cleopatra. In the 1824 poem “Cleopatra” 
Pushkin delineates a Cleopatra ennuied by court life; suddenly she is en­
livened by the invention of a challenge.
PSS, 8, 1973, pp. 492-3.
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But again she lifts her brow 
And says with solemn mien:
“Attend me: I can restore 
Equality between us.
Is there bliss for you in my love,
You can buy bliss:
Who will step up and bargain for passion? 
I sell my nights.
Say, who among you will buy 
A night of mine at the cost of his life?” 277
Dostoevsky meant unambiguously to declare Nastas'ya Filippovna's lit­
erary descendance from Pushkin’s Ptolemaic Queen.
At the beginning of the Pushkin 1824 poem, the legendary Queen of 
the Nile throws down a daring and unprecedented gauntlet: she offers her­
self for sale. To the lucky taker, for one night the queen promises herself as 
slave, as concubine, to render whatever services are desired by the bid­
der. The toll for this night of bliss and heavenly carnal satisfaction: death. 
The one who accepts her challenge wins her divine sexual company for a 
night, but in return he must relinquish his life. She makes of herself a royal 
prostitute, an erotic slave to the demands of anyone brave enough to strike 
the bargain. She sells herself dearly, but nevertheless three men step for­
ward to offer themselves in payment.
On more than one occasion does Nastas’ya Filippovna exact a similar, 
if slightly less final, pledge. First, a bidding war occurs, wherein competing
Leslie O’Bell, Pushkin’s "Egyptian Nights”: The Biography of a Work. Ann Arbor: 
Ardis Publishers, 1984, p. 11.
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suitors attempt to auction her off to the man with the deepest purse. The 
price stands at one hundred thousand rubles, which Rogozhin has brought 
to Nastas'ya Filippovna, who then challenges her supposed fiancé, Ganya, 
with the money Rogozhin has given her as the wages of sin.
— H y, Tax cjiymaM x e , FaHa, a xoay na t b o k ) Ayniy b 
nocneAHMM pas nocMoxpeTb; t u  Mena caM Acnbie xpa Mccaita 
Myann; xenepb m o m  aepcA. BMflMnib t h  3xy naaxy, b  h c m  
CTO Tbicaa! Box a eë ccMaac 6pomy b  x b m m h , b  o x o h b , b o x  
npM Bcex, Bce cBMAexena! K ax xonbxo oroHb oôxBaxMx eë 
BCK) —  nojiesaM b x b m m h , h o  xonbxo ôes nepaaxox, c 
roHbiMM pyxaMM, m  pyxana oxaepHM, m  xan^M naaxy m 3 
orna! BbixantMHib —  XBoa, Bce cxo xbicaa x b o m ! Kanenbxy 
xonbxo nanbaMXM o ô o x xën ib , —  Aa BeAb cxo xbicaa, 
HOAyMan! flo n ro  h m  BbixBaxMXb! A  a na Ayniy x b o k ) 
Honioôyiocb, xax xbi sa m o m m m  ACHbraMM b  o x o h b  HOJiesenib. 
Bce CBMACxejiM, axo naaxa ôyAex xBoa! A  ne nonesenib, xax 
M cropMx; HMXoro ne nynty. Ftpoab! Bce npoab! M o m  
ACHbXM! M MX sa Hoab y PoroxMHa Bsana. M o m  h m  
ACHbXM, PoroxMH ?
—  T bom, paAocxb! T bom, xopojiena!''®
As Cleopatra had openly challenged the men of her court, of high and 
low estate, to sell their lives for a night of passion, so Nastas’ya defies so­
cial convention and offers herself for the bidding (while actually ironically
PSS, 8. 1973, p. 144.
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throwing reality back in their faces — she is, after all, merely a “commodi­
ty”). Rogozhin even utters concrete evidence of Dostoevsky’s intended as­
sociation: he calls her his “queen.”
By connecting his literary creation with the mythical dream of his 
beloved Pushkin, Dostoevsky accessed an entire legendary heritage for 
Nastas’ya Filippovna. Since the very same time period in which the histori­
cal Queen of the Nile lived, propaganda — both positive and negative — 
has been circulated, leading to phenomenal distortions of the truth of her 
life. The Queen herself contrived to embellish her reality; but the negative 
fallacies were first promulgated by her enemy, Octavius Caesar. He and 
his Roman legions of state scribes and poets sought to combat any power 
lingering in the image of Cleopatra’s independence, sovereign rule, and 
goddess stature by poisoning it as surely as a snake’s bite. (Another erro­
neous assumption of history holds that the Hellenic Queen died by asp- 
bite.) Thus, as recent scholarship has s h o w n , t h e  entire tradition of his­
tory and literature about Cleopatra originated with deliberate obliquity fab­
ricated by her enemies and conducted through time by mainly unwitting 
transmitters. Pushkin himself was guilty of this, for the legendary banquet, 
challenge, amorous encounters and executions never actually occurred, 
and can in fact be traced to an inventive Latin historian in the fourth centu­
ry.'* But of course he cannot be blamed,especially since the fantasy pro­
duced such lovely verse. Dostoevsky, who had ardently loved Pushkin 
from his yo u t h , wa s  obviously equally engulfed by the prevailing view of 
Cleopatra, not to mention by the artistic sway of the Russian poet.
The heritage bequeathed to Nastas’ya Filippovna by Pushkin’s artistry
For a lucid, revisionist treatment of Cleopatra, see Lucy Hughes-Hallett, Cleopatra: 
Histories, Dreams and Distortions (London: Vintage, 1990).
Hughes-Hallett, p. 290.
At the time of Pushkin’s death Dostoevsky had even said that, had he not already 
been wearing mourning for his mother’s passing, he would have worn it for that of the 
great poet. See pp. 64-5, Frank, The Seeds of Revolt.
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was rich, one with which anyone reading Idiot at the time of its publication 
would certainly have been familiar. By linking his heroine with the Queen 
of the Nile, Dostoevsky endowed her with connotations beyond what would 
normally have been available. The Cleopatra of Pushkin was the world's 
most beautiful woman, a description which Dostoevsky applies to his own 
character. Cleopatra was proud, powerful, fiercely independent; Nastas’ya 
Filippovna likewise possesses these qualities. Cleopatra was bored with 
her life and sought to shatter conventions and morals; so does Nastas’ya 
Filippovna seek to shake those around her. Cleopatra was ruthless 
enough and desired enough to elicit the voluntary acceptance of execu­
tion; Nastas’ya Filippovna wields such a bewitchingly erotic potency over 
the men around her that she may extract mammoth sums of money and 
perilous physical tasks from them for her pleasure. As Nastas’ya 
Filippovna is bartered for, as a commercial value is assigned to her, her 
pride is stirred to fury and she flashes her strength as a commodity, that is, 
her monetary value as a female object which can be traded and pur­
chased. She exercizes force even when others seek to usurp that force. 
Cleopatra set her own price for a night in her bed; Nastas’ya Filippovna 
likewise extracts cash for her sexual company. (Although, it should be ob­
served here, she never actually has sexual relations with anyone but 
Totskii.)™
Even in death the river of relation flows between these two great female 
figures. Rather than face deportation to Rome where she would be parad­
ed through the streets by her enemy as war booty, chained to Octavius’ 
chariot like a common prisoner of war or slave, Cleopatra, the earthly em­
bodiment of the beauty of the supreme goddess Isis, instead chose her
I agree with Victor Terras when he asserts: “The text... suggests that Nastasya 
Filippovna has slept with no one but Totsky and that she never slept with Rogozhin” 
(p. 63. Terras, An Interpretation ).
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own death. She adorned herself in her imperial robes, which also served 
to identify her as Isis' temporal incarnation, and took poison, lying down 
and dying a dignified, calm death, without struggle and without disturbing 
her majestic demeanor.'* Nastas’ya Filippovna, to all intents and purpos­
es, commits suicide; having acknowledged that Rogozhin will kill her, she 
runs to him and quietly waits for him to end her life. She wants this death, 
she cherishes it. Indeed, she has no choice. As surely as Cleopatra’s fu­
ture was unendurable, Nastas’ya Filippovna has nothing ahead of her. As 
surely as Octavius would have made Cleopatra his miserable captive, so 
Nastas’ya Filippovna would have been further, eternally enchained, either 
to Myshkin’s misshapen notions of her sinlessness, had she married him, 
or else to a continued subsistence as a plaything of rich men, until she 
would eventually lose her brokerable asset: her beauty. No choice — no 
dignified choice, worthy of such a beautiful and dazzlingly compelling 
woman — remained to her, save certain death at the dirty hands of 
Rogozhin. But even as she submitted to his knife, she exercized her au­
thority: as he stabbed the blade into her, he did her will.
The podpol’nyi chelovek is most often interpreted to mean “under­
ground man,” after the title character in Dostoevsky’s work of that name. 
But it is worthwhile keeping in mind that in Russian this term is not gender 
exclusive; this fact seems to have been overlooked. That is surprising, be­
cause Nastas’ya Filippovna quite clearly exhibits many aspects of an un­
derground personality.
The duality of Nastas’ya Filippovna is remarkably similar to that of the 
Underground Man (the actual character in Zapiski iz podpol’ya). As 
Mochulsky observes in the Underground Man:
See Hughes-Hallett, especially pp. 27-8, p. 49, pp. 106-8, and pp. 138-9.
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Consciousness opposes itself to the world. It is alone, against it 
is everything. As a result it feels itself brought to bay, persecuted; 
hence the morbid sensitivity of the underground man, his self- 
love, vanity, suspicions. [...] The breach in his personality yet in­
creases. On the one hand, there is vicious, petty debauchery; on 
the other, lofty dreams. "It is amazing that these influxes of 
‘everything beautiful and noble’ used to come in me during peri­
ods of dissipation, and just when I found myself at the very bot­
tom, used to come so, in separate little spurts, as it were, remind­
ing me of themselves, but not putting an end, however, to the de­
bauchery by their appearance. They rather, as it were, seemed to 
enliven it by contrast.” Duality is experienced as a contradiction 
and suffering, becomes the matter of “tormenting inner analysis,” 
but out of suffering there suddenly grows a “decisive pleasure.”
[...] Degradation is a torture, but a “too clear awareness” of 
degradation can afford pleasure. Looking into a mirror, it is possi­
ble to forget about what is reflected and to lose oneself in how it 
is reflected."®^
Nastas’ya Filippovna’s hyperconsciousness of her own degradation at 
another’s hands leads her to degrade herself. The pleasure of this may not 
be comprehensible for us as hopefully stable modern readers, but obvious­
ly for Dostoevsky this was integral in certain personalities. Beyond the 
pleasure of presenting Totskii with the spoiled fruits of his own debauched 
exploitation of her, Nastas’ya Filippovna ventures into the realm of 
masochistic sensation. She is so convinced of her own impurity that she is 
now obsessed with deepening it, making it more manifest. She will not
Mochulsky, pp. 248-9.
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marry any of the men who propose to her, nor does she try to force Totskii 
into marriage: she prefers to remain a fallen flower, on the rim of “decent” 
society, the better to feel her pain. Her self-lacerating revelry in shame pro­
cures for her an enjoyment she will not exchange for another, perhaps 
healthier, one. In this she finds a certain independence, an autonomy 
which prefers self-immolation to external control. Again, this finds an echo 
in Mochulsky’s analysis of the podpoTnyi chelovek.
Man can come to desire what is not advantageous in order to 
have the right to desire; this is the most advantageous because “it 
preserves for us that which is most important and most precious, 
i.e., our personality and our individuality.”
This inspired defense of personality is summarized in a paradoxi­
cally incisive affirmation: “One’s own unrestricted and free volition, 
one’s own caprice, however wild it may be, one’s own fancy, pro­
voked at times although even to the point of madness — here this 
all is the most advantageous advantage."
The author does not stop before the astonishing conclusion: “Man 
is in need of a purely independent desire, whatever this indepen­
dence may cost and to whatever it may lead."
The whole meaning of human existence, the whole meaning of 
human history lies in the self-assertion of the irrational will (“wild 
caprice, mad fancy”).
Nastas’ya Filippovna indeed asserts her own “irrational will” throughout 
the novel. In fact, nearly everything she does seems to emanate from this 
impulse toward self-assertion. She is frequently described as mad by the 
other characters and the narrator; allegedly her madness traces its incep­
tion to the moment she meets Myshkin at her birthday party. But could not
Ibid, p. 252.
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this madness be adduced to her apparently illogical tendency to manifest 
her own personality no matter how absurd or destructive the result? This 
inner drive towards autonomy informs every scene in which she plays; oc­
casionally it is overcome by her own “better” instincts, for instance when 
she repents of her ill-behavior toward Ganya’s mother and kisses her 
hand. But on the whole, she exhibits an overwhelming tendency to main­
tain her independence, no matter what the cost.
This “defense of personality” is nowhere more clearly evident than in 
her death. In voluntarily going with Rogozhin to her own murder, she 
evades the control which Myshkin had sought to establish over her. Only 
by dying, leaving this world, can she escape the ever-increasing encroach­
ment upon her autonomy which this world inevitably wished to exercize 
over her. In choosing death, she at least chooses for herself, however 
paradoxical this may seem. She wilfully goes with Rogozhin, as though to 
spite the world, as though shouting to everyone, “Look here! I am leaving 
and you cannot stop me! I am going to my death because I want to, not be­
cause I have been told to do so! No one can rule over me! I am my own 
queen!” She will not submit to Myshkin's illusory and transitory Crystal 
Palace, his perfect world of sinlessness and guiltlessness, his Swiss idyll 
(much as Mar'ya Timofeevna refused Stavrogin's offer of life in the Swiss 
canton). She sees that this Crystal Palace is in fact only a chicken coop; 
the Crystal Palace leaves no room for suffering, and therefore it cannot be. 
She prefers the Gothic dwelling of Rogozhin as her tomb, dying at her own 
behest at the hands of another. Her death is the final attainment of autono­
my by the personality, because now nothing can change her or assert itself 
over her — she is now immutable. She even deprives any god or fate of 
the chance to impose on her an appointed hour of death; she usurps the 
scissors from the Three Fates and clips her own thread.
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Nastas’ya Filippovna appears separately here because she exempli­
fies so well one of the central tenets of this study: that the female characters 
of Dostoevsky are individuals, that despite shared traits and some recur­
ring images, Dostoevsky has created a myriad array of individual women. 
This variance at once typifies and supplies his realism, and the realism of 
the women he wrote about. With Nastas’ya Filippovna this strength of 
characterization and power of reality is brought into sharply beautiful, if 
tragic, focus.
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CONCLUSION
It is a recurrent motif in Russian folklore and literature that the female 
both represents and leads towards the hero's salvation. From pagan times 
to Ol'ga's conversion to Christianity and her rescue of her nation, this trend 
is evident. Either by the figure of the mother or a beautiful young maiden, 
the hero is brought to the proper path and set right on his course. Nowhere 
is this saving aspect more profound or lovely than in the works of Fyodor 
Dostoevsky.
Although his meek females may seem at first to be “under the thumb” 
of their masculine counterparts, a closer inspection reveals who holds the 
true power. This realization is stated explicitly by the Underground Man.
npMmjio MHe Toxe b BsôyAopaxeHHyio mok) ronoBy, hto 
pojTM BCAB Tenepb OKOHHaTenbHO nepeMCHHnHCb, htg 
repoMHfl Tcnepb ona, a « tohho  Taxoe x e  yHMxeHHoe m 
pasAaBjicHHoe co3AaHiie, xaxMM ona 6biJia nepcAO m hoM b xy
HOHb../®®
The Underground Man comes to see that meekness and submissive­
ness are just what let these women rise above. A similar situation is evi­
dent in Krotkaya. The distraught narrator comes to realize that, although 
he had wanted her to cower before him, the “meek creature” has now be­
PSS,5, 1973, p. 175.
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come his "tyrant.”'®^ Only when she has died does the narrator finally 
begin to see how he had trampled on the best of her spirit, extinguishing 
her last hopes for happiness.
Submissiveness and gentleness are what the male protagonist most 
often dislikes in the female, what most often irritates him. Within this irrita­
tion the male is unwilling to acknowledge what he knows to be true, ac­
cording to Dostoevsky’s ideology: that the meek woman is more holy, more 
spiritually pure than the supposedly strong male. The suffering she en­
dures elevates her far above her earthly travails — and all through the 
stubborn pride of her male counterpart. The refusal of the male to confront 
reality leads him to make every futile, conscious or unconscious attempt to 
worsen the meek one’s suffering. Her lowness is an illusion created by his 
pride to mask the transcendent, innately spiritual understanding found in 
her meekness; it is a convenient ego defense mechanism for him. It is ut­
terly necessary for him to hide this from himself, to protect his fragile ego- 
system that he may continue to believe in his own superiority. To avenge 
himself, to assuage his vulnerable vanity and fragile cultural beliefs, the 
male protagonist endeavors to humiliate this quiet woman and deepen her 
suffering. This "cover-up” backfires, because soon the man is forced to see 
the unmistakable truth: each new grievous wrong he commits against a 
“meek creature” only serves to elevate her further, even to distance her 
from her pain, to make her holy and transcendent, more spiritual in the 
Dostoevskian cosmos. Each new vile act only brings more guilt and de­
bauchery to the male. However, this is never a triumph for the female; on 
the contrary, she feels his every crime as her own, so deeply does she 
identify with the “other,” so completely does she feel herself guilty for the 
sins of others.
See PSS, 24. 1982, p. 10 (I), p.12 (II), p. 14 (III), pp. 15-16 (IV), p. 18 (V).
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Often Dostoevsky’s women represent to the men a choice: an irrevoca­
ble yes or no, right or wrong, a heavenly hosannah or a spider’s web. The 
Sophian characters stand for the moral imperative, the spiritual knowing 
and acceptance of God’s will. But this “right” is usually the exact opposite 
of the male’s usual thinking or intellectual convictions. Despite abundant 
proof this male refuses to acknowledge that he has led himself astray 
through pride. He manifests his insecurity in wrath against the “right,” 
transfering this petulance to the representative of the “right,” usually a 
woman. It is often a choice between intellectual, bookish life and “living 
life,” between insatiable striving for some abstract “idea” and a lifelong de­
votion to active love.
If there is a literary apotheosis of Russian womanhood for Dostoevsky, 
it is undoubtedly Tat yana of Pushkin’s Evgenii Onegin. This immortal, po­
etic figure stands quietly behind all of Dostoevsky’s most profound depic­
tions of women. His most renowned public appearance was an address 
about Pushkin, in which Tat’yana played a prime role. In the “Pushkin 
speech” Dostoevsky expressed directly his lifelong admiration of that fa­
mous fictional female. For him she came to personify all the greatness and 
saving potential stored quietly away in the Russian land, the Russian peo­
ple, and the Russian woman. Joanna Hubbs examines this idea:
Tatiana’s prophecy of abandonment is Pushkin’s warning that 
the rootless westernism of Mother Russia’s educated sons will 
betray all that is best in the motherland, a theme taken up and de­
veloped by Fyodor Dostoevsky in the last half of the nineteenth 
century. In his “Pushkin speech” (1880), Dostoevsky points out
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that Onegin lives as an exile and a wanderer in the very heart of 
his native land. Tatiana, on the other hand, is the embodiment of 
Russia. As Kore, the daughter, she has the power to reunite him 
with Mother Russia through marriage: “Here is contact with her 
own... people, with their sanctities.” The tragedy of Onegin and 
Tatiana is that “she passed through his life unrecognized by him 
and unappreciated” [Dostoevsky, Dream of a Queer Fellow and 
the Pushkin Speech, 47-48, 51-52]. Yet Russian woman, 
Dostoevsky tells us, the guardian of life-affirming and altruistic 
values, was a “great power” leading to the “principal and most 
salutary regeneration of Russian society,” because she drew her 
strength from the “sacramental" soil, the source of rebirth. But her 
qualities of gentleness were spurned and ignored; she was a 
“martyr for the Russian man” — like Tatiana and like the mother­
land, her analogue [F.M Dostoevsky, The Notebooks for “A Raw 
Youth,” E. Wasiolek, ed., V. Terras, trans. (Chicago, 1969), 307; 
and The Diary of a Writer, B. Brasol, trans. (New York, 1949), vol. 
1, 418; vol. 2, 845-856.]™
Thus is Dostoevsky's profound understanding of Pushkin’s Tat’yana 
made explicit; but even earlier, in any of the Sophian characters and espe­
cially in Mar’ya Timofeevna (as Joanna Hubbs points out), a reader sees 
the long shadow of Tat’yana. Dostoevsky’s meek and good heroines are 
remarkably similar to Tat’yana, especially in the role they come to play in 
the lives of their male counterparts.
He xaKOBa Taxbana: 3xo xmh xBcpAbm, cxcaiamm xBepAO na 
CBOCM noHBe. Ona rayôxe OnerMHa m, kohchho, yMHee ero.
Hubbs, Mother Russia, pp. 228-9.
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Ona y x e  o ahm m  ÔJiaropoAHbiM m h c tm h k to m  cbomm  
npeAHyBCTByex, r^e m b h c m  npaBAa.... [ . . . . ]  3x o  
nonoxMxejiBHHÎi XMn, a He oxpMAaxenbHbiM, 3XO xmh 
HOJioxMxeJibHOM Kpacoxbi, 3X0 ano(J)eo3a pyccKoM  
XeHHtHHbl....™
Tat’yana understands Onegin’s nature perfectly and, even though she 
loves him, she knows he does not love her; she remains loyal to the hus­
band who loves and trusts her. In silence she suffers many years of unre­
quited affection never forgetting her first love, through a marriage which for 
her is built more on respect than romance. Even when Onegin returns and 
pitches woo, she cannot stray from her noble, painful path. Therein lies her 
ultimate beauty, according to Dostoevsky. She has not been spoiled by her 
years in the corrupt capital, by her tedious days amidst the socialites of
Petersburg; “Hex, 3x0 xa x e  Tana, xa x e  npexHflfl AepcBCHCKafl 
TaHHl ”'*  He goes on to write:
M  BOX o n a  XBëpAO roBopM X O n e n iH y :
Ho fl ApyroMy cTflana 
M 6yfly bck eMy Bepna.
B b ic K a 3 a jia  o n a  3 x 0  m m chho x a x  p y c c x a a  x e n n ^ M H a , b 3Xom  
eë ano(J)eo3a. O n a  B bicxa3biB aex n p aB ^ y  no 3M b i. [ . . . ]  H o  h x o  
x e :  H o xo M y n w  o n a  o x x a 3 a jia c b  maxm 3a hmm, n ecM o xp H  n a  
x o , H xo caM a x e  c x a 3 a jia  eM y: « H  Bac h io ô jik )» ,  n o x o M y  hm.
™FSS, 26. 1984, p. 140. 
™ Ibid, p. 141.
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HTO OHa, « K a x  p y c c x a a  x e n m H H a »  [ . . . ]  n e  c n o c o ô n a  n a  
CMCJiHM m a r ,  n e  b C M jiax  n o p B a x t cbom n y x L i, n e  b cMJiax  
H o x e p x B O B a x b  oôaHHM C M  H e c x e n , ô o ra x c x B a , C B e x c x o ro  
C B oero  sHaHCHHH, ycjioBM HM M  AoôpoAexejTM? H e x ,  p y c c x a a  
x e n n ^ M H a  c M e jia . P y c c x a a  x e n n ^ n n a  C M eno noH A ëx sa  xeM , 
BO H xo  HOBepMX, M OHa A 0 x a 3 a jia  3xo . H o  o n a  « A p y ro M y  
o xA an a  m ô yA ex B ex e M y  Bepna»/^^
Again here are Dostoevsky’s personal views and assertions on the 
essence and nature of the “Russian woman,” echoing the thoughts he ex­
pressed through Versilov in Podrostok. Obviously these beliefs are very 
deeply a part of Dostoevsky himself, firmly integrated into his faith and reli­
gious feeling, stemming from his conceptualizations of the mat’ syra 
zemlya and bogoroditsa, as well as from the figure of his own mother. The 
images recur throughout his works, in varying degrees; the dominance of 
this theme suggests how deeply Dostoevsky believed it. She knows her 
heart, this Russian woman, and she also knows what is right; she may 
have to remain loyal to her husband (Tat’yana), or she may abandon her 
husband and live in sin (Sofya Dolgorukaya-Versilova). Society’s judg­
ment of her actions does not matter to her, only that she chooses the 
course which her whole being tells her is the right one, no matter how
much suffering she may have to endure because of her choice, “...ecxb 
rnyôoxMe m xBcpABie AyniM, xoxoptie ne Moryx co3HaxejibHo oxAaxb 
CBflXblHK) CBOK) Ha HOBOp....”'®'
Ibid, p. 141.
'®'lbid, p. 143.
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX 1
Terras, Victor, The Young Dostoevsky (1646-1849). A Critical Study The 
Hague: Mouton & Co, 1969, pp. 94-101:
In White Nights we have, for once, a perfectly normal love trian­
gle. Nastenka, a pretty and very sensible girl, is secretly engaged 
to a young man of excellent character. When it appears for a mo­
ment that he may not return to her, Nastenka is willing to console 
herself with the other man who is the familiar romantic dreamer. 
But her fiancé does return after all, and she does not hesitate to 
discard the dreamer and to marry the “right” man.
Nastenka is not very different from the pretty but prosaic girls 
who are usually cast opposite the dreamer in the tales of 
Hoffmann, but she has more charm and personality than all of 
them put together. Even her feminine weaknesses have an inim­
itable personal touch. Nastenka is most different from what one’s 
conception of a Dostoevskian heroine tends to be. She is neither 
a superbly proud Katja nor a dangerously high-strung Aglaja, nei­
ther a saintly, suffering Sonja, nor a pathetic, hysterical Katerina 
Ivanovna. She is just herself, a very attractive brunette of seven­
teen, concerned with her own personal happiness, and little else.
Nastenka’s language is that of a girl her age and social back­
ground. It is purely literary, decidedly more ‘genteel’, more eman­
cipated, and bolder, than Varenka’s of Poor Folk. The prosaic 
worries and troubles of everyday life, which are crushing 
Varenka, have not touched Nastenka whose Grandmother has a 
pension, a small house, and even a maid. Nastenka at times dis­
plays the poise and grace of a young lady, while Varenka, in spite 
of her education and reading, is merely a timid little petite bour­
geoise. Circumstantially, Nastenka is infinitely better off than 
Varenka: the worst that could conceivably happen to her is that 
her admirer might fail to keep his promise. But then, this promise
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had been quite unilateral and in no way an impediment to 
Nastenka’s own pursuit of happiness, much less a blemish to her 
honor. The worst had already happened to Varenka: she had 
been seduced, abused, and abandoned.
The superb feminine poise which Nastenka displays at all times 
is a thing of beauty, stylistically one of the young Dostoevsky’s 
finest achievements. Nastenka takes full advantage of the re­
spect and consideration due her as a lady and is not averse to in­
crease that advantage by coquettish play upon her charms. She 
is composed when the Dreamer is nervous, sympathetic when he 
is excited, serious (often not without a touch of amusement) when 
he is pathetic. She is gracefully impish — while he cracks jokes 
at his own expense. When it is her turn to be sad she never 
leaves one in doubt as to the fact that she will make a quick and 
complete recovery. Nastenka is also egoistic, self-centered, and 
practical — all in a most charming, delightful, adorable way. No 
wonder she is in full command of the situation, and of the 
Dreamer, from the very first moment.
She keeps the young man at a respectful distance (figuratively 
speaking), but is not afraid of granting a concession when she 
thinks he has deserved it. Only when the Dreamer appears suffi­
ciently contrite, after Nastenka has insisted on getting an expla­
nation as to why he decided to accost her in the street, does she 
graciously forgive him. She makes him feel very “small” and 
quite undeserving of her kindness, but the words in which she 
grants her forgiveness are a paragon of tact and mother wit: “Let it 
be enough, do not speak of it anymore”, she says, “it is really my 
fault, I should not have started this discussion in the first place; yet 
I am glad to see that I didn’t misjudge your character” (II, 14). 
Thus she forgives him, but not without making it clear that this is 
an exception, granted in consideration of the good impression he 
has made on her. And once she has decided to forgive him she 
tactfully shoulders the blame for the embarrassment of a moment 
ago, thus dismissing — by authority of her judgment as a lady!— 
the circumstance that she has just struck up an acquaintance and
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is about to have a rendezvous with a man who, after all, as well 
as accosted her in the street.
When Nastenka tells the young man the story of her life she re­
ports, among other things, that at one time her grandmother had 
put her under house arrest. She proceeds: “I shall not tell you 
what I had done, except that my crime was not a serious one.” 
She will not discuss the incident, for it may be a little embarrass­
ing, but insists that honi soit qui mal y  pense. When a funny 
scene involving Nastenka’s grandmother comes up, she laughs 
heartily herself. But when the young man joins in her laughter, 
she issues a reprimand — she demands respect not only for her­
self but also for her grandmother.
Nastenka tells the story of her young love in a simple and natu­
ral, and therefore dignified way. She conceals or disguises noth­
ing for there is nothing about the story of which she might be 
ashamed. This is true even of the episode during which we see 
Nastenka, on the eve of her lover’s departure, go and offer to 
leave with him. She offers no explanations, let alone excuses, for 
the way she acted, although she admits that this step cost her a 
good deal of effort. “I think it may have taken me a full hour to 
walk up the steps to his room”, she relates. The very simplicity 
and naturalness with which she speaks about it all show that 
there never existed even a shade of reprehensible intent or the 
mere suspicion of a dishonorable thought on the part of either 
Nastenka or her lover. Altogether the simplicity of Nastenka’s 
‘confession’ stands in sharp contrast to the strained, rhetorizing, 
sometimes ‘clowning’ diction of the Dreamer.
When Nastenka has something serious to say she does it simply 
and in few words — again, in contrast to the verbose pathos of 
the Dreamer. For instance:
What you have told me about your Dreamer Is all completely wrong, that Is, I 
want to say, It doesn’t concern you at all. You are already getting well, believe 
me, you are a different person now, not at all like you’ve described yourself to 
me. If you ever get to love somebody, may God give you happiness with her! 
As to her, I wish her nothing, for she will be happy with you. I know, I am myself a
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woman, and you must believe me when I tell you. (II, 46)
Obviously Nastenka is not very strong in logic, for she claims, al­
most in one breath, that all he has said about the Dreamer “does 
not concern him at all", and that “he is already getting well” and 
becoming “a different person”. But she has begun to like the 
Dreamer and tells him so. There is much sympathy, encourage­
ment, and understanding in her simple words, for Nastenka 
knows instinctively that it does not matter what a woman tells a 
man so long as there is genuine warmth and sympathy in her 
words.
Then comes the moment when Nastenka has reason to believe 
that her lover has deserted her. She does not conceal her sorrow 
but even in her sadness retains her poise. When she quickly 
enough collects herself her words show great pride and assur­
ance; if he has deserted her, this only shows that he was not wor­
thy of her love — such is the gist of her little harangue. Nastenka 
loves her fiancé not humbly and unselfishly, as a Varenka or a 
Netocka Nezvanova would, but as the independent, proud and 
rather egoistic girl she is. She does not love the Dreamer, of 
course, but is willing to give him her friendship. Very typically, she 
values her friendship so highly that she never doubts it will be 
enough to keep the young man attached to her. Naturally she 
finds nothing wrong with ‘dropping’ the Dreamer and returning to 
her promised lover, for isn’t she perfectly willing to continue letting 
him enjoy her FRIENDSHIP?
No wonder Nastenka is always in full command of the situation, 
even though she is almost ten years younger than the Dreamer 
and intellectually by far his inferior, which she freely admits. As a 
young lady of great charm and beauty, she feels she has a right to 
command his respect, attention, and obedience. Her tone of 
command in addressing the Dreamer might almost qualify as a 
‘label’ of her speech. Various verbs in the imperative mode, but 
especially the word “listen!”, occur with monotonous regularity 
throughout her part of the dialogue. Another feature, to the same
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effect, is that Nastenka constantly interrupts the Dreamer, and that 
he never seems to mind.
Nastenka is a clever girl, as the narrator observes with delight. 
On occasion she is witty, or comes up with a psychological obser­
vation which is a credit to her acumen. On the practical side, this 
finds expression in the great tact with which she handles her thin- 
skinned and terribly selfconscious admirer. Time and again she 
stops the flow of the Dreamer’s rhetoric and invites him to, 
please, be more sensible and down-to-earth. However, she in­
variably does it with the greatest delicacy, expressing her criticism 
in the form of praise.
With all this, Nastenka is only seventeen and has led a seclud­
ed, sheltered life. Hence her sweet naïveté which is particularly 
touching when combined with her usual assurance and resolute­
ness. Dostoevsky has succeeded in bringing out Nastenka’s
naïveté most admirably by means of delicate semantic nuances 
of her speech, which are never pointed out, much less comment­
ed upon by the narrator. Only once does he call a statement of 
hers “naive”. Most of the time, however, the Dreamer, both in his 
capacity as Nastenka’s collocutor as well as in that of a narrator, 
takes her words quite seriously, refraining from taking advantage
of her naïveté in any way, not even for a good-natured smile.
After having listened to the Dreamer’s confession, Nastenka ex­
claims; “Listen, do you know at all that it isn’t good to live the way 
you live?” The finesse lies in the use of the rhetorical question by 
Nastenka — as if the Dreamer needed to be told that his was not 
the good life! She assumes that in order to quit it and start a new 
and better life he must only be told so firmly enough. The clou of 
the passage is that the Dreamer simply and wholeheartedly 
agrees with Nastenka’s naive oversimplification of his problem.
Often Nastenka uses a peculiar ‘feminine’ logic. Dostoevsky’s 
marvelous inventiveness is matched by most delicate consideration 
for Nastenka’s dignity: he will let her appear “cute”, very cute in 
fact, but never ridiculous or even funny. Here, for instance, is 
Nastenka’s view of a certain old gentleman who used to room
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with her grandmother;
He was a little old man, thin, dumb, blind, and lame, so that, at last, he could not 
go on living any longer, and so he died. That’s why we had to have a new lodger, 
because we can’t manage without one; that and Grandmama’s pension is about 
all the income we have. (II, 31)
The formulation of the causal connection between the old gen­
tleman's debility and his death is amusing, as is the statement 
concerning the need for a new roomer which suggests that 
roomers are made to support their landladies. And another ex­
ample of Nastenka’s logic;
By the way, you have given me an idea, in fact, you’ve given me food for days of 
thought, but I shall think about it later, and for the present I confess that what you 
have said is true. (II, 42)
This says as much as that she will “decide now, and think later!” 
Altogether, thinking is not Nastenka’s forte. The fact is that she 
knows the answers to the questions that matter without having to 
think. If she has no answer, there probably isn’t any, as in the fol­
lowing case;
You know what occured to me just now? Only this has nothing to do with him at 
all. I’m speaking generally; and besides, all this has been going through my 
head for a long time: listen, why is it that we can’t all be like brothers? (II, 45)
She asks the question as if it had never been asked before and 
in a tone as if it could be answered. Yet her naive approach to 
the problem has nothing ridiculous about it. She has said what is 
to be said; anything further would be idle philosophizing.
Even Nastenka’s egoism has a quality of naïveté about it. She 
seems to be completely unaware that there may exist other view­
points beside her own. “I want him to see how you and I love 
each other”, she says to the Dreamer when they see her fiancé 
approaching them, and the Dreamer is about to withdraw hastily. 
She expects both young men will be delighted to form a “triangle”
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with her! “When I'll get married, we’ll continue to be friends, like 
brothers, or even better than brothers; I’m going to love you al­
most as much as him”, she announces on another occasion. The 
poor Dreamer doesn’t know if he should laugh or cry at so much 
naive egoism.
There are other ‘feminine’ traits which Dostoevsky succeeds in 
bringing out in Nastenka’s speech. Her speech is much simpler 
than the young man’s, her phrases usually quite brief with coordi­
nation prevailing over subordination (compare this with the 
Dreamer’s involved sentences!), asyndeta and even anacolutha 
occuring not infrequently. Frequent ellipsis and aposiopesis sug­
gest that Nastenka is often hesitant about the choice of her words. 
Syntactic traits which indicate that her speech is closer to the col­
loquial variety of the literary idiom than the Dreamer’s bookish 
diction are; reduplication (such as “My God, my GodJ” or “I thought 
and I thought”), relatively frequent use of the imperative and the 
infinitive phrase (neither has an exact equivalent in English, so 
this particular effect is lost in translation), and an abundance of 
nominal phrases. A few finesses in her phraseology also under­
line Nastenka’s femininity. For instance, the word “perhaps”, in 
this or another form, figures prominently in her speech. When 
making her first date with the Dreamer she says; “Very well, per­
haps I shall be here tomorrow, at ten o’clock” (II, 14). She is quite 
sure that she will come and come she does, but she still insists 
that it is not a promise and not really a rendezvous, as she pro­
ceeds to explain to the young man. How important that little word 
“perhaps” can be! It gives a woman independence, dignity — 
and power. Nastenka certainly makes liberal use of it.
Nastenka’s farewell letter to the Dreamer is a masterpiece of 
stylization. Its language is quite different from that of her oral 
‘confession’. The Nastenka whom we know from the latter and 
throughout the story is simplicity itself. Here in the letter we sud­
denly face melodramatic phrases which have a distinctly false 
ring;
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I thank you, yes, I thank you for this love, for It Is Imprinted In my memory like a 
sweet dream which stays with you long after your awakening; for I shall always re­
member the moment when you, with such brotherly candor, opened your heart 
to me, and so magnanimously accepted the gift of my own broken heart, to care 
for It, to cherish It and nurse It back to life. If you will forgive me, my memory will 
be hallowed by eternal gratitude to you, a feeling which will never be obliterated 
from my heart. (II, 57)
For one thing, she speaks of her “gratitude” and his “magnanimi­
ty”, thus turning back their story to the stage at which he had not 
yet declared his love and was therefore no more than a ‘brotherly’ 
friend. Secondly, either her assurances of eternal gratitude are 
extremely hyperbolic (granted he acted as a brotherly friend, what 
is it he has done for her that deserves “eternal gratitude”?), or — 
a better guess — their motivation is insincere. What she means 
here, although she doesn’t say it, is that she’s grateful he didn’t 
make any fuss when her fiancé finally showed up the other night; 
and further, that she sincerely hopes he will be so generous as to 
stay away now that she is about to get married. “If you will forgive 
me” is, to take it strictly, only a euphemism for “if you won’t cause 
me any trouble”, for in what other way could his ‘forgiveness’ be 
expressed? The Dreamer understands this part of the letter ex­
actly as Nastenka — perhaps subconsciously, for we should not 
be too harsh in our judgment of so sweet a girl — wants it to be 
understood. He decides “to forgive her”, that is never to see her 
again. But Dostoevsky would not have been Dostoevsky had he 
not introduced a certain amount of ambiguity even into this letter. 
The last few lines strike a different note. While the first and longer 
part of the letter had been an aggregate of clichés, the last few 
lines reveal the true Nastenka who, little egoist that she is, cannot 
resist the temptation to try to retain the flattering, platonic 
courtship of the romantic Dreamer, while marrying the attractive, 
practical-minded young man of her choice. And so she writes:
We shall meet, you will come to see us, you will not forsake us, you will be my 
friend, my brother always.... And when you see me you will give me your hand, 
won’t you? You will give me your hand, you have forgiven me, haven’t you? You
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love me as before ? [Dostoevsky’s italics] Oh, do love me, do not forsake me, 
for I love you so at this moment, for I am worthy of your love, because I will earn 
your love.... my dear friend! I am to marry him next week. He came back, in love 
with me, he had never forgotten m e.... You won’t be angry that I am writing about 
him? But I want to come to you with him, and you will love him too, won’t you?
Here’s love from both of us, remember and keep loving your Nastenka! (II, 57- 
58)
We are dealing with an acute semantic conflict. Nastenka 
speaks of her “love” for the Dreamer, meaning a light, pleasant 
warm feeling of fondness and sympathy which, indeed, she has 
for him. Certainly all this is quite innocent: she just happens to 
like him and would enjoy “having him around”. The word ‘love’ 
means something different to the Dreamer: pain, suffering, and 
despair. To be invited to come witness the young married bliss of 
the woman one loves — what agony!
APPENDIX 2
Terras, Victor, The Young Dostoevsky (1846-1849). A Critical Study The 
Hague: Mouton & Co, 1969, pp 101-3:
In Netocka Nezvanova we have a heroine who not only domi­
nates the scene but who also tells her own story. I think that 
Dostoevsky has taken the femininity of his narratress quite seriously 
and has actually produced as George-Sandian a narrative as any 
Russian writer, male or female, ever has. The emotional pose, the 
sentimental cliche, and the moral phrase practiced by the narratress 
of Netocka Nezvanova are an exact replica of George Sand’s
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mode of diction in the 1830’s and 1840’s, and so are the amateur­
ish ratiocinations by which she tends to turn into platitudes her own 
usually accurate and sometimes profound psychological observa­
tions. Benedetto Croce’s brilliant characterization of George Sand 
is almost literally true of the narratress of Netocka Nezvanova, es­
pecially parts II and III;
La Sand non era mente profonda, no aveva forte vita interiore [...] ma assorta nel 
sognare, nel tessere la tela delle imagionazloni, come donna ch’ella era. E, 
come donna, no concepf mai che I’arte andasse rispettata e sempre la tenne 
quasi naturale sfogo della propria sensibilita e della propria intellettualita; e, 
come donna, porto nelle cose dell’arte il senso practice [...] Osservava la 
realta, e chi non la osserva? La osservava anche con attenzione; mail sue la- 
voro consisteva, come diceva, nell’ “idealizzarla”. E perché non si pen si con 
questo idealizzamento al severe processo della purificazione ossia della vera e 
propria creazione artistica, e perché si veda di quanto scarsa importanza sia il 
consueto porre a contraste i suoi romanzi come “idealistici” con quelli “veristi- 
ci”, è bene ricordare in qual mode ella intendeva quell’ idealizzamento. L’ in- 
tendeva a questo mode, come la costruzione di un personaggio che doveva 
com pend iare il senti mento o I’ idea principale del romanzo, e rappresentare la 
passione dell’ amore. [Benedetto Croce, Poesia e non poesia (Bari, 1932), pp. 
193-194.]
It is most interesting to note that Dostoevsky himself once ex­
pressed a view of George Sand’s creative personality which ap­
proaches that of Croce. Here is what Dostoevsky has to say in a let­
ter to his brother, dated January 13, 1856:
Our lady-writers write like lady-writers i.e., cleverly, nicely, and they are certainly in a 
great hurry to have their say. Tell me, why can a lady-writer hardly ever be a severe 
artist [the Russian strogij could also be translated by austere’, or by disciplined’, 
or even by pure’]? Even George Sand, undoubtedly a giant of an artist, only too 
often did herself a lot of harm by her “ladylike” traits. ( Pis'm a , 1,167) [Here Terras 
inserts a footnote to defend this passage: “It is important to note that it is not talent, 
sensibility or intellect that Dostoevsky finds to be lacking in the typical lady author’, 
but discipline and solid craftsmanship....”]
I presume that Dostoevsky must have held much the same view of
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George Sand ten years earlier when he wrote Netocka 
Nezvanova. I also believe that he has consciously followed the ex­
ample of George Sand, imitated her stylistic mannerisms, even 
adopted some of her patterns of thought, in order to create the 
image of a genuinely feminine narratress.
As to George Sand’s tendency to ‘idealize’ the world which she 
describes, it is certainly present in Netocka Nezvanova, and in a 
very similar form, too. For instance Aleksandra Mixajlovna, the 
heroine of part III, strongly resembles the Sandian heroine of 
Indiana. Aleksandra Mixajlovna is externally glamorous yet modest 
to the point of being shy; there is a profound melancholy about her 
ethereal, sublime personality. A virtuous and devoted wife to a 
pedantic husband much older than herself, she experiences a pure 
and deeply tragic love for a younger man. Innocent victim of a 
cruel, unfeeling and sordid world, she remains kindly, generous, 
and pure to the end. Angelic simplicity, extraordinary nobility of 
emotions, loftiness of intellect — such are the basic traits of her 
character, which seems to lack negative traits altogether.
The sentimental subjectivity which the narratress displays through­
out the novel becomes stronger as the narrative moves along, 
reaching a climax in part III. Dostoevsky’s narrators are often sub­
jective, but the narratress of Netocka Nezvanova goes a step fur­
ther than most of them, displaying precisely the attitude toward her 
undertaking which Groce observes in George Sand: “...come 
donna, non concepi mai che I’arte andasse rispettata a sempre la 
tenne quasi naturale sfogo della propria sensibilita e della propria 
intellettualita.” The narratress of parts II and III of Netocka 
Nezvanova may be shockingly personal in her revelations about 
what, after all, is her own past, yet she is careful not to tell anything 
that might be to her real and permanent disadvantage in the eyes of 
the reader. The humiliations which she must suffer only touch the 
surface of her soul and, moreover, are recompensed by appropriate 
triumphs; her virtue and honor are never in doubt; and her attitude 
toward the characters in her narrative is, in general, a condescend­
ing one. She is quick with her moral judgment of people, freely dis-
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penses her worldly wisdom and, with disarming naïveté, philoso­
phizes on subjects in which she is obviously a dilettante (I am think­
ing, in particular, of her discourses on education). The self-assur­
ance and natural ease with which she produces her platitudes are 
typical of the “lady-writer” as conceived by Croce (and by 
Dostoevsky himself). While the narratress displays admirable criti­
cal judgment and heroic restraint in some sections of part I, parts II 
and III certainly show a very George-Sandian lack of discipline; su­
perficialities, repetitions, careless formulations, and thoughtless 
‘phrases’ abound in these two parts.
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